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PREFACE 

In a short introductory outline such as the present one it is impos
sible to handle a complex and delicate subject in any exhaustive 
and balanced manner. The presentation will always be eclectic and 
must thus remain the responsibility of the author. 

In this -survey, the selection of data and of scholarly opinions 
that are treated at some length is the result of personal experience 
with the field of stqdy. In some way, it is the book the author wishes 
he could have had at his disposal when, eleven years ago, he began 
the study of the languages of the ancient Balkans. This is the spirit 
in which he would like it to be accepted. Another person's presen
tation would be different. It cannot be otherwise in a field in which 

, the body of universally shared opinions and received doctrines. 
is small and the approaches of those concerned with it vary 
considerably. More space has been given to the literary sour:
ces than one would expect in such a series ; however, for this. 
subject it was vital to provide the appropriate philological and 
historical basis. 

The bibliography, too, is selective, and here again a personal note 
could not be avoided. The list includes those works which were 
judged to be fundamental in the field and also those which contain 
some data or opinions relevant for the course of the main presen
tation. All authors are quoted in the text and thus connected with 
some topics in the survey. Some titles occur only in the bibliography 
without reference in the text. They have no special bearing on any 
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one of the subjects treated there, but are proposed as useful addi
tional reading. 

Finally, I want to express my cordial thanks to Professor W. 
Winter, the editor of this series, for his interest in my Balkanic 
studies and to all colleagues who have helped me in my work by 
sending me their publications. Among them I am most obliged to 
G. Alf6ldy, M. Budimir, E. <;abej and the State University of 
Tirana, I. Duridanov, V. Georgiev, L. A. Gindin, O. Haas, D. A. 
Hester, H. Krahe, W. Merlingen, F. Papazoglu, G. B. Pellegrini, 
A. L. Prosdocimi, D. Rendic-Miocevic, M. Suic, J. Untermann 
and K. Vlahov. My sincerest thanks are due to them, because 
without their help my work would have been much more difficult. 
Thanks are also due to the French School of Archaeology in Athens 
where I was, summer after summer, given full opportunities of 
work in the rich library. 

Another debt of gratitude is to the Linguistic Circle of Zagreb 
where all the subjects · concerned with the linguistic past of the 
Balkan met with much interest and aroused fruitful discussions 
which helped the author to arrive at clearer ideas about many of the 
topics discussed in this book. 

Thanks are due to Swantje Koch who spared no efforts to bring 
the bibliography up to the high standard of this series, and to 
Mate Krizman who prepared the indexes. 

Zagreb, January 1971 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this survey are the languages that in ancient times 
were spoken on the Balkan Peninsula and now are known only 
from indirect sources while their texts are lost, completely and 
irretrievably, or riearly so. In German, such languages are very 
appropriately called Restsprachen. Their study is an unrewarding 
undertaking since it requires a sharp and painstakingly elaborate 
methodology which even in the most favorable cases can yield only 
meagre results . The intricacies of such research are in no way pro
portionate to the progress in knowledge it promises and, were it not 
for the inherent importance and interest of the subject, one would 
be tempted to leave it alone altogether for lack of sources. 

And yet, such an attitude is unacceptable because the available 
data about the lost languages of the ancient Balkans are of the 
greatest interest to all students of the various and important lan
guages of that area. No history of either Greek or a South-Slavic 
language, of Albanian or Rumanian can be conceived without an 
introductory chapter containing the essential information about the 
languages which existed earlier in the respective areas and with 
which they established their first contacts there. 

It is impossible to speak about Greek without elucidating, as well 
as possible, its relation to the Pre-Greek linguistic stratum in the 
Aegean '. The same holds true for Albanian or Serbo-Croatian and 
I IIyrian, for Bulgarian and Thracian, and for Rumanian and Dacian . 
It is mainly for such reasonS that the study of the lost languages 
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of the ancient Balkans remains an important field of linguistic 
research and cannot be left for enthusiasts and amateurs to play 
with it, who are fascinated by the thrill of lifting the veil of mystery 
from the awe-inspiring depths of a remote past which for some 
reason or other has aroused their curiosity. 

Since the beginning of its history, the Balkan Peninsula has been 
very complex and extremely interesting from the linguistic point of 
view. The sources, as scarce as they may be, show beyond the 
slightest doubt that from the oldest times it was an area of great 
linguistic diversity in which a variety of different languages has 
always been in close contact. In this respect, the picture has not 
changed till the present day. Unity in diversity, and affinity irrespec
tive of cognation have remained outstanding features of the lin
guistic picture of the peninsula. 

In order to understand the linguistic variety of the Balkans and 
the distribution of its languages in ancient and modern times, it is 
necessary to have at least some general notions of the geomorpho
logy of that part of Europe.1 

The Mediterranean coast of the continent protrudes into the sea, 
forming three peninsulas that are all clearly distinct from one an
other. The westernmost, called Pyrenean or Iberic, is a continental 
block with Mediterranean and Oceanic influences only in the coastal 
regions. The middle one, called Apennine or Italic, is completely 
exposed to the all-pervading influence of the mild Mediterranean 
Sea. Both peninsulas have one thing in common : sharply drawn 
mountain ranges, the Pyrenees and the Alps respectively, separate 
them from the rest of continental Europe. 

The third and easternmost peninsula, divided only by the Straits 
from Asia Minor, is a continental block too, open to Mediterranean 
influences only on the coasts and in its extreme south, where a rich 
and manifold articulation of the narrow mainland and the many 
islands allow the mild climate of the sea to pervade the whole of 
the country. 

1 Cf. for what follows CVIJIC (1918, 1 902) and ROGLIe (1970). 
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However, this eastern peninsula contrasts with the other two in 
having no clear-cut boundary with continental Europe. Its moun
tain ranges are connected with an orographic system that extends 
. over a wide continental area : it reaches the southern boundary of 
the Pannonian Plains, situated in Central Europe, and is closely 
linked with the Alps in the west and the Carpathians in the east. 
On both sides of that orographic system, the Mediterranean Sea 
enters deeply into the continent, thus forming two mighty gulfs : 
the Adriatic and the Black Sea. The mountainous block is therefore 
on two sides bounded by the shores of the Mediterranean and is 
regarded as forming part of the southeastern peninsula whose 
continental bulk thus becomes very considerable. This peninsula 
was, like the other two, named after a mountain range, the Stara 
Planina in northern Bulgaria whose Turkish name is Balkan 
'mountain' . 

The northern boundary of this huge portion of our continent is 
formed quite naturally by two mighty rivers : by the Sava, from its 
head-waters in the Alps, near the Gulf of Trieste, to its junction 
with the Danube, under the hill on which the fortress of Belgrade 
rises over the Pannonian Plain, and by the Danube from here on, 
to the point where it empties into the Black Sea. These rivers were 
no serious obstacle to the movements of men and have never in 
history been a lasting cultural or linguistic boundary. The eastern
most peninsula has always been open towards continental Europe 
and engaged with it in a permanent exchange of populations and 
various influences. 

The peninsular character of the country south of the Sava -
Danube line becomes, however, questionable if one takes into 
account the fact that the distance from Trieste to the delta of the 
Danube is bigger than that from the same city to Amsterdam. That 
means that continental western Europe is more of a peninsula than 
what is commonly considere? to be the northern part of its south
eastern extension. 

All these inconsistencies are a consequence of regarding Europe 
to be a separate continent, different from Asia, instead of describing 
it as a peninsula of the latter. Ifviewed in that way, the mountainous 
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country to the south of the Sava and of the Danube becomes a part 
of the most continental portion of the European Peninsula, while 
only the mainland protruding south of the Dardanelles in the east 
and the Strait of Otranto in the west can be regarded as a real 
peninsular extension in the eastern Mediterranean.2 

We shall now leave to geographers the further discussion ofthese 
alternative morphological models. The possibility of such alterna
tive interpretations is what counts most for our understanding of 
the nature of the area with which we shall be concerned in this 
survey. This area is composed of two parts : one southern and 
Mediterranean, the other northern and continental. Although deeply 
different, these parts are connected by all sorts of historical , cultural, 
and linguistic links. Very important was the presence and influence 
of Byzantium in the Middle Ages and the Turkish domination for 
about five centuries in the beginning of modern times. The Sava 
and the Danube were easily accepted as the northern boundary of 
the Balkan Peninsula since for many years they had been the border 
of Turkey in Europe. Military and political power have thus made 
them a dividing line which by their mere geographic nature they 
would never have been. In fact, it is this cultural and political 
background that has made acceptable the view according to which 
the whole area is a geographic entity, just as the middle and the 
western peninsula of southern Europe are. 

In fact, the lasting Turkish domination of the country south of the 
Danube and the Sava cannot be regarded as the result of pure 
chance since that region is an area of transition between Central 
Europe and Asia Minor. It is therefore open to influences and 
pressures from both sides. Such was the position of this area 
throughout the whole of its history. 

2 This is a view, expressed already in ancient geography. Cf. Plinius Nat. 
hist. 4.1 : Tertius Europae sinus Acrocerauniis incipit montibus, finitur Hellesponto, 
amplectitur praeter minores sinus XIX· XXV passuum. in eo Epirus, Acarnania, 
Aetolia, Phocis, Locris, Achaia, Messenia, Laconica, Argolis, Megaris, Attice, 
Boeotiq iterumque ab alio mari eadem Phocis et Locris, Doris, Phthiotis, Thes
salia, Magnesia, Macedonia, Thracia. omnis Graeciae fabulositas sicut et litte
rarum claritas ex hoc primum sinu effulsit, quapropter paulum in eo conmorabi
mur. 
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The nature of the southern Balkanic zone is quite Eurasian.  It is 
open to the sea which is easily navigable from one island of the 
Archipelago to the other and connects the mainland with Asia 
Minor and the Middle East on one side and over the Strait of 
Otranto with Italy and Sicily on the other. The main streams of 
traffic circulate over these "wet paths", as Homer says,3 whereas 
the continental block remains remote from this southern world. 
To the dwellers of the Aegean area its very nearness and intimate 
affinity seem in some way unconvincing and unreal. They feel the 
continental block to be essentially foreign and different, and yet 
they cannot ignore the close contacts and fundamental relatedness 
by which they are linked with it and which impress them again and 
again. These affinities are the outcome of permanent traffic of a less 
spectacular kind on the mainland roads that followed the river
valleys and crossed the mountain-passes of the continental block. 
On these tracks, the superior culture of the Aegean area penetrated 
the northern country, and northern influences made themselves felt 
in the south. 

The continental block strikes its observer with two conflicting 
characteristics : communicative permeability, and isolation. In the 
north, the plains are quite open towards Central Europe, the shores 
of the Adriatic and of the Black Sea are easily accessible to naviga
tion. Especially the islands and straits of the Adriatic link the Bal
kans intimately with Italy. Yet, in the central mountainous part of 
the continental block the opposite characteristic of isolation strongly 
prevails, preserving and perpetuating in these highlands a most 
conservative and patriarchal outlook and way of life. In all peri
pheral parts of the block the communication with the adjacent non
Balkanic areas has been easier and more frequent than with other 
regions inside the Balkans. 

And yet, this isolation is neither complete nor prohibitive for the 
movements of people and the exchange of goods and ideas. From 
times immemorial the roads that connect the peripheral parts of the 
Balkans with one another have been explored and the traffic on 

3 tiyea �D.evea. 
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them has never since come to a standstill. Isolation thus coexists 
in the continental block with linkage, connection, and fusion. 

The ways of continental traffic through the mountains were of 
less importance than the "wet paths" over the sea, and the big 
rivers. And yet, since the Balkan area is in itself a link between 
Central Europe and Asia Minor, these difficult and often dangerous 
continental roads were always important as lines of communica
tion and channels of exchange. Therefore the northern and southern 
parts of the Balkans, the Aegean zone, and the continental block, 
although different, remain through history linked with deep and 
lasting bonds with both the Eurasian mainland, and Asia Minor, P 

Egypt, and Italy. According to this fundamental structure of its 
anthropogeography the whole history of the Balkans pas as its 
essential feature an extreme complexity, a strong differentiation in 
the. frame of a basic unity, combined with intimate contacts of the 
peripheral parts with neighbouring areas. 

The subject of this survey are the ancient languages of the Bal
kans, all with the exception of Greek, which is well known and 
must be treated in separate volumes and by other methods. An 
outline of the available information about the rest of them will be 
presented here in order to complete the picture of the ancient 
linguistic state of the area. 

As a point of departure, we may use the sketch drawn by Strabo 
in describing the part of Europe south. of the Danube:4 

The remainder of Europe consists of the country which is between the 
Ister and the encircling sea, beginning at the recess of the Adriatic and 
extendjng as far as the Sacred Mouth of the Ister. In this country are 

. Greece and the tribes of the Macedonians and of the Epeirotes, and aU 
those tribes above them whose countries reach to the Ister and to the 

4 AOtn� 0' ea-ri -rij, EiJed)nt"j, 11 eno, �JaT(!OV uat Tij, UV"AqJ 1JaM.Ht"j" 
d(!�apeV1) ana -ro-ii pVXOV tov 'AO(!taTt"oV fteX(!t -rov £e(!ov aTopaTo, TOV "J
aTeOV, ev fJ lanv ij Te 'EAAa, uatTa TooV Maxsoovoov "at TooV 'Hnst(!ooTooV lfhrrJ 
XatTa vnee TOVTooV n(!o, TOV "JaT(!OV xa1h}xona xatneO, T�V erp' ixd-reea 1Jd
Aanav -r�v -re 'Ac5(!taTt"�v uat T�V IIovnx�v, n(!C'J, ftBv T�V 'Ao(!tanx�v Ta 
, IMv(!txd, n(!o, c5e T�V heeav fteX(!t II(!onovTtc5o, xat 'EAt.t"janOvTov Ta e(!cj.
Uta "at er nva TOVTOt, dvapeftt"wt Ixvlhxa ij KeATtxd. (Strabo 7.5.1) 

" J 

r 
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seas on either side, both the Adriatic and the Pontic - to the Adriatic, 
the Illyrian tribes, and to the other sea as far as the Propontis and the 
Hellespont, the Thracian tribes and whatever Scythian or Celtic t�i?es 
are intermingled with them. (Strabo 7.5.1; translation from the edItIOn 
in Loeb's Classical Library). 

This description of the Balkanic peoples and of their territories 

is, of course, also highly relevant for the history of the languages 

since it can be assumed that every one of the ethnic groups men

tioned by Strabo was, at least originally, distinguished also by a 
language of its own. This, of course, is only a working hypothesis 

and must be carefully checked in every single case. But it shows us 

which ethniC entities were distinguished by the ancient geographers 

in the Balkans and helps us to cover in our investigation the whole 

of its territory, thus offering a natural system of presentation. 

This survey will, accordingly, follow the outline sketched by 

Strabo. Its chapters will be devoted successively to what is known 

about the Pre-Greek linguistic status of the Aegean area, about the 

language of the Epirotes and of the Macedonians, and lastly about 

that of the tribes designated by Strabo as Illyrians and Thracians-
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2.1 THE GREEK HISTORICAL RECORDS 

As far as the preserved, documents go, Greek was the language of 
the Aegean world, served as the medium of its superior culture, and 
in that capacity radiated into all adjacent areas. The deciphenpent 
of the Linear B tablets by Michael Ventris has shown that Greek 
was already the language of the Mycenaean kIngdoms whose lore 
was preserved to posterity in the Homeric epics. s It is thus estab
lished that already in the Late Bronze Age Greek was the most 
important language of Greece and was expanding its influence in 
Crete and the Archipelago. 6 All other languages from which texts 
have been found in the same area, belon

,
g to small minorities in 

more or less isolated regions.  
And yet, Greek is clearly not the oldest language of the Aegean 

area, neither in the Archipelago nor in Crete or the mainland. The 
historical tradition of classical Greece is quite explicit on that poiht. 
Herodotus writes that, before the Greeks, the Pelasgians were the 
inhabitants of Greece 7 and that Hellas was called Pelasgia before. 8 

5 Cf. VENTRIS - CHADWICK (1956) and CHADWICK (1958). 
6 The arguments presented by HAMPL (1960) in favour ora different inter

pretation of the evidence, in the sense that the Mycenean Greek sources belong 
to a small linguistic minority, cannot be accepted as convincing. , 

7 Herodot 8.44 : ' A01]vaiot 86 eni fib IIeAaaywv ex6vnov Tl)V vvv ' EAAai5a 
, uaJ.eOft8v1]V ijaav IIeAaayot, ovottaC6ftevOt Keavaot [ . . . ] 

, 
,I 

1 
\ 
.I 
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And these Pelasgians were barbarians speaking a non-Greek 
tongue. 9 

Perhaps the richest synthesis of traditions about the Pre-Greek 
inhabitants of Greece is found in the work of the geographer 
Strabo. For its importance it shall be quoted here in full: 

Now Hecataeus of Miletus says of the Peloponnesus that before the 
time of the Greeks it was inhabited by barbarians. Yet one might say 
that in the ancient times the whole of Greece was a settlement of bar
barians, if one reasons from the traditions themselves: Pelops brought 
over peoples from Phrygia to the Peloponnesus that received its name 
from him; and Danatis from Egypt; whereas the Dryopes, the Caucones, 
the Pelasgi, the Leleges, and other such peoples, apportioned among 
themselves the parts that are inside the isthmus - and also the parts 
outside, for Attica was once held by the Thracians who came with 
Eumolpus, DauIis in Phocis by Tereus, Cadmeia by the Phoenicians 

, who came with Cadmus, and Boeotia itself by the Aones and Temmices 
and Hyantes. According to Pindar, there was a time when the Boeotian 
tribe was called 'Syes'. Moreover, the barbarian origin of some is indi
cated by -their names - Cecrops, Codrus, Alclus, Cothus, Drymas, and 
Crinacus. And even to the present ,day the Thracians" Illyrians, and 
Epeirots live on the flanks of the Greeks (though this was still more the 
case formerly than now; indeed most ofthe country that at the present 
time is indisp�tably Greece was held by the barbarians - Macedonia and 
certain parts of Thessaly by the Thracians, and the parts above Acamania 
and Aetolia by the Thesproti, the Cassiopaei, the Amphilochi, the Mo
lossi, and the Athamanes-Epeirotic tribes.IO 

8 Herodot 2.56: [ . . . LT1j, vVV 'EJ..Ari8o" ne6ueov 86 IIeAuayt1], uaAeVpev1], 
r1j, mli1j, Ta'vr1], [ . . .  ] 

9 Herodot 1.57: [ . . . ] el wvrotat TBuftat(!6fteVOV r'3ei Myetv, riaav Ot IIe-
Aaayo{ flrief3a(!ov y Awaaav tsvre,. , 

10 'EuaTaio, ftiv oVv cl MtA1jato, neei T1j, IIeAonovv1jaov rp1]aiv r5t6rt nea 
TWV 'EJ..A1jvwv </?u1]aav avrl)v f3def3aeot. axs8av 8s Tt uai f} avftnaaa 'EAAa, 
uawtuta f3aef3riewv vn1je;e TO naAat6v, an' aVTwv,AoytCOPSVOt, rwv pV1]povev
opsvwv, IIsAonor; ,uiv eu T1j� (JJ(!vytar; enayayoflbov elr; rl)v an' aVTov UA1]
Oeiaav IIeAon6vv1]aov, Ll avaov 8i e; Alyvnrov, Llev6nwv TB uai Kavuwvwv 
uai IIeAaaywv uai AeMywv uai TOtoVniJv uaWvetfWftivwv Ta eVTOr; , IaOpov' 
uai 1:(i eunlr; M' rl)v piv yae ' ATrtUl)V oE ,uera Evp6Anov eeitue, saxov, T1jr; 
i5i (JJwuti5oc; Tl)V LlavAt8a T1]eeVC;, rl)v oi Kaopeiav oE ftera Krii5/J,ov(JJO{VtUeC;, 
avrl)v oi rl)v Botwrtav "Aover; uai TSftptucC; uai "Yavre" wr;oi IItv(jaeo; 
rprJatv' ijv ore ava, Botwuov sOVOC; SVVenov. uai ana rwv ovoparwv i5i evtwv 
ro f3ri.e[3aeov e,urpa{vsrat. KSU(!01j1 uai K6oeo, uai v AtUAOC; uai K60or; uat Llev-
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Hecataeus is mentioned in the beginning of this passage, but it is 

not easy to know just how much of the information given here is 

derived from his works. Strabo shows clearly how aware the Greeks 

were of the fact that their language was a newcomer in Greece and 

that their contact with people speaking "barbarian" languages in 

earlier times was much closer than it was later. 

In this passage, mythical and legendary tradition is closely inter

mingled with real historical data. The legends of Pe lops and Danaos 

are mentioned together with some scanty information about such 

ethnic groups as the Cauconians, the Lelegians, and the Pelasgians.  

This shows how difficult it is to use critically the ancient sources 

for the Pre-Greek settlement of Hellas. 

The traditional Greek approach to ethnological subjects of intro

ducing eponymous heroes and including them in a most intricate 

and often contradictory genealogical system does not make things 

easier. The critical evaluation of information drawn froni ancient 

writers therefore presents a 1.16StOf most difficult questions which 

cannot be fully discussed in the limited context of this work. And yet, 

their importance for our notions of the extinct languages of the 

ancient Balkans is basic. So we cannot avoid sketching at least the 

essentials of the whole complex, giving at the same time the biblio

graphic references necessary for a more profound study of the 

subject. 
In the passage from Strabo cited above; it is comparatively easy 

to separate the data about ethnic groups from the mythological 

and legendary traditions about "barbarian" presence in the Greece 

of ancient times. Pelops from Phrygia and Danaos from Egypt 

patently cannot seriously be taken into consideration, although the 

possibility that they represent some confused historical recollections 

can never be completely excluded. The same holds for Kadmos and 

p,ar; uat Kelvauor;. ot as Gei%usr; uat 'DJ.vewt uat 'HneLean:aL uat p,exeL viiv 

BV :nAeveair; slO'w. en p,evToL p,iiAAOV :neoreeov ij viiv, o:nOV ys uat Tnr; BV up 
:naeovn 'EAM.aor; dvavnAeUTWr; oVO'1)r; TijV :nOAAijv 01 �de�aeOL exovO'L, Ma

usaovlav p,sv Gei%usr; ual nva w�e1) Tnr; GSTTaAiar;, 'Auaevavlar; as uat AlTw

Alar; Ta Civw GSO'TewWt uat KaO'(Jw:naioL uat 'Ap,'PlAOXOL uat 'A13ap,iivsr;, 'H-

:nStewnud e13v1). (Strabo 7.7. 1) 

Ti 11 I. 
, 
ii 
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his Phoenician band in Thebes. The Thracian settlements in Attica 
and Daulis, although they are connected with the mythical names. 
of Eumolpos and Tereus, are to be taken more seriously since they 
are not so obvious a part of aetiological constructions as are the 
traditions mentioned earlier. It is interesting, in general, how 
conscious the ancient Greeks remained of their original intimate 
connections with the Illyrian, Thracian, and Epirotic barbarians: 
although in historical times the northern Balkans became for them 
a world effectively more foreign than Phrygia, Egypt, or Phoenicia . . 

Of non-Greek and Pre-Greek ethnic groups in Greece, Strabo 
mentions the Dryopes, the Cauconians, the Pelasgians, and the 
Lelegians, all in the Peloponnesus, and the Aonians the Temmikes 
and the Hyantes in Boeotia. No other ancient sour�e contains such 
a rich enumeration of Pre-Greek peoples. We shall comment on 
this list with a few words. 

Of all the Pre-Greek groups, the Pelasgians are most important 
in ancient .literature. But what we read about them is mostly con
fused and contradictory. This fact induced the writers to try to 
ove!come the existing difficuities by making bold combinations 
and introducing uncontrolled explanations. The result is a great 
amount of confusion and a variety of opinions that makes a con
clusive pronouncement on the question almost impossible. Servius, 
the commentator ofVergil's poems, sums it up in commenting the 
name Pelasgi with the laconic words : "de his varia est opinio."u 
Modern scholars tried to disentangle the real information about 
the Pelasgians from the many literary constructions that have over
grown it in the course of many centuries. 

Fundamental in this respect is the study of E. Meyer on the 
ancient literary tradition about the Pelasgians.12 His attitude is very 
critical ; as a consequence the results of his search for historical 
information are scant. The many controversial informations about 
the Pelasgians must, according to this opinion, be almost entirely' 
discarded as products ofliterary constructions. Thus the Pelasgians 

2* 

11 Aen. 8.600 
12 E. MEYER (1892) 
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belong more to literature than to history. The whole question is 

thus reduced to an inquiry into the nature of the sources the logo

graphs and the writers of the fifth century had at their disposal while 

writing about the Pelasgians. 

According to Meyer (1892), the historical tradition that the 

Pelasgians were the Pre-Hellenic, barbarian population of almost 

the whole of Greece is the product of a purely literary develop

ment. The only historical Pelasgians were those in Thessaly whose 

-country is called in the epics IIEAa<J'(�x.o'l " Apyoc; and in more 

recent times IIEAacry�(;:l'nr:;' with Aap�cra as its town. These Pelasgians 

were, according to Meyer, the oldest masters of the Thessalian 

plain, and the memory of their mighty kings at Larisa remained 

vivid long after they had disappeared from the historical scene.13 

They were, in Meyer's opinion, a Gree� tribe and had descended 

to the lowlands from the harsh moun1Jl.ns of Epirus, where their 

name remained connected with the shrine of Dodona.14 

But the first masters of the plain, the Pelasgians in Larisa and 

the Thessalian Argos, succumbed to the onslaught of other Greek 

mountaineers coming from the same rough hills from which the 

Pelasgians had once begun the conquest of the plains. These new 

conquerors were another Greek tribe, the Hellenes, the later 

inhabitants of Thessaly and the Pelasgian Argos, well known to 

Homer, the countrymen of Achilles.l5 The Thessalian plain was 

13 Homer n. 2.261 ; Strabo 5.2.4; Hecataeus in Schol.Apoll.Rhod. 4.226; 

tIellanicus in Suidas s.v. TBTeaeXia and in Schol.Apoll.Rhod. 1 .40; Anth.Pal. 

14.73. 
14 Cf. Homer n. 1 6 .233: 

Zsv a:va Llw�wvais IIsAaaytu£, T'Y)AO()t vaiwv, 

Ll wMw'Y), p,s�£wv �vaxstp,£eov, dp,rpl �e 1:'sAAol 

aol vaiova' vnorpijTat dVtnT6no�s, xap,atsvvat . 

Hesiodus frgm. 212 in Strabo 7.7. 10 :  Ll w�wv'Y)v rp'Y)y6v TS, II sAaaywv g�eavov nsv; 

Callimachus Del. 284-286: d Llw�wv'Y)()s IIsAalJyol T'Y)A6()cv 6uf3aivovw nOAv 

neWTtaw bixoVTat Y'Y)ASX£6, ()seanovTB, daW;)TOW Mf3.

'Y)TO" 

. 
15 The Hellenes, too, left, as it seems, some traces In Dodona. TheIr name 

"EAA'Y)VS, is probably to be connected with the name ?f the priests of t
,
he Dodo

nian shrine, which name in Homer n. 1 6.234 reads EAAOI or 1:'sAAOt. Cf. also 

Pindar in Strabo 7.7.1 0 for the first and Sophocles Tra�h. 1 1 66- for the second 

form. Hesiodus in Strabo 7. 7. 10 calls the country in which Dodona lies' EA},O-

ni'Y). - Cf. BUDIMIR (1952). 
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called Hellas after them and in epic poetry was styled ,"famous for 
its beautiful women".  And these names Hellenes and Hellas were 
destined to become in the course of time the common denomina
tion of all tlie Greeks and the whole oftheir country. 

The Pelasgians, however, in the literary tradition remained the 
oldest dwellers of the northern plain, sons of the Black Earth. As 
foes of the HeIlenes they could not be introduced in the lay of the 
Trojan war as the allies of Achilles, the ruler of HeIlas and the 
Pelasgian Argos, but were presented there among the peoples 
fighting on the side of the Trojans'.16 Here begins, already in the 
Iliad, the literary development ofthe tradition about the Pelasgians, 
which in the course of time lost almost all relation to historical 
reality. 

In the Odyssey the Pelasgians are mentioned as one of the many 
peoples on CreteP Meyer believes that they were a group that had 
left Thessaly in the times of the Hellenic conquest of that country. 

All other traditions about the Pe1asgians are, according to 
Meyer (1 892), the result of literary constructions and later elabora
tions., They came to be regarded 1;1S barbarians b�ause the epony-. \1 
mous hero of the �ellenes",Hellen, son of Deucalion, in the gene-
alogies was younger than kIng Pe1asgos, son of the Earth, the 
eponymous hero of the Pelasgians.18 The Pelasgians therefore 
belong to a time when,there were no HeJJenes at all and can therefore 
not be regarded as Hellenes. 

16 Cf. Homer 11. 2.681- and 840-; 1 0.429-; 1 7.288-. 
17 Homer Od. 19. 1 72-: 

Ke;)T'Y) Tt, yat' eaTt, p,£aqJ 6vl otvom n6vTqJ 
uaMJ uai nistea, nSeieeVTO,' 6V �' av()ewnol 
nOAAoi, anSte£awI, uai 6W;)UOVW n6A'Y)s,. 
aA},'Y) 0' aAAwv yAwlJIJa p,Sp,typ,£v'Y)' 6V p,ev 'Axawi, 
6V �' , ETS6ue'Y)TB, p,syaA;)TOeS" 6V �e Kv�wv£, 
Llwet££, T£ Telxai'U£, �io{ TB II£Aaayoi' 

18 Cf. Pausanias 8 . 1 .4 with a fragment of Asios: 

, Avrt()wv oe II£Aaayov 6V v1jJtu6p,0Iaw oesrIIJtv 
yaia p,£Aawa dv£�wu£v, Zva ()V'Y)TWV yivo, St'Y). 

Apollodorus 2.1.1 = 3.8 . 1 ;  Servius in Aen. 2.83 : Pelasgi a Pelasgo terrae /ilio, , 
qui in Arcadia genitus dicitur, ut Hesiodus tradit. 
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Thus the Pelasgians came to be regarded as autochthonous bar
barians, as Herodotus describes them; later, the Tyrrhenian groups 
of Lemnos and Creston, speaking in historical times a non-Greek 
language, came to be regarded as their remnants. In literature the 

Pelasgians were connected in the course of time with almost every 

part of the Greek W orId. Thus Pelasgians are known in Attica, in 

the Peloponnesus, and in many other places including Asia Minor 

and Italy.19 
Meyer's critical appreciation of the ancient sources about the 

Pelasgians has remained authoritative in all essentials to the present 

day. Yet, m'ore recent scholars rather tend to accept the non-Greek 
character of the Pelasgian people as stated by the sources.20 This 

is, indeed, an acceptable interpretation of the evidence of the 

writers, since the Greeks in their confused tradition were well 

aware of a non-Greek autochthonous population called Pelasgians 

and it is difficult to assume, as Meyer does, that this tradition came 

about only by confusion of the Pelasgians with the Tyrrhenians. And 

yet, it is essential to remember that the whole tradition about the 

Pelasgians is to a very considerable extent a literary phenomenon 

and has to be investigated as such. 
The ethnic name of the Pelasgians is currently used as a label 

for a reconstructed language which is supposed to be Pre-Greek. 

This of course is only a modern linguistic convention and has no 

direct connection with any ethnic reality on which the writing of 

ancient authors about the Pelasgians may have been based. The 

modern use of the term can neither confiqn nor falsify their infor
mation. 

Another ethnic group in ancient literary tradition connected with 

non-Greek autochthony are the Lelegians. The evidence of writers 

. about them is even more scarce and confused and it is almost 

impossible to extract any trustworthy information from it. Even for 

19 Cf. E. MEYER (1892) and LOCHNER-HuTTENBACH (1960). The first explicit 

identification of Pelasgians and Tyrrhaenians was made by Hellanicus. Cf. 

Dionysius Halicarnassius 1 .28.3. 
20 So SCHACHERMEYR (1929 : 256-); LOCHNER-HuTTENBACH (1960: 1 39-) ; 

cf. also MYRES (1907 : 170-225), JOSIFOVI6 (1957 : 209). 
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the ancients they were just a name, connected with autochthonous 
antiquity. They are also closely associated to the Carians, known to 
us in historical times as a people in south-western Asia Minor 
speaking a language which, as it seems, belonged to the Anatolian 
group of Indo-European languages.21 But in explaining the exact 
nature of this association the sources are contradictory and do not 
give us the information we need. 

Herodotus writes that the Carians in Asia Minor had come from 
the A;egean islands, where they were originally subjects of king 
Minos and were called Lelegians.22 Philippos of Suangela says that 
until his· time the Carians held the Lelegians as slaves.23 This 
suggests a relation like that between the Spartans and the Helots 
in Laconia, and that of the Thessalians to the Penestai in Thessaly. 
Strabo refers to both opinions and writes that in the country 
around Miletos some settlements are said to be Lelegian and that on 
many places in Caria graves and deserted fortifications were called 
after them. They and the Carians were the. original inhabitants of 
the. whole ofIonia. According to Strabo another group ofLelegians 
lived in Troas, at the foot qf the Ida mountain, near the town of 
Pedasos and the river Satnioeis. From Ionia they were expelled by 
the Ionian settlers, from Troas by the conquerors of Troy.24 The 
refugees from Pedasos settled, according to Callisthenes, in the 

21 Cf. SEVOROSKIN (1962, 1964, 1965). 
22 Herodot 1 .171  : elat fJi Tovrwv Kiiee, p,iv amyp,evot 8, rnv ijneteOv 8U TWV 

v�awv; ro Ytle na,1mov 86vre, Mivw uan/uoot uat uaAe6,uevotAeAeye, elxov 
Ta, vrwov,. [ .. . ] 

. 

23 In a fragment quoted by Athenaeus 6.271 b :  fl>iAtnno, 0 eeayyeAev, 8v 
r0 nee1 Kaewv ual AeMywv aVYyeu-flp,au uaraM�a, rov, AausfJatp,oviwv 
eZAwra, ual rov, eerraAtUOv, neveara, uat Kiiea, qrrwt Toi, AeAe�tV w, 01-
UBrat, xe1jaaa()at naAat re ual vvv . 

24 Strabo 7.7.2 : TOV, fJeAeAeya, uve, p,llv rov, aiJrov, Kaea1v eludCovatv, of fJll 
avvoiuov, p,6vov uat avareauoJTa,. f!t6nee 8V Tfi MtArwiq. AeMywv uarotuia, 
Myea()ai uva" nOAAaxov fJi Ti), Kaeia, Taf{!Ov, AeMywv ual 8Qvp,aTa l!e'Yjp,a 
AeAeyeta uaAovp,eva. if TB ' Iwvia vvv Aeyop,ev'Yj niiaa vno Kaewv wueiro uat 
AeMywv.8ufJaA6vTB' fJe rovrov, ol "Iwv.f' aiJrol TnV xweav uareaxov, l!u fJil 
ne6reeov ol TnV TQoiav sA6vre, 8�1jAaaav TOV, AeAeya, 8U rwv neet TnV "IfJ'Yjv 
ronwv rwv uara II1jfJaaov uat TOV L:arvt6evra norap,6v. - Cf. also 1 3. 1 .59 : 
8V flAn fJll Kaeiq. ual BV MtA1jrcp AeMywv Tdf{!ot ual 8evp,ara ual tXv'Yj uarotutwv 
fJetuvvvrat .. 
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country around Halicarnassus. Eight cities there are said to be 
Lelegian.25 Pherecydes, on the contrary, states that in earlier times 
Carians held the whole country around Miletos, Myus, Ephesos, 
and Cape Mycale, while Lelegians settled to the north, on the coast 
as far as Phocaea, and on the islands of Chi os and Samos.26 Accord
ing to this author, the Lelegians were distinct from and independent 
of the Carians. Such a view can be confirmed by the fact that 
Homer, speaking about the auxiliary troups of the Trojans, men
tions the two peoples independently and on an equal footing.27 
The lyric poet AIcaeus calls Antandrus in Mysia, below the Ida 
mountain, a city of the Lelegians (Strabo 13. 1.5 1). The evidence 
about Lelegians in Asia Minor given by later authors is of less 
importance.28 

By mentioning Lelegians among the autochthonous barbarians 
on the Greek mainland, Strabo follows quite an ancient tradition. 
Already Hesiodus had sung about the Lelegian population of 
Locria.29 Aristotle mentions them in his lost Politeiai as ancient 
inhabitants of north-western Greece and conquerors of Boeotia. 
He also writes about ail. autochthon Lelex in that region whose 
grandsons afterwards settled on the island of Leucas.3 0 Lelegians on 
the Peloponnesus, as mentioned by Strabo, are known to other 

. authors, too. An autochthonous king Lelex is believed to have lived 
and ruled in Laconia and Messenia.3 1 An homonymous king appears 
in the genealogies of Megara.3 2 

25 Cf. Strabo 1 3. 1 .58-59. 
26 Cf. Strabo 1 4. 1 . 3: Tav7:1)r; i5e qXlJat ([Jsee%Vof)r; MiAf)TOV p,ev %at Mv

oiivra %at Ta neet MV%aAf)v %at ,; Erpeaov Iifiear; eXeW ne6reeov, TijV (j' e�fjr; 
naeaAiav p,exet ([Jw%aiar; %at Xiov %at .Eap,ov, i'jr;' Ay,.caior; iieXe, AeAeyW;. 

27 Cr. Homer Il. 1 0.428-429: 

near; fib aAar; Iifieer; %at Ilaiover; dyUVA6TO�Ot 
%at AeAeyer; %at Kavuwver; oioi Te IleAaayoi, [ . . .  ] 

28 cr. Stephanus Byzantinus s. v. MtA1)TOr;; Plutarchus, Quaestiones Graecae 
46;  and others. 

29 Cf. Strabo 7.7.2. 
30 Cf. Strabo 7.7.2. 
31 Cf. Pausanias 3 . 1 ;  4.1 ;  and Apollodorus 3.10.3. 
32 Cf. Pausanias 1 . 39.6; 4.36. 1 .  
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The evidence shows clearly how uncertain the knowledge of the 
ancients was. It does not allow us to form any opinion on the real 
historical role and geographical area of this Pre-Greek people in the 
Aegean world. Thus all efforts of modern scholars lead either to 
uncritical and wild combinations, or remain quite tentative and 
unsatisfactory.3 3 

The Carians, in ancient literary tradition closely connected with 
the Lelegians, were also known as part of the Pre-Greek population, 
especially on the Aegean islands, but also on the Helladic mainland. 
The chief authority on this subject is Thucydides who writes that 
Carians lived on the Cyclades from where they were expelled by 
king Minos when he imposed his thalassocracy on the Greek Sea. 
These Carians were dangerous pirates. When during the Pelopon
nesian War a ritual purification of the sacred island of Del os was 
performed, the graves there were opened and the dead removed, 
more than half of them could be recognized as Carians by their 
weapons and by the way in which they were buried.3 4 

Aristotle writes that Carians had conquered Epidaurus and 
Hermione on the Peloponnesus in very ancient times, before the 
Heraclides came down to their heritage.3 5 According to Berodotus 
( 1. 17 1), the tradition about Carians on the Aegean islands is of 
Cretan origin and the Carians in Asia Minor do not accept it . 

Another ethnic group mentioned by Strabo in the Pre-Greek 
Peloponnesus were the Dryopes. They were a tribe known to have 
lived at the foot of the Oeta mountain at the Maliac gulf to the 
south of the town of Lamia. Aristotle wrote that they were driven 
out of their land by Heracles and settled in the region of Asine in 
the north-eastern Peloponnesus.3 6 According to Herodotus (8.43, 

73), after their defeat the Dryopes settled in Hermione in the same 

33 Cr. DEIMLING (1862; very uncritical), ALY (1909), MEYER (1 893: 59-, 
246-), KRETSCHMER (1896: 376), SCHACHERMEYR 1929 : 276), LOCHNER
HUTTENBACH (1960: 1 33, 1 39). 

34 Cf. Thucydides 1 .4 and 1 .8. 1 .  
35 Cf. Strabo 8.6. 1 5. 

. 36 Cf. Strabo 8.6. 1 3 ;  9.5.10. Also Pausanias 4.34.9-12 and Herodotus 1 .56, 
1 46 ;  8.73. 

. 
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region of the Peloponnesus. Elsewhere (8.46), he describes the 
Styrians and the Cythnians as Dryopes. 

The name Dryopes is transparently Greek and means 'Oak
people'. One is therefore inclined to see in them the rest of an older 
stratum of Greek settlement or an Indo-European tribe closely 
related to the Greeks. This could explain how they came to be 
regarded as barbarians. In any case they did not belong to one of 
the big groups of which the Greek people was composed. 

Among the Pre-Greek Peloponnesians Strabo also mentions the 
Caucones. They were known already to Homer.3 7 The goddess 
Athena refers to them while speaking to Nestor in Pylos, and it can· 
be understood that they are a peopleinJhe neighborhood. This is 
confirmed by Strabo who writes that they',were the masters of 

Lepreum, Cyparissia, and Macistum on the western coast of the 
Peloponnesus. They were of Arcadian origin and settled in what 
later became Elis.3 8 Another ethnic group with the same name is 
recorded in Asia Minor in Paphlagonia.39 

The Aones, Temmices, and Hyantes are known to be Pre-Greek 
ethnic groups which settled in Boeotia together with the Lele-
gians.4 0 

Other non-Greek and presumably Pre-Greek ethnic groups were 
the Eteocretans and the Tyrsenians. The name'Hre:6xp'YJ't'e:c; means 
'true Cretans' and designates the oldest stratum of the ancient 
Cretan population. 4 1  The Athenian tribute lists refer in a similar 
way to the autochthonous population of the island of Carpathos' 
as to Eteocarpathians.· 

The Tyrsenians are of special interest among these most ancient 
Aegean peoples since they are homonymous with the Etruscans in 
Italy. In historical times they were known to live on the .northern 
islands of Imbros and Lemnos. They are also mentioned in the 

37 Homer 11. 10.429; Od. 3.366. 
38 Cf. Strabo 8.3.3, 1 6-17, 29, 30. 
39 Cf. Strabo 8.3.17; 1 2.3.2, 5; 1 4.5.23, 28. . 

40 Cf. Strabo 9.2. 3 :  'H tS' o"v Botw-da ne6ueov pill 'lino {3ae{3aewv CPXSiTO 
, A6vwv xal TSf14J,[XWV ex TOV L:ovv[ov nsnAaVr;fJ,8vWV xal ASAeYwv xal 'yavTWV. 
_ Cf. also Pausanias 9.5. 1 ;  10.35.5; Stephanus Byzantinuss.v. "Yavus, AlrwAia. 

41 Homer Od. 19. 1 77. 
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neighborhood of Creston, a little-known city in Thrace, further in 
Mysian Antandros, and on the island of Samothrace. Less definite 
is the evidence for their presence in north-western Asia Minor. 4 2  
These Tyrsenians were dreaded as pirates.4 3 In ancient literature 
they are closely connected with the Pelasgians; Hellanicus ·from 
Lesbus was the first to identify the two peoples completely.4 4 

This short survey of Greek historical records shows how the 
memory of a Pre-Greek settlement of Hellas was preserved till 
classical times. But it has also become apparent how uncertain and 
unsubstantial these recollections were. Modern scholarship is at a 
complete .loss when faced with these records, trying to use them as 
positive evidence for the older ethnic strata in the Aegean area:No 
critical method. is sharp enough to clarify the questions and resolve 
the dilemmas that arise at any attempt to give a full interpretation 
of the ancien.! literary records. And yet, as tantalizing as it may be, 
this kind of research will always remain important �nd necessary. 

2.2 THE HISTORICAL SETTING 

To understand properly the whole complex of Pre-Greek linguistics, 
it is useful to acquaint oneself with the historical frame in which it 
is placed. Aegean archaeology was successful enough to offer: a 
firm basis for such an endeavour. The recent decipherment of 

Linear B has shed further light on the history of the Aegean Bronze 
Age. The purely linguistic problem of Pre-Greek can thus be 
successfully viewed in a broader historical context and ceases to be 
restricted to technical reconstruction of language data only. r 

Especially important is the chronological orientation provided by 
such an inclusion of historical data into linguistic consideration. 

42 Cf. Herodotus 1 .57; Thucydides 4.109; Diodorus 10. 19; Apollonius 
Rhodius 4. 1 760; Plutarchus, De virtute muliebri 8; Plutarchus, Quaestiones Graecae 1 2; Polyaenus 7.49; Diogenes Laertius 8 . 1 ;  Porphyrius, yita Pytha
gorae 2. - About this literary tradition cf. MEYER (1892: 19-). 

43 Cf. Homer, Hymn to Dionysus 6.8; Apollodorus 13.5.3.2; Athenaeus 
1 5.672. 

44 Dionysius Halicarnassius 1 .28.3. 
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All too many questions remain, of course, controversial in this 
context, some even remain quite obscure. In this brief introduction, 
it is not possible to offer anything like a full discussion of such 
problems. We shall therefore refrain from a more detailed presen
tation and try to give only the best-established facts. To our judge
ment, the best synthesis in this field has been given by Schacher
meyr.4 5 In this sketch we shall follow him in all essentials. 

If we look at the types of pre-historic material culture, the Aegean 
world can roughly be divided into four main areas : Macedonia, the 
Greek peninsula (Hellas), the Cycladic islands, and Crete. During 
the many centuries of prehistoric life, these areas gained their 
unmistakable individuality. At some times they were integrated 
into broader cultural patterns, at others they were separated by well
defined cultural boundaries. Although they were always part of one 
sphere of spiritual outlook and material skill, it is useful to distin
guish them from each other and in this survey to look at them as 
separate entities. 

The chronology of the Aegean prehistory is based, as elsewhere, 
on the succession of three stages of technological skill, an older and 
a more recent part of the Stone Age : the Palaeolithic and the 
Neolithic, and the Bronze Age. Each of these in turn comprises 
stages of internal development which manifest themselves in certain 
tyPf(S of material culture and technology. Especially the Bronze Age 
shows a clearly expressed subdivision. One generally distinguishes 
an early, a middle, and a late stage, each of which can in turn be 
further subdivided into three periods usually marked with roman 
ciphers (I, 11, Ill). The stages of the Aegean Bronze Age are gener
ally distinguished as to their areal type and called accordingly 
Helladic, Cycladic and Minoan for the Greek mainland, the 
Archipelago and Crete respectively. 

This sequence provided by archaeological typology gives a 
chronological frame for the most ancient periods of Agean culture. 
But this chronology remains, of course, only relative and therefore 
of restricted value. To obtain an absolute dating of the established 

45 Cf. SCHACHERMEYR (1954), TITOY (1969), ZAFIROPULO (1964). 
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stages one has to make use of additional information. The data 
required can be secured through comparison with the archaeological 
typology of Egypt and Mesopotamia, where historical records 
allow a more or less dependable fixing of dates even for such a 
remote past. 

Such comparison makes it possible to correlate features of 
Aegean culture with names and dates from the dynastic lists of 
Egypt, Babylonia and Assyria. Archaeological findings point to 
cultural contacts mainly between Crete and Egypt and between 
Asia Minor "and Mesopotamia. The chronological data obtained 
can be used also for the Greek mainland because of the many links 
by which it was connected with Crete and to a certain extent also 
with Asia Minor. In such a way, the relative chronology derived 
from archaeological typology and stratigraphy can be converted 
into a more or less dependable absolute chronology which permits 
us to establish approximately the most crucial dates in the earliest 
developments of the Aegean world. 

All these chronological endeavours can of course lead only to a 
very limited success. Many important questions must remain open, 
and the answers to others remain uncertain and hypothetical. But if 
we accept the fact that every dating on this basis must be rough and 
always qualified by a strongly emphasized plus or minus, a general 
chronological frame can be erected on these shaky foundations 
and in its entirety it shows a remarkable solidity. Scholars were thus � 

able to arrive at a general consensus about the chronology of the 
early Aegean culture. Datings proposed independently and simul
taneously by different scholars corresponded basically, especially 
those by scholars who accepted the more conservative dating of 
Egyptian and Mesopotamian dynastie,s as advocated recently in 
Egyptology and Assyriology. For all itS uncertainties, such a chro
nological frame is very useful for the sfudy of the early Aegean. 
For its linguistic history, it is of the utmost value. 

!he divergencies among the proposed datings being small and of 
little importance, we are able to give a chronological framework 
that synthesizes the results arrived at by recent scholarship. We 
do So in presenting the dates proposed by Schachermeyr. They 
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differ only little from those proposed by Milojci6, Matz, and Childe 46 
and correspond with the chronological scheme given by Wace 47 
and Hutchinson :4 8 

Beginning of the Neolithic Age : 4th milennium 
Beginning of the Dimini culture : ca. 2800 B.C. 

Early Minoan : 
Middle Minoan : 
Late Minoan : 
Early Helladic and Cycladic : 
Middle Helladic and Cycladic : 
Late Helladic and Cycladic :  

2700-2000 
2000-1580 
1580-1000? 
2600-1950 
1950-1580 
1580-1200 

The Late Helladic Age is often called Mycenean, after the most 
important site that represents this type of culture. From 1200 on
wards the Late Helladic culture continued to exist in a very degene
rated and deteriorated form. The culture of that period oflate decay 
is often called Submycenean. 

The Palaelothic Age in the Aegean · area is quite insufficiently 
explored. Some rough stone tools found in Boeotia and on the 
island of Zacynthus show that Greece was inhabitated in these 
times. Further research may lead to very important information 
about Palaeolithic Greece. On Crete only very uncertain traces of 
Palaeolithic man have been found. 

Finds of the Neolithic Age are, on the other hand, very rich and 
indicate an important cultural development. The main sites are in 
Thessaly on whose fertile plains agriculture was early developed. 
It did not originate there, but was imported from Mesopotamia, 
Syria and Eastern Anatolia, the cradle of agriculture in this part of 
the the world. There is such a wealth ·of significant correspondences 
in form and technology that they cannot be assumed to be spon
taneous and fortuitous, but prove an essential dependence. 

46 SCHACHERMEYR (1954 : 1 358-). 
47 VENTRIS-CHADWICK (1956: xvii). 
48 Cf. HUTCHINSON (1962: 17-9). 
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The older Neblithic culture of Thessaly is called Sesklo after its most important and best-excavated site. It was quite predominantly agricultural in character, but not rural. The ruins ofthe settlements show clearly that small towns already existed. The urbanization of the Aegean world thus begins early in the Neolithic and one can hence better appreciate its deep roots. Architecture and ceramic craftsmanship show the development that could be expected in such a cultural setting. In the houses, statuettes have been found that must be interpreted as idols. They are mostly female with strongly stressed sex properties. Male statuettes are phallic. We can infer . that the religion of this agricultural popUlation was centered on a fertility cult whose main figure was a Mother Goddess. This again suggests matriarchal traits in social organization and outlook. To the north, the Neolithic culture ofThessaly radiated as far as the plains of the Danube. As could be expected, Macedonia belonged to· its broader area also. An early Neolithic culture of the Sesklo type can be shown to have existed almost over the whole of mainland Greece : in the valley of the Spercheus, in Boeotia, in Athens and Attica, on the Peloponnesus, especially in the nortIi�east, in Aetolia, and on the Ionian islands. Some Sesklo sites have been found even on the Archipelago. From this and other indications one can conclude that already in NeoIithic Greece some sea-faring must have been practiced. 
The Neolithic culture of Crete was in many respects closely related to that of Thessaly with which it shows deep correspondences. And yet, it has so many traits different and of its own that it must be separated and regarded as a distinct cultural province. The current of eastern influence which generated the cultural type of Sesklo merged here with another coming from AfriCa. 49 In the Early and Middle Neolithic, the whole of the Aegean area manifested a deep-rooted cultural unity with more or less strongly expressed local variants. The cultural individuality of Crete was the strongest in the whole complex. 

In the Late Neolithic Age, this unity was disrupted, as it seems, 

49 Cf. also HUTCHINSON (1962: 45-). 
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in a violent way. The clearest and fullest information is furnished 
again by Thessalian sites. A culture of a different and new type 
appears there. Near Sesklo, at Dimini, a fortified settlement was 
erected with a chieftain's residence on the top. The system of round 
fortification walls and the square building of the leader's abode with 
columns supporting its roof, a real rudimentary megaron, in a 
fascinating way foreshadow the mighty splendor of Mycenean 
palaces. The early Neolithic town of Sesklo was destroyed and a 
settlement of the new cultural type was erected on its site. This later 
Neolithic culture in Greece is called Dimini after its most represen
tative site. 

There are many indications that this new Neolithic type of 
culture was brought to Thessaly by immigrants from the north 
which left their former habitat somewhere in the Hungarian plains. 
Yet this view has not remained undisputed. Some archaeologists 
think that the new type developed organically from the Sesklo 
culture under a strong influence from the Cyclades and the Orient. 
Yet, the abrupt change, the warlike ethos suggested by the style of 
Dimini, and its numerous links with central Europe give much 
weight to the first explanation. 

The culture of Dimini never covered the whole of Thessaly. A la
ter phase of the Sesklo culture (Sub-Sesklo) coexisted with it. Sites 
of the Dimini type have also been found in the north-eastern Pelo
ponnesus. But there too they seem to have been rather isolated 
among settlements of the older Neolithic type. This may have been 
the southernmost strongholds of the conquerors who came from the 
north. The style of their culture is in every respect rather forceful 
and lordlike. The main traits of a Neolithic agricultural society, 
however, were still preserved. 

A last phase of Neolithic development is represented by the site 
of Rachmani, also in Thessaly. Compared with Dimini it shows a 
clear deterioration. Some of its traits can be interpreted as fresh 
influence from the north. 

The Early Bronze Age began in the Aegeis with a strong and 
lasting influence from Anatolia. Changes were radical; all crafts
manship became centred around and influenced by the working of 
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copper and bronze. It remains uncertain whether this change was 
brought about by a migration or not. Anatolian influence remained 
strong during the whole Early Bronze Age; but very soon, the 
Aegeis began to influence Anatolia too. 

It is in this period that the full development of the Cyclades and 
the Peloponnesus really begins. The population was dense and 
everything indicates an ever-growing economic prosperity. At this 
time begins also fishing and sea-faring on a big scale. On the Aegean 
islands strong economic and cultural centres were formed (Melus, 
Syrus, Euboea). On the mainland the Early Helladic Age began 
after a marked break in continuity. This break was on some sites 
almost complete, on others there is a short time span with strongly 
marked Cycladic cOITespoi1dences� It is impossible, for the time 
being, to give a satisfactory historical interpretation to these facts. 

The strongest characteristic of the Early Bronze Age in Greece is 
a general and all-pervasive urbanization of life. Agriculture lost its 
predominant importance. The population gathered in big cities 
and lived by handicraft and trade. The whole Aegean area was 
engaged in commerce and a lively exchange of goods can be shown 
to have taken place. The entire Aegean zone, including Macedonia 
and Crete, became thus one cultural province with well-developed 
relations to the outside world, especially with the East and with 
Mrica. Cycladian traders reached the Adriatic and perhaps even the 
western Mediterranean. Politically, the area seems to have been a 
conglomerate of small states under local rulers. The cult of the 
Mother Goddess seems to have kept its central place, her statues 
being now frequently imported from the Cyclades, where a new 
style in sculpture had been developed. 

The Middle Bronze Age begins on the Greek mainland and in 
Western Anatolia with a heavy catastrophe and an abrupt change 
in the patterns of material culture. In this respect, the contrast 
with Crete and the Cyclads is marked because there the tradition is 
more continuous and the passage from one age to the other rather 
gradual, and no traces of a general destruction and large-scale 
devastation could be detected. The Middle Bronze Age is on the 
islands a continuation of the Early Bronze Age, while on the main-
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land it presents an essentially new cultural type. Thus the Aegean 
world ceases in this period to be an homogeneous culture area and 
is divided into a continental northern and an insular southern part. 

In mainland Greece the Middle Helladic Age sets in with a catas
trophe quite comparable to that which about 1200 B.c. marked the 
end of the rich flowering of Mycenean Culture and was brought 
about by what we use to call the Dorian invasion. Asine, Tiryns, 
Ziguries, Koraku, Asea, Malthi, Eutresis, and Orchomenus, almost 
all important sites on the Peloponnesus and in Central Greece 
were burned. Many other settlements of the Early Bronze Age never 
recovered from devastation and ceased to exist. On other sites small 
villages took the place of important towns. In some cases settlements 
were rebuilt on somewhat different sites, in others new settlements 
were founded that did not exist before. Everywhere the archaeolo
gical evidence of the break is quite obvious. It shows that an inter
vention by ·· an enemy took place on almost all sites and brought 
about a deep change in the patterns of social and cultural 1ife. The 
density of population decreased considerably. The conquerors 
brought with them battle axes and horses which appeared then for 
the first time in the Aegean area. Their mode of burial also differs 
markedly from Aegean tradition. 

As far as the general standard of cultural development goes, the 
Middle Helladic Age is unmistakably a period of regress and dete
rioration. This becomes obvious when its artefacts and buildings 
are compared with those of the Cyclades and Crete. The cause of 
this discrepancy was the initial catastrophe which brought with it 
not only a retardation of cultural growth, but gave also to this 
growth a somewhat new direction. 

The mainland of Greece remained for some time in relative isola
tion from the maritime . world. The general pattern of Helladic 
culture ceased to be urban, as it had been in the Early Bronze Age, 
and became essentially rural. The importance of weapons increased 
markedly and fortified hills were preferred as residences. Life in 
Greece seems to have become warlike. The megaron, a square 
building with a column-supported roof, continued to dominate 
representative architecture. There are no traces of sculpture, which 
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indicates that anthropomorphic religion had lost its importance. 
Features of material culture brought to the country by the northern 
invaders merged very soon with those characteristic of the indige
nous popUlation. 

The passage to the Late Bronze Age, better known perhaps as the 
period of Mycenean culture, was organic and gradual. Archaeologi
cal findings exclude any kind of catastrophe, break or large-scale 
immigration of conquering intruders. Specific Mycenean features 
do not appear at all sites at once. Some of them continue to follow 
Middle Helladic patterns and show only slight Mycenean influence 
(so Eutresis, Hagia Marina, Krisa, Asine, Eleusis, and Thorikos). 
Only in the last phase of the Late Bronze Age, these sites became 
really Mycenean. This type of culture was individually developed in 
some outstanding residences such as Mycenae, Tiryns, and Pylos 
and spread from there over the whole of Greece. It was the out
come of an intensive Cretan influence on the life of Helladic palaces 
and princely families. Mycenean culture was thus always elitarian 
in its essence and as such it cannot be connected with any ethnic 
group as a whole. It is the palace culture of warlike small rulers, 
an echo of Cretan outlook and luxury in fortified abodes of bar
barian and heroic kings surrounded by bands of savage warriors. 

The Mycenean Age came to an end in fire and devastation. The 
catastrophe was general, and only destruction and misery was left 
behind. On the ruins, life went on in poverty and decay. The Sub
mycenean period is marked by a general lack of creativity. There 
was a general deterioration of the old pattern. It is only from about 
1000 B.C. that a new cultural growth can be felt, that new patterns 
make their appearance. And they are those of Classical Greece. 

At the end of this survey there is a crucial point that has yet to 
be discussed. It is the question where in this process of cultural 
development, as established by archaeology, the coming of the 
Greeks can be located. It is, of course, more correct to speak about 
the coming of 'tribes speaking Indo-European dialects that were 
to become Greek'. The Greek language as well as the Greek people 
were formed and shaped only in the Aegean world and are in
conceivable without this background. The Indo-European dialects 
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which served as a basis for the development of the Greek language 
can for the sake of simplicity also be labeled Greek if it is kept in 
mind that they are such only in the sense of the genetic classification 
of Indo-European languages. In further simplification the speakers 
of that type of Indo-European which is genetically classified as 
Greek can be called Greeks irrespective of the total of features, 
historical, cultural and psychological, that establish the Greek people 
as an ethnic entity. It is only in this restricted sense that one can 
speak about the coming of the Greeks to Hellas. 

Archaeological evidence - and this is the only kind of evidence 
at our disposal - can in some cases be interpreted as testifying to an 
immigration of a foreign population that spread over the Aegean 
area usually in the role of conquerors. The first in this series of 
immigrations seems to have taken place at the beginning of the 
Neolithic. These settlers came in great numbers to Thessaly and 
brought with them the art of the cultivation of the soil and of 
pottery making. They came from the East, from Anatolia, in all 
probability by the land route. 

The culture of Dimini in the Later Stone Age can also be inter
preted as a trace of an onslought from the north. 5 0  These conquerors 
came from the Danubian plains. It does not seem likely that these 
people ever became masters of the whole of Greece, and their sett
lements remained encJaves. A second wave of such northern immi
grants seems to be connected with the cultural type of Rachmani. 

At the beginning and during the Early Bronze Age migration 
from Anatolia and the Northern Balkans can be assumed. How
ever, archaeological evidence is much less clear in these instances 
and thus these shifts of population remain very hypothetical and 
obscure. In any case, no conquest with large-scale devastation 
took place. In Crete, there may have been some immigration from 
Libya. 

The catastrophic break with clear traces of a general devastation 
at the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age shows conspicuous 
marks of an invasion. The abrupt cultural change that ensued indi-

50 So SCHACHERMEYR after a thorough reexamination of the evidence ; cf. 
SCHACHERMEYR (1954 : 1476). 
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cates that there was probably a substantial change and renewal of 
population. The next archaeologically recorded migration into the 
Aegean area was that at the end of the Mycenean period. This last 
wave of prehistoric migration can be identified with the Dorian 
invasion, recorded in Greek legendary history as the returning .of 
the Heraclids to the country of their forefather. This was the last 
immigration of Greek-speaking tribes from the North. Such an 
interpretation of the archaeological evidence is confirmed by the 
fact that after the decipherment of Linear B by M. Ventris, Greek is 
proven to have been the language of the Mycenean palaces. The 
immigration of the first speakers of Greek must thus be prior to 
that at the end of the Mycenean Age. 

For the location of the main migration of Greek speakers into 
Greece two established facts are of decisive importance : Ca) Greek 
is demonstrably not the oldest language spoken in Greece and the 
Aegean area, and Cb) Greek spread so universally over the entire 
Aegean area and imposed itself so successfully on the speakers of 
the substratum languages that a massive immigration of a substan
tial number of its speakers must be assumed. No sma11 group of 
dynamic conquerors could have achieved that effect. It must have 
been a language community which really took the land, settled on 
it, and did not only rule it from some isolated strongholds. 

The catastrophe and population change that mark the end of the 
Early and the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age show a11 the 
traits that could-be expected in such a deep and far-reaching change 
in the structure of the population of mainland Greece. The spread 
of Greek speakers to Crete and the Archipelago was later and left 
its traces in the cultural strata of the palace at Cnossos. No other 
of the mor.e or less firmly established migrations had such important 
consequences in the structure of population nor didit bring with it 
such a deep change of cultural patterns. They were also much more 
restricted in the areas of the Aegean World that came under their 
influence. This applies especially to mainland Greece, where the 
roots of the Greek language were deepest. 

Thus one can conclude with some confidence that about 1 950 
B.c. Greece was invaded by a host of Greek-speaking tribes which 
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spread over the entire mainland, caused a violent break of its 
cultural growth, and reshaped the cultural patterns of its spiritual 
and material life. If we assume that the "coming of the Greeks" 
has left adequate archaeological traces, it is at this point in time and 
in the cultural development of the Aegean world that it must be 
located.51 

If we accept this interpretation of the archaeological evidence at 
our disposal - and this is the view most widely held among specia
lists - the historical frame of all that can be known about the Pre
Greek linguistic stratum is constituted by the Neolithic and Early 
Bronze Age culture of Greece and the Aegean. We thus reach a time 
much more ancient than students of Pre-Greek linguistics were 
traditionally inclined to believe. 

And yet, it was already in the Early Bronze Age that the founda
tions of the Aegean culture were laid. The results of modern 
archaeology and the decipherment of Linear B do not therefore 
relegate Pre-Greek studies to the outer limbo of a remote time 

epth that makes its subject shadowy and historically meaningless. 
As inadequate as our information on this subject may be, this 
subject is nothing less than the study of the linguistic medium or 
media of the first full-grown cultural achievements in the Aegean 
world. The whole further cultural development of the Aegean has 
been profoundly influenced and shaped by this initial stage whose 
main features were urbanity and sea-faring, features so essential 
for Classical Greece and for whatever it means to Europe and to the 
Modern World. 

Recent research has shown that, in general, the time depth from 
which the history of individual Indo-European languages and 
language families can be followed is much greater than early 
comparatists were prone to assume. That the Pre-Greek linguistic 
stratum in the Aegean must be dated before ca. 1950 B.C. is in full 
accordance with this general picture. 

51 Cf. SCHACHERMEYR (1954: 1 489-94) and A. WACE in VENTRIS-CHADWICK 
(1956: xx-); also BLEGEN (1928), TJUMENEv (1953). 
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2.3 THE PRE-GREEK LINGUISTIC STRATUM 

2.3.1 Opinions as to the affiliations of the ancient languages 
of Asia Minor 

When in the nineteenth century the genetic study of languages 
made its appearance and the areas of the established language 
families were put on the map, it was obvious even at first glance 
that the whole of Asia Minor constituted a blank. All available 
information on the languages spoken there in antiquity before the 
general Hellenization of the area was so scant that all attempt at 
genetic classification had to remain guesswork. It was first sug
gested that the ancient languages of Anatolia were Indo-European 
and that they belonged to the Indo-Iranian subfamily.5 2  This ill
founded hypothesis induced the great indologist Lassen to make 
the first serious attempt at an acceptable solution of the problem. 
He came to the conclusion that the area of Asia Minor was in 
antiquity divided between languages of the Indo-European and the 
Semitic family, the former being spoken in the north, the latter in 
the south.5 3 

Later on, the Indo-European area in Anatolia was presumed to 
be much larger since a certain scepticism prevailed with regard to 
Semitic languages in Asia Minor.5 4 

In more recent times the tendency arose to postulate in Anatolia 
autochthonous languages which belonged neither to the Indo
European nor to the Semitic family, but formed one of their own. 
The beginning was made, so it seems, by Kiepert, the great master 

52 Cf. BorrCHER (1851).  
43 cr. LASSEN (1856: 329-). According to LASSEN, Indo-European languages 

were spoken by the Phrygians, the Bithynians, the Paphlagonians, the Lycians, 
the Cappadocians and the Lycaonians, Semitic languages by the Carians, the 
Lydians, the Mysians, the Cilicians, the Solymians,

· 
the Pisidians, and the 

Isaurians. 
54 Cf. LAGARDE (1866: 243-) ; he assigned the Carians, the Lydians� and the 

Mysian� to the Indo-European speaking gro,up of the population of that 
area. 
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of ancient geography.5 5 From the frequent occurrence of Anatolian 
toponyms with the suffixes -nd- and -ss- (such as Alabanda, Mor
monda, Arykanda, Kalynda, or Lyrnessos, Myessos, Pitnissos, 
Telanissos, to name only a few) he conclud�d that a linguistic 
stratum prior to Semitic and lndo-European immigrations had to 
be reckoned with in Asia Minor. Similar views were expressed by 
other scholars toO.56 Finally, Kretschmer provided the authoritative 
version of this theory which dominated linguistic opinion in this 
matter for many decades.57 

According to Kretschmer the Phrygians were the only people in 
ancient Anatolia that spoke an Indo-European language. And they 
were relative newcomers in the area just as the Greeks were after 
them. There were no Semitic languages spoken by peoples of Asia 
Minor. All languages except Phrygian were related to one another 
and belonged to a separate family. 

This teaching remained undisputed until Hrozny succeeded in 
1915 in deciphering Hittite texts from the archives of Bogazk6y, 
and the ancient Indo-European languages of Anatolia (Hittite, 
Luwian, and Palaian) were discovered. They form a separate group 
among the Indo-European languages. Since then the label Anatolian 
has been reserved for them. This discovery destroyed the general 
confidence in Kretschmer's teaching about the ancient languages of 
Asia Minor, since it proved that Indo-European languages had been 
used in the area long before the time Kretschmer had deemed 
likely. 

2.3.2 The language indicated by Pre-Greek sUffixes 

The scholarly opinions on the linguistic situation in ancient Asia 
Minor were of fundamental importance for the views that were 
formed on the Pre-Greek linguistic stratum in the Aegean area. 
Pott was, as far as we know, the first to draw attention to the 
toponyms that testify to the existence of a Pre-Greek language in 

55 Cf. KrEPERT (1878 : 73, 90). 
56 Cf. THRAEMER (1 888: 1 80, 340), TOMASCHEK (1892: 1)  
5 7  Cf. KRETSCHMER (1896: 292-). 
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Greece.5 8 This was especially obvious of the place names with the 
characteristic suffix -nth- which corresponds to -nd- in Asia Minor. 
His suggestions were further developed by Pauly who composed 
the first lists of such names.59 Pauly also believed that the Pre
Greek language represented by these toponyms was closely related 
to the autochthonous languages of Asia Minor and with the older 
linguistic stratum ofItaly as known from the Etruscan monuments. 
On this basis, in addition to fundamental research of his own, 
Kretschmer constructed his doctrine which was to influence basi
cally all teaching an<,l research for many decades to come.6 0 

According to Kretschmer, the Pre-Greek language was one and 
showed no essential variety. It belonged to the same famliy as the 
autochthonous languages of Asia Minor. This language family, 
neither Indo-European nor Semitic, had originally spread to the 
Aegean and the south of the Balkan peninsula. The suffix -nth- is 
but the western variant of the suffix -nd- found in Asia Minor. The 
Pre-Greek stratum of the Aegean area was, as Kretschmer thought, 
one, non-Indo�European, and closely related to the autochthonous 
languages of Asia Minor. Fick provided further evidence for this 
view. 61 

Kretschmer's teaching on the Pre-Greek substratum in the 
Aegean is based chiefly on the study of geographical names of 
non-Greek origin. For the study of Pre-Greek they remained the 
principal source · until the present day. Non-Greek texts are very 
scarce and have not yet been deciphered and interpreted. They are 
therefore useless for this purpose. These Pre-Greek monuments 
are : the Cretan texts written in the Hieroglyphic and the Linear A 
script, the stele of Lemnos, and the inscriptions in Greek charac
ters from Praisos on Crete. Some non-Greek inscriptions in the 
indigenous script have been found also on Cyprus. 6 2 

Here we shall present the onomastic material which formed the 
58 Cf. POTT (1853: 451). 
59 Cf. PAULY (1886: 47-). 
60 Cf. KRETSCHMER (1 896: 401-; 1 927 : 68-75), HUBER (1921), Kronasser 

(1960). 
61 Cf. FICK (1905, 1 909). 
62 These Pre-Greek Aegean texts will be considered on p. 95-6. 
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basis for Kretschmer's doctrine and was supplemented by other 
scholars, such as Schachermeyr63 and Gindin.6 4 The geographic 
distribution of these names was studied by Haley. 65 

Among the classical names of mountains; riv�rs, cities, and other 
localities in ancient Greece, there is a wealth of those which cannot 
be explained as Greek words. It happens that these geographic 
names have in many cases characteristic suffixal elements, that is : 
-nth- -s(s)-f-tt- -n- -m- -mn- -1- -r- -th-. The vowel that precedes the 
consonantal elements varies from name to name, and they differ 
also with respect to the way in which they are integrated into the 
system of Greek declension. 

The most characteristic Pre-Greek suffixal element is -nth-. 
Place names containing it are mostly quite obviously non-Greek. 
They are found over the whole of the Aegean area, as opposed to 
-nd- in Asia Minor : 

, AfLtXPUV 80<; 
'AptXxuv80<; 

Bzpexuv80<; 
Bpev 8'Y) 
'EpufL<XV 80<; 

ZtXxuv80<; 

K�P LV80<; 
K6pw 80<; 
K6crxuv 80<; 
A<X�UPLV80<; 
A<xpuv8LO<; 

- a township on Euboea 
- mountains · in Aetolia, Boeotia, and 

Attica 
- a mountain on Crete 
- a township in Arcadia 
- a mountain, a river, and a town III 

Arcadia 
-- an island in the Ionian sea ; old name 

of Paros and Delos 
- a town on Euboea 
- a city on the Peloponnesian Isthmus 
- a river on Euboea 
- the Labyrinth on Crete 
- an epithet of Zeus after a locality 

*Larynthos 
- an island in the Sporades 

63 Cf. SCHACHERMEYR (1954: 1494-). The best manuals for such research are 
PAPE - BENSELER (1959) and HANSEN (1957) ; cf. also ScHERER (1965). 

64 cr. GrNDIN (1967: 53-). 
65 Cf. HALEY (1928). 

ottXv8'Y) 
ITtXAuv 80<; 
IT pz7tecruv 80<; 
ITpO�tXALV 80<; 
ITup<xv80<; 
�<xMv 8w<; 

�tXfLLV80<; 
�[xuv80<; 
�upLv80<; 
T[puv<; 

gen. T[puv 80<; 
TPLX6puv80<; 
'YtXxLv 80<; 
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- a town in Locris Ozolia 
- a necropolis in Argos 
- an island in the Cyclades 
- a township in Attica 
- a township on Crete 
- the name of a ruler in Acarnania deri-

ved from a place name *Salynthos. 
, - a locality in Argolis 

- an island in the Sporades 
- a town on Crete 
- a town in Argolis 

- a demos in Attica 
- a mountain in Attica, a demos on 

Tenos, an ancient deity in Laconia 
- a mountain and a locality in Arcadia 

The antiquity of these names is beyond doubt. Many of them can 
be found in Mycenean texts and Homeric poems. 

Another characteristic Pre-Greek suffixal element is -ss-. Place 
names of this category are much more frequent than those with 
-nth- (70 : 28) ; our list will only give some examples. In Attica 
this element has the fo·rm -tt-, a speCial development found in 
other words, too (cf. Ionian "tXcrcrcu: Attic "tXHCU ; Ionian 7tP�crcrcu: 
Attic 7tptXHCU) : 

, AfL�pucr (cr) 0<; 
, AfLvLcr6<; 
'Ap�'Y)H6<; 
Bevx<xcro<; 
B6ALcr( cr )0<; 
BPLA'Y)cr( cr)6<; 
r<xpY'Y)H6<; 
�Lcppcucrcr6<; 
, 1tXAucro<; 
'1ALcrcr6<; 

- a town in Phocis, a river in Thessaly 
- the harbour of Cnossos on Crete 
- a hill in Attica 
- a river on Crete 
- a town on Chios 
- a mountain in Attica 
- a demos in Attica 
- a mountain on Euboea 
- a city on Rhodos 
- a river in Attica 
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" I[J.�po:cr( cr )0<; 
KYJCflLcr(cr)6<; 

Kvwcrcr6<; 
A&pLcr(cr)Ct. 

ACt.pucrwv 
A&pLcrO<; 
AE[J.YJcr( cr )6<; 
AuxCt.�YJ"t"1"6<; 
M&p7tYJcrcrCt. 
M uxCt.Aucrcr6<; 
IICt.YCt.crCt.l 
II�ao:cro<; 
II&[J.LcrO<; 
IICt.VLcr6<; 
II Ct.pvCt.crcr6<; 
IICt.pp&crWL 
IIEp[J.YJcrcr6<; 
IIupo:cro<; 
IIpCt.Lcr6<; 
�u7tCt.AYJ"t"1"6<; 
�CflYJ"t"1"6<; 
T Ct.CflLCt.crcr6<; 
TEp[J.YJcrcr6<; 
TEU[J.YJcrcr6<; 
TlCt.crcrCt. 
TLTCt.p�mo<; 
TUALcrcr6<; 
" IYJTTo<; 
'I[J.YJ"t"1"6<; 
XCt.[J.�plTPCt.crOV 
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- a river on Samos, and the island itself 
- rivers in Phocis, Attica, Argolis, on 

Salamis and Scyrus 
- a city on Crete 
- three towns in Thessaly, one in Attica, 

one in Argolis, two on Crete, one on 
Lesbos 

- a mountain in Laconia 
- a river in Achaea 
- a town on Cyprus 
- a hill in Attica 
- a mountain on Paros 
- a town in Boeotia 
- a town in Thessaly 
-- a town in Messenia 
- a river in Messenia 
- a river in Thessaly 
- a mountain in Phocis 
- a town in Arcadia 
- a river in Boeotia 
- a town in Thessaly 
- a town on Crete 
- a demos in Attica 
- a demos in Attica 
- mountains in Locris and Aetolia 
- a river in Boeotia 
- a town and a mountain in Boeotia 
- a river in Laconia 
- a river in Thessaly 
�- a town on Crete 
- a village in Boeotia 
- a mountain in Attica 
- a locality on Crete 

Place names with this suffixal element are very frequent also in 
Asia Minor. Their area encompasses the whole of Anatolia, the 
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southern Balkans, and the Aegean. It coincides fully with the area 
of the place names with the suffixal elements -nth- and -nd-, respec
tively. 

Another suffixal element frequent III Pre-Greek toponyms is 
-n-. Here are some examples : 

'A8�vCt.L 
A'lYLVCt. 
Alcrwv 
'AA7tYJv6<; 
, AcrlvYJ 

B�vYJ 
r6pTUVCt. 
ropTuvlCt. 
e�PYJv 
'hCt.v6<; 
KCt.uvo<; 
AE��VCt. 
AepvYJ 

Me8Ct.vCt. 
ME8wvYJ 
MLTUA�VYJ 
MUX�VCt.L 
Muxovo<; 
MUPLVCt. 
II&vwv 
�Ct.ACt.[J.l<; 

gen. �Ct.ACt.[J.�VO<; 

�Ct.A[J.WV 
�Ct.A[J.WVYJ 
�Ct.A[J.WVWV 

- Athens 
- an island in the Saronic gulf 
- a river in lower Macedonia 
- a town in Locris 
- towns in Argolis, Laconia, Messenia, 

and on Cyprus 
- an island in the Saronic gulf, and a 

town in Laconia 
- a town on Crete 
- towns on Crete and in Arcadia 
- town in Macedonia 
- a river on Crete 
- a town on Crete, mountains on Crete 
- a town on Crete 
- a town on Crete 
- a lake and a town in Argolis, a spring 

near Corinth 
- a town in Argolis 
- a town in Messenia and in Macedonia 
- a city on Lesbos 
- towns in Argolis and on Crete 
- an island in the Cyclades 
- towns on Crete and on Lemnos 
- a mountain in Laconia 
- an island in the Saronic gulf, and a city 

on Cyprus 

- a town in Thessaly 
- a spring and a town in Elis 
- a mountain range on Crete 
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�OUVWV 
TEU6pwv'Y) 
T'ljvo� 
TpOL��V 
'1 crcrZALVO'1 
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- the cape of Attica, a mountain on Paros 
- a town in Laconia 
- an island in the Cyclades 
- a town in Argolis 
- a mountain in Argolis 

Here are some examples of the suffixal element �m- in Pre-Greek 
place names : 

Klcrcra[J.o<; 
Kua[J.ov 
ITzpya[J.o'l 

- a town on Crete 
- a mountain on Crete 
- a town on Crete, the fortification of 

Ilion, a city in Asia Minor 

The suffixal element -mn- is somewhat more frequent : 

A&pu[J.va 
AEnz-ru [J. VO<; 
A'lj[J.vo<; 
M� 6u[J.va 
Ordymnus 
ITp6cru[J.va 
'Pl6u[J.'la 
�z�a[J.vo<; 
�zAa[J.vo<; 
�ZAE[J.VO<; 

- towns in Boeotia and Locris 
- a mountain on Lesbos 
-- an island in the Aegean 
- a town on Lesbos 
- a mountain on Lesbos 
- a locality in Argolis 
- a town on Crete 
- a river on Crete 
- a river on Crete 
- a river in Achaea 

Examples for the suffixal element -/- in Pre-Greek place names 
are : 

, Acr-r&A'Y) 
Kap�a[J.uA'Y) 
Kacr-raAla 
Kl[J.WAO<; 
Kv&xaAo<; 
�xav�lA'Y) 

- a locality on Crete 
- a town in Laconia 
- a spring in Phocis 
- an island of the Cyclades 
- a mountain in Arcadia 
- an island in the Northern Aegean 
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Examples for the suffixal element -r- in Pre-Greek place names are : 
, Acrcrwp6v - a mountain on Samos 
'A-r&�upov - a mountain on Rhodos 
Bpuylv�apa - a locality on Rhodos 
�p'ljpo<; - a town on Crete 
" EAUP0<; - a town on Crete 
'Enl�aupo<; - towns in Argolis and Laconia 
'Ecpupa - older name of Corinth and Crannon 

'Ixapla 
K&[J.ELpO<; 
K'Y)crxwpa 
Ku6'Y)pa 
Ku 6'Y)po<; 
TEyupaL 
Tl-rapov 
TL-r&pW'1 
"QAEPO<; 

in Thessaly, also of Cichyros in Epirus, 
towns in EUs, AetoIia and Perrhaebia 

- an island of the Aegean 
- a city on Rhodos 
- a locality on Crete 
- an island of the Aegean 
- a river in Elis, a town in Attica 
- a town in Boeotia 
- a town in Thessaly 
- a mountain in Thessaly 
- a town on Crete 

Examples for the suffixal element -th- in Pre-Greek place names 
are : 

A�v'Y) 60<; 
K&v'Y) 60<; 
KLXUV'Y) 60<; 
IT&pv'Y)<; 

gen. IT&pv'Y) 60<; 
ITEn&p'Y) 60<; 
�xla60<; 
'YpV� 6LOL 

- a mountain 
- a mountain on Euboea 
- an island of the Aegean 
- a mountain in Attica 

- an island of the Cyclades 
- an island of the Cyclades 
� a locality near Epidaurus 

Without being complete, these name lists show how charac
teristic types of derivation can be established, connected by an 
impressive correlation with tOPbnyms without a Greek etymology 
and of supposed Pre-Greek origin. It must be stressed that these 
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types of name formation are significant because of the relatively 
high frequency of the names representing them, whereas every 
single name in the lists cannot but be very problematic. All these 
suffixal elements are quite normal and frequent also in Greek 
words with the only exception of -nth-. Thus A'lYLW/' can easily 
be a derivation of Greek (X.'l� 'goat', MuxYjvlXL can be understood 
as a derivation of Greek fLUXaL 'mushrooms', Mz8IXvIX and ME8wv'Y) 
as a derivation of fLz8u 'wine'. ITOLXLAIX0'0'6c; may be derived 
from Greek 7tOLX[AOC; 'variegated', and ITIXYIXO'IX[ from 7t&'yoc; 
'cliff'. Undoubtedly Greek are the toponyms "AfL'PLO'O'IX, "AV't'LO'O'IX, 
'AO''t'PIX0'0'6c;, and MUYIXAwO'0'6c;. And even -nth-, which is more 
characteristic Pre-Greek, occurs in Greek words also : cf. fL[vuV 81X 
'a little' and x�pLv8oc; 'wax bread'. 

It is almost impossible to discern in every single case the real 
etymology and derivation from paretymological adaptations. And 
the combination of modern scholars are sometimes very similar 
to the boldest folk etymologies. It is therefore impossible to be 
certain for every place name whether it is Pre-Greek or Greek, 
or perhaps of some other provenience. A secondary productivity 
of suffixes containing these elements must also be reckoned with. 
Once firmly established in Greek onomastics, these derivational 
types were productive wherever foreign names had to be adapted 
to the Greek language. Names of this group were thus to be found 
from the extreme West (cf. TlXp't''Y)0'0'6c; in Spain) to the East 
(cf. ·P&'fLIXV 81X in Syria) where they are to be regarded as traces of 
Greek contacts with a foreign toponymy and not as derived from 
the same substratum which the speakers of Greek had met in the 
Aegea area.66  

And yet, the antiquity of  these derivational types and their Pre
Greek chronology cannot be doubted in the least. They appear in 
toponyms that are attested in the oldest documents, from Asia 
Minor, in the Assyrian texts of Kiiltepe. Here place names occur 
of all the established types of Pre-Greek derivation :  Purus�atum 

66 Cf. KRETSCHMER (1896: 402-3), GINDIN (1967 : 57, 63, 67-9), and DEROY 
(1956), 
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(in Hittite texts Purus�anda), Ninasa, Zupana, Tegarama, l!,arsamna, 
Simala, Kusara. These texts must be dated no later than the 19th 
century B.C., and the suffixes were thus already frequent in the 
toponymy of Asia Minor at a time when Greek-speaking tribes 
had only appeared on the mainland of Greece.6 7 

In Hittite and Luwian texts found in the archives of Bogazk6y, 
many toponyms of the same derivational type appear. But there 
these toponyms are no isolated relics, as they are in Greek, but can 
in many' cases, in spite of the fragmentary state of our documenta
tion, be connected with the appellative vocabulary of the Indo
European languages of ancient Anatolia : 

-nd- : 

-ss- : 

Arlanda 
Irbanda 
Kuranda 

Partanta 
Tappassanda 
Wannanda 
Alpassija 
Irhassa 
Parnassa 

Petassa 

Sallessa 

arla-nuwa- a Luwian verb 
Hitt. irba- 'border' 
Hitt. kuer- 'cut' , kuera- 'field, 

grove' 
Luw. parti- 'side' 
Luw. tap pas-ant 'sky' 
Luw. wanni- 'stony hole' 
Hitt. alpa- 'cloud' 
Hitt. irba- 'border' 

Luw. parna- 'house' (cf. ITlXpv1X0'0'6c; 
in Greece) 

Hitt. peda- 'place' (cf. IT �aIXO'oc; 
in Caria) 

Hitt. salli- 'big' 

In Luwian, possessive forms were derived by means of a productive 
suffix -assi. Adjectives, thus formed, were used instead of genitive 
forms of substantives. Cf. Luwian 

massana- 'god' : massanassi- 'belonging to the god' 
tijammi- 'earth' : tijammassi- 'belonging to the earth'. 

67 Cf. GOETZE (1967 : 67-), KRONASSER (1963 : 128-) ; cf. also GAMKRELIDZF 
(1957). 
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In a great many ancient Anatolian toponyms the element -88- can 
be explained as a part of this suffix. 

-n- : Luwana the Anatolian ethnonym Luwi-
Paljurina Hitt. paMur; Luw. paljur 'fire' 
Urauna Hitt. and Luw. ura- 'big' 

-m- : Dukkama Hitt. dug- 'appear' 
-mn- : Hattusumna 'a man from Hattusa' 

� 

Palaumna 'a man from Pala' 
Luiumna 'a man from Luwia' 
Halpum(n)a 'a man from Aleppo' 

., 

-1- : Imralla Luw. imra- 'steppe' 

The same derivational patterns obtain in the Anatolian appellative 
vocabulary also : 

-nt- : Hitt. gim- 'winter' : gimmant- 'winter' 
Hitt. peruna- 'rock' : perunant- 'rocky' 

-88- : Luw. tijammi- 'earth' : tijamassi- 'belonging to the earth' 
Luw. massani- 'god' : massanijassi- 'belonging to the god' 

-n- : Hitt. Ijink- 'die' : Ijenkan- 'death' 
Hitt. nalj- 'be afraid' : naMan- 'fear' 

-m- : Hitt. ekuna 'cold (adj.)' :  ekunima- 'cold (noun)' 
Hitt. tetljfii- 'to thunder' : tetljima- 'thunder' 

-1- : Hitt. wasta- 'to sin' : wastul- 'a sin' 
Hitt. karimni- 'shrine' : karimnala 'servant of a shrine' 

-r- : Hitt. anija- 'to guide' : aniur- 'religious guidance' 

So there can not be the slightest doubt that these charateristic types 
of toponomastic suffixes were integrated into Anatolian derivation 
and have therefore in such cases to be regarded as Indo-European. 6 8  

This full correspondence between the derivational types of the 
Pre-Greek toponyms with the derivation of Anatolian toponyms 

68 Cf. FRIEDRICH (1952-54), GOETZE (1953, 1960, 1962), LAROCHE (1947, 
1957, 1959, 1961), GINDIN (1967: 72-9). 
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and appellatives can hardly b e  regarded a s  due t o  pure chance. 
And yet, the correspondence of consonantal elements in suffixes 

. alone is not enough to guarantee a real linguistic connection.69' 
It is therefore important to show that the Pre-Greek toponyms with 
the characteristic suffixes form really a coherent system of deriva
tion. Even our evidence, scattered and fragmentary as it is, allows 
us to reconstruct some rudimental traces of precisely such a 
system : 7 0  

- v(} - I - aa -
- v - I - � - I - �v - I - A - - e -

Adevv(}o, Adetaa Adev�va 

IIveav(}os, IIveaao, 
IIvewt'Jos 

Aiytv(}os Atytaaos Aiyw'l AiYIAa At'yveo, 

Tt7:vaaao" TiTveO'J 

-

TtTal!rwaO, Ttrae'fjfJ-
ao" 
Tiraeo, 

TS�'fjaao, Tee�Se2 

"E,{!sao, 'E'{!vea 

, Oefl aAtaa'fjvlj ' Oefl ;Ata- "Oefl'fjAO, 
a'fjv1J 

'Oefldvaaaa 'Oefld- " Oefl'fjAO, 
vaaaa 

Kvoe'fjaao, Kvt'Jeljv'fj Kv oeaea 

Kae�VA'fjaao, KrxeftV-
A'fjaaos, 
Kaet'Ja-
�VA'fj 

69 SCHACHERMEYR (1954 : 1 510) quotes BRANDENSTEIN who had pointed out 
in a conversation that many African geographic names by this criterion belong 
to the Pre-Greek and ancient Anatolian stratum (cf. Uganda, Wagunda, Ruanda, 
Burundi, Kirundu) . .. 

70 Cf. SCHACHERMEYR (1954: 151 1-). 
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- v() - - (](]- I - v - I - p - - pv - I - ll - - (! -

" Ip{J(!-:aor; "Ip{J(!J.-
por; 

IBIvsaa6r; IBIIP2ptr; 

Mvu'1llrwa6r; Mvuijvat MvuG.-
llrwa6r;, 
Mvudll1) 

KO(!1jaa6r; Ko(!�v1) 

'O(!r'51jaa6r; "O(!r'5v-
pvor; 

E�r'5aaa E�r'5a.pvor; 

Tvpv1jaa6r;, Tvpv1ja-
a6�J 

'A(!TVpV1jaa6r; 'A(!TV-
pV1jaa6r; 
Tvpvor; 

"AaT",ll", " AaTv(!G. 

I Kvr'5(!1)llor; Kvr'5(!c'(!'l 

Pre-Greek toponymy forms thus part of a derivational system 
found also in of ancient AnatoJia, a system which has been shown 
to be fully integrated into the nominal derivation system of the 
Indo-European languages of the Anatolian group (Hittite and 
Luwian). Yet this does not mean that the language whose deriva
tional patterns are reflected by the topon·ym� adduced above, if 
their derivationlike relations are not pure coincidence, is by necessity 
Anatolian and lndo-European. The presence of these derivational 
types in the toponyms of the Cappadqcian texts from Ktiltepe make 
"Such a conclusion rather problematic. Moreover, Hester has de
monstrated that place names with sufficiently distinctive Pre-Greek 
suffixes (-nth�, -nd-, -mn-) show also a distinctive phonemic root 
pattern : a strong preference for open syllables and in particular an 
almost total absence of medial consonant clusters beginning with a 
stop. The -ss- and -nt- names are less distinctive and the alleged 

� 
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single-letter suffixes not dinstinctive at all. A non-lndo-European 
language of the suffixes can thus reasonably be postulated, although 
the current lists of place names with characteristic suffixes contain 
definitely too much material : many names do not belong to the 
language in question. 71 

The suffixal elements, characteristic for the Pre-Greek toponyms 
and corresponding with Anatolian derivational types, occur also in 
many Greek words that cannot be explained by a Greek etymology 
and usually denote plants, animals, and material objects that belong 
to the Aegean flora, fauna, and material culture : 

O('lYLVeO� 'name of a bird' 
cXera fL LV eo� 'stone bath tub' 
cX�[V eLOV 'wormwood' 
�6ALVeO� 'European bison' 
�pe�LVeO� 'a kind of beans' 
Ae�LVeO� . 'a kind of beans' 
fL[ve'Y) 'mint' 
ilAUV eO� . 'unripe or wild fig' 
7tdpLVeO( acc. 'the basket of a charriot' 
(er)fL�pLv eo� 'tape' 
x6puv eo� 'barley bread' 
erfLLv eo� 'a mouse' 
't"Epe�LVeO� 'terpentine' 

�6vO((jo� 'a buffalo' 
eaAO(ererO( 'sea' 
e[O(ero� 'procession' 

, xe:pO(ero� 'cherry tree' 
I 'cypress' . XU7tO(pLerero� 

xunero� 'Medicago arborea' 
I vO(pXLerero� 'narcissus' 

vuererO( 'cone' 
I 7tLererO� 'beans' 

, I uerero� 'lance' 

71 Cf. HESTER (1957; 1968 : 221). 
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�&AIXVOC; 
i�IXUVOC; 
Mepv"/) 
dp�v"/) 
x&(L�VOC; 

I XIXcr'"t'IXVOV 
XUIXVOC; 
xtvaUVOC; 
optylXvov 
(jIXY�V"/) 

'6&AIX(LOC; 
X&AIX(LOC; 
xepIX(LOC; 
XUIX(LOC; 

IXlcru(L v&w 
8eAu(LvIX 

'O(LyteIXAAOC; 
&pU�IXAAOC; 
IX'CcruAOC; 
��IXAOC; 
l�&A"/) 
ep�&A"/) 

XIX eIXp6c; 
XIXcrcrt'"t'EPOC; 
x� e&pIX 

!'cX7tIXeOV 
!'�XU eOc; 
Aex�eoc; 
IjitlX eoc; 
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"acorn' 
'furnace' 
'laurel' 
'peace' 
'furnace' 
'chestnut' 
'blue stone' 
'danger' 
'an acid herb, origanum' 
'net' 

'room' 
'reed' 
'clay' 
'bean' 

'I order' 
'foundations' 

'a bird' 
'kind of bottle' 
'wicked' 
'wild goat' 
'a goat's skin' 
'vessel' 

'pure' 
'tin' 
'guitar' 

'Rumex acetosa' 
'a vessel' 
'a food' 
'wicker work of reed' 
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This is only about a third of the existing material that could be 
presented here as an example. These appellatives, in general of 
non-Greek origin and connected by their content with the old 
Aegean culture, show clearly that the derivational types with the 
characteristic suffixal elements belong to a definite foreign layer in 
the Greek vocabulary. The fact that this layer is so well represented 
among place names shows that it is a Pre-Greek layer since topo
nymy is the most conservative part of a vocabulary. Among the 
Pre-Greek geographic names there are not only oronyms and hydro
nyms, but also a quite considerable number of names of cities and 
towns. From this fact can be concluded that the speakers of Greek 
found at their arrival the Aegean urbanization already in full 
development. This observation fits well with the inference from 
archaeological evidence according to which the first peak of urban 
life in the Aegean World was reached already in the Early Bronze 
Age, whereas Greek-speaking tribes invaded the area only at the 
beginning of the Middle Bronze Age. 

The relation between the Pre-Greek language of the suffixes and 
Anatolian Indo-European remains intriguing and obscure. Either 
one has to admit that the far-reaching correspondence is due to 
pure chance, and thus without any historical relevance, or we must 
suppose that the toponymy of the Cappadocian texts was already 
Anatolian Indo-European which implies a change in the current 
chronologies of Indo-European immigration to Asia Minor. This 
complex problem cannot be further discussed here, the more so as 
the linguistic interpretation of the toponymy of the texts from Kiil
tepe has not reached fully dependable and generally accepted results. 
Whatever the outcome of the discussion, it will be highly relevant · 
for Pre-Greek linguistics. 

2.3.3 Non-Indo-European substratum words in the Eastern 
Mediterranean 

The doctrine according to which Greek and Italic spread to the 
south superseding a non-Indo-European substratum, thus forming 

Indo-European outposts in a world originally foreign as to both 
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language and culture, was fostered independently of the theories 
presented in the preceding chapter by the fact that a number of 
words,denoting objects belonging to the Mediterranean world can 
best be explained as loans from such a substratum. MeilIet and 
Cuny demonstrated that certain appellatives occur both in Indo
European languages (especially Greek and Latin) and in non-Indo
European languages (especially Semitic) without obvious native 
etymologies in any one of them and in a form which usually rules 
out borrowing from one of these languages into others. It can 
therefore be safely presumed that they are common loans from some 
non-attested language or languages. 72 

Such words are : 

fL6AU�aOC; 
UcXxLV6oc; 
XU7tcXp�croc; 
fLlv6oc; 
p6aov 

plumbum 'lead' Basque berun 'lead' 
'hyacinth' vaccinium 'vaccinium myrtiIIus' 
cupressus 'cypress' Hebrew gofer 'cypress' 
menta 'mint' 
rosa 'rose' 

Adpwv !ilium 'lily' 

cruxov ficus 'fig' 
otvoc; vinum 'wine' 

&p€��v6oc; ervum 'chick-pea' 
6cilp'YJ� lorica 'curasse' 
fLUPfL'YJ� formica 'ant' 

Armenian vard, Aramaic 
vardii 'rose' 

Egyptian /:trr-t, Coptic hreri, 
hleli, 'lily' 

Armenian tuz 'fig' 
Hittite winija-, Armenian gini, 

Albanian vene, Ethiopian 
wain, Hebrew jajin 'wine' 

Old Indic aravinaam 'a lotus' 

There is nothing to prove a connection between the language of 
these loan words and the language of the Pre-Greek suffixes. Both 
are established quite separately. And yet the results of these investi
gations suggest strongly a non-Indo-European substratum for the 
Greek language. 

72 Cf. MEILLET (1908-09), CuNY (1910), HESTER (1968 : 223-4). ' 
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Georgiev and other "Pelasgianists" have shown that Indo-Euro
pean etymologies can be constructed for these words if the freedom 
is taken to assume new sets of sound laws belonging to a presumed 
extinct Indo-European language (cf. below p. 73-5). But even then the 
etymologies are far from obvious, and mostly far-fetched and very 
hypothetical and tentative. Nor can a single set of sound laws be 
applied to all these words. No wonder then that even the supporters 
of an Indo-European interpretation of these words disagree on the 
etymologies to be given to them. Their labour has thus proved only 
the possibility to construct Indo-European etymologies for the 
words in question. From this fact we learn very little about their 
affiliations, more perhaps about how easy it is to give a more or 
less far-fetched Indo-European etymology by combining roots and 
suffixes from diverse languages and taking phonetic and semantic 
liberties. 

One must thus remain sceptical and agnostic as to the source of 
this lexical stratum. It has often been called Mediterranean, but this 
label is confusing because the words have been established quite 
independently of the "Mediterranean theories" that suppose a more 
or less united Pre-Indo-European substratum for the whole Medi
terranean. The only thing we can take for granted is that the words 
under consideration bear witness to Mediterranean cultural loan 
contacts which are not transparent to us. 

2.3.4 "Protindogermanisch" 

With HroznY's decipherment of the Hittite documents in 1915  one 
of the two basic assumptions on which the edifice of Kretschmer's 
doctrine rested had lost much of its convincing power. His belief 
that the uniform linguistic stratum covering the Pre-Greek Aegean 
and Anatolia was non-Indo-European ceased to be obviously 
plausible since Indo-European languages such as Hittite and Luwian 
had come to be known in Ancient Anatolia in such a remote past as 
the second millennium B.C. Arguments for an Indo-European affilia
tion of such languages as Etruscan, Lycian, Lydian, and Carian 
were brought forth which could no longer be completely dis-
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regarded.73 Kretschmer was himself strongly impressed and in
fluenced by these discoveries and he began to change his views. He 
no longer thought that the Greeks were the first lndo-Europeans 
in Greece and the Archipelago, but believed that they were preceded 
there by others who spoke Indo-European languages of an older 
type than the reconstructed proto-language of the historically known 
Indo-European languages. Kretschmer called it Protindogermanisch 
or Proto-Indo-European, in a sense which differs from the current 
Anglo-Saxon usage of this term that commonly denotes the lndo
European proto-language and not older phases of its history prior 
to the disintegration. 74 

Kretschmer came to believe that traces of his Protindogermanisch 
stratum can be detected in the Greek vocabulary. In the first place 
it is the second name of the Dioscuri, TLV�lXp[�IXL, which is to be 
explained, according to him, as a Pre-Greek designation with the 
meaning 'sons of Zeus'; �L6Q'xoUpOL would then be the Greek 
translation. The first part of this Pre-Greek name (TLV-) corresponds 
to Etruscan Tin, Tins, and Tinia, all forms of the Etruscan name of 
Juppiter. Tin- is according to this etymology a Protindogermanisch 
cognate of lE *dino- (cf. Lat. nun-dinum 'nine days', 01 dinam, 
OCS dbnb 'day'), whereas in the personal name TEuMpEu� the 
apophonic form with a diphthong can be recognized (lE *dyeu : 01 
dyaus 'heaven' ; Gr. ZEU�). The languages of the Protindogermanisch 
stratum have thus an un-voiced stop for an Indo-European voiced on e. 
Kretschmer explains the second element (-�lXp-) as a patronymic 
suffix comparable to Etruscan -Dur in the names vel : velfJur and, 
latinized, Numa : Numitor. 

Another Protindogermanisch word is ,.t'L't'w 'the dawn' with which 
the mythological names TL't'W and Tdj(Uv6� are to be connected. 
These forms are, according to Kretschmer, cognates of lE *dito- : 
Alb. dUe 'day', 01 -ditis 'light'. Other lexical items ·of the same stra
tum can be identified with less certainty : one is 8&AO� 'shoot' which 
is etymologically connected by Kretschmer with the name of the 

73 For the arguments, cf. MERIGGI (1936a, 1 936b), PALLOTINO (1955 : 
235-6). 

74 Cf. KRETSCHMER (1925a). 
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Etruscan goddess Galna ; another one, �Ep6�, ilXp6� 'sacred' which 
is in the same way connected with Etr. aisar 'god'. 75 

In the course of time Kretschmer arrived at a complete revision 
of his doctrine : he assumed an encroachment of two Pre-Greek 
linguistic strata in the Aegean : one Protindogermanisch and the 
other Micrasiatic non-Indo-European. He called them the Anato
lian and the Danubian stratum.76 According to this view, all Pre
Greek place names that recur in Asia Minor (such as AIX�UPLV 8o� 
on Crete and A&�plXuv�o� in Caria; or IT ��<XQ'o� in Messenia and 
IT��Mo� in Caria ; M[AIX't'O� on Crete and M[A'f)'t'O� on the coast of 
Asia Minor) belong to the Micrasiatic layer which is to be connected 
with the ancient tradition about the Lelegian autochthons. Archae
ologically .this stratum is to be identified with the marked influence 
from Asia Minor during the Early Bronze Age. 

The Danubian layer is archaeologically identified by Kretschmer 
with the culture of Dimini and the migrations that brought its 
northern elements to Greece. To it belong the Protindogermanisch 
words in Greek vocabulary and the majority of place names with 
the characteristic Pre-Greek suffixal elements. It is connected with 
the ancient tradition about the Pelasgian autochthons. These 
Danubian Pelasgians were the bearers of the Protindogermanisch 
stratum as established before. Archaeologically this linguistic group 
can be identified, according to Kretschmer, with the people produc
ing the so-called ribbon-ware (Bandkeramik). 

Kretschmer's idea about the two Pre-Greek linguistic strata, one 
Danubian and the other Micnisiatic, is no doubt ingenious and has, 
as an intuition, to be taken seriously into consideration and must be 
carefully examined in every respect. But it is also obvious that the / 

revised thesis of Kretschmer is based in the first place on archaeolo
gical evidence, all the linguistic data and arguments derived from it 
being secondary and subsidiary. The great migrations as defined by 
archaeological material are the basis of these constructions, and the 
linguistic data are selected and interpreted with this already estab-

.. 75 Cf. KRETSCHMER (1925a : 308-1 1 ;  1943 : 88). 
. 76 Cf. KRETSCHMER (1940-43). 
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lished background in view. From the linguistic material available, 
only such examples are chosen which can be interpreted as fitting in 
one of the linguistic strata which were established by extralinguistic 
evidence. 

There is another reason why Kretschmer's linguistic argumenta
tion can hardly be accepted as well-founded and conclusive. It is 
because, without noticing it, he has left the sound fundaments of 
comparative linguistics-and etymological equation while seemingly 
applying the same methodological approach. The Junggrammatiker 
had never made quite explicit the real foundations of the compara
tive method which they had so successfully refined and ��sefully 
applied in linguistic research. It was therefore difficult to notice that 
between historical linguistics as practiced by them and the method 
introduced by Kretschmer there was an essential difference. 

Although it was nowhere stated, a valid etymology as conceived 
by the school of the Junggrammatiker had a solid probabilistic 
foundation : by postulating exceptionless sound laws, a requirement 
was introduced that all historically relevant sound correspondences 
should be recurrent. Thus if an equation was based on recurring 
sound correspondences, the possibility that these correspondences 
were a product of pure chance was small, the smaller the more 
recurrent the correspondences were. The probability of chance was 
further reduced by the requirement that equated word-forms or parts 
of them should express a correspondent content. It was precisely 
this double security against chance similarity of word-forms that 
turned the comparative method into that tool of high precision as 
which it became known and renowned. Thus e.g. if Gr. xrxr;/Jirx is 
equated etymologically with Mod.E heart, it is not because there 

" is a certain vague similarity between the two words which can be 
expressed in terms of a universal phonemic typology, but (a) 
because the correspondence of Gr. x and () with E. h and t recurs in 
a significantly large number of other equated pairs of words, (b) be
cause the relation of E. ear to Gr. rxe can also be reduced to a regular 
and recurring pattern, and ( c) because the content of these words 
is correspondent to that extent that they translate each other in the 
most natural way. 
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The etymological equatIOns by which Kretschmer tries to verify 
linguistically his supposed strata of the Pre-Greek population 
lack almost completely the probabilistic foundations that make 
etymology valid. Neither is there any recurrent phonemic correspon
dence between the supposed Pre-Greek word T�v- and Etruscan 
Tin-, only a graphic similarity (in the variant form Tuvarxp(arx� this 
similarity becomes rather vague), nor is it by any means sure, or 
even really probable, that T�varxp(arx�/Tuvarxp(arx� translates the 
linguistic content of Ll�6axoupm 'the sons of Zeus'. Kretschmer's 
assumption to that effect is nothing but just a simple possibility. It 
remains also to be seen whether -1}ur is really in Etruscan a patro
nymic suffix, since the decipherment of Etruscan has as yet led to 
only a few completely dependable results. If viewed in this way, 
Kretschmer's etymology of TLVaocptaoc�, which in its main equation 
is taken from a contribution by Maresch, 7 7  will clearly appear to 
be very inadequately founded according to the standard introduced 
into comparative linguistics by the 11'e'ogrammarians. And this 
etymology with its uncertain probabilistic basis is the key stone of 
Kretschmer's thesis about a Protindogermanisch stratum in the Pre
Greek Aegean. 

A shaky linguistic construction does not become more solid if it 
is integrated into a historical frame based on archaeological evi
dence. It is, of course, highly significant when a far-reaching corre
spondence can be established between the data of comparative 
linguistics and history ; cf. the Norman French elements in English 
and the historical information about the Norman Conquest. But 
such correspondences can only be established between data that 
are firmly based on their respective ground. A supposed correspon-

, dence cannot help make linguistic or historical evidence more cer- . 
tain than it is in itself. On closer scrutiny, it appears quite clearly 
that it is only the inventive briH'iance of the author and the persua
siveness of the proposed historical frame that makes etymologies of 
the Kretschmerian type, when they are at their best, look plausible 
and conclusive. But if the real, although traditionally only implicit, 

77 Cf. MARESCH (1925). 
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criteria of etymological equations are taken into consideration, it is 
clear that the value of this kind of etymologies is very limited : they 
are at best mere possibilities. And this being so, we cannot evade 
the conclusion that Kretschmer's doctrine about a Danubian 
Protindogermanisch stratum in the Pre-Greek Aegean and its con
frontation there with a non-In do-European Anatolian one (Pelas
gians versus Lelegians), whatever its merits from the archaeological 
and historical point of view, is based on very shaky linguistic foun
dations and is unacceptable as a general solution of the problem 
posed by the whole Pre-Greek complex. 

This does not mean that the idea is not worth any further con
sideration. On the contrary, Kretschmer's intuition is stimulatuig . 
and recent research seems to confirm its basic correctness. But this 
does not change the fact that in his formulation and presentation the 
probabilistic foundation of valid etymology has been utterly 
neglected and the universally accepted approach of comparative 
linguistics only seemingly applied. 

It was necessary to treat in some detail the methodological aspect 
of Kretschmer's doctrine because he was the founder and chief 
representative of a whole school in historical linguistics which 
influenced strongly all research in the field under consideration here. 
Teaching in Vienna, he quite naturally had a great influence on 
linguists working in the Balkans or studying its linguistic past. 
Most of them were, directly or indirectly, his pupils and it was there
fore necessary to discuss at some length the method of approach 
he applied to the oldest linguistic history of the Balkans. 

A scholar who followed Kretschmer in assuming a variety of 
Pre-Greek linguistic strata in the Aegean was W. Brandenstein, 
professor of linguistics in Graz. He thought that three Pre-Greek 
linguistic strata can be distinguished in the Aegean area, one of 
them In40-European and t"Y:o non-Indo-European but different 
from each other. Methodologically his approach does not differ 
essentially from Kretschmer's. 

78 Cf. BRANDENSTEIN (1935a, 1 935b, 1950). 

l 
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2.3.5 Pelastic 

Another scholar with an important contribution to Pre-Greek 
studies is M. Budimir, professor emeritus of classical languages at 
the university of Belgrade. His contribution is important because of 
the interesting and stimulating ideas he has brought into the dis
cussion and also because of his very extensive writing over a period 
of many decades. He believes that the Pre-Greek population of the 
Aegean area was very mixed ethnically and linguistically and that 
among this population there was also an Indo-European layer 
belonging to a special branch of this family in which all three series 
of velar st.ops (the palatals, the pure velars, and the labio-velars) 
were pres�:rved as distinct phonemes. Such an Indo-European 
language is Albanian if Pedersen is right in postulating a sound law 
to the effect that Indo-European labio-velars are assibilated in 
Albanian before front vowels while pure velars remain unchanged 
in this position : 

but 

Alb. pjek 'I fry' -< lE *pekwij 
Alb. pese 'five' -< lE *penkwe 
Alb. sy 'eyes' -< lE *okwe 

Alb. kohe 'time' -< lE *kesii 

Albanian being a satem language with assibilated Indo-European 
palatal velars (cf. vis 'village' : Lat. vicus; athete 'sharp' : Lat. acer ; 
lidhem 'I am bound' : Lat. ligiire; ze, definite zeri 'voice' : 01 
havanam 'praising') it is apparent that, if Pedersen's conclusions are 
correct, Albanian is an Indo-European language which distin
guishes three kinds of velar stops while the overwhelming majority of 
the others has merged the pure velars either with the palatals 
(centum languages) or with the labio-velars (satem languages). 7 9  

7 9  Cf. PEDERSEN (1900), JOKL (1963 : 123-7), MANN (1952: 35-6), BARIC (1959 : 
21). Against this view and regarding Albanian as a simple satem-Ianguage : 
HERMANN (1907). 
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Pedersen's law is still under discussion and cannot yet be regarded 
as either accepted or rejected, but has to be taken into considera
tion with all due reserve. 

Budimir accepts Pedersen's law and believes that Albanian, 
distinguishing the three series of Indo-European stops, continues 
the oldest linguistic stratum in the Balkan and that the Pre-Greek 
Indo-European language belonged to the same family. This he 
tries to prove by establishing Greek loan words of Pre-Greek origin 
which distinguish also the three kinds of Indo-European velar stops. 
According to Budimir, such loan words are for instance : Gepy6� 
'deer' : Lat. cervus, lE *kerwos and aIXefl6� 'warm' : Gr. eep!L6�, 
lE *gWhermos; they show an assibilation of both Indo-European 
palatals and labio-velars. Budimir therefore postulates a special 
relationship between the Pre-Greek Indo-European language and 
modern Albanian.8 0 In this he follows von Hahn and Thomopulos 
who thought that Albanian was a modern form of the ancient Pelas
gian language. 8 1 This thesis has most recently won strong support 
among modern Albanian scholars. 8 2 Because of the relationship of 
Pre-Greek Indo-European and Albanian Budimir believes that they 
are both connected with IIIyrian, the ancient Indo-European lan-

; guage of the North-West Balkans. He believes that in these regions, 
linguistic elements can be found which also show a distinction 
among the three original types of Indo-European velar stops. Thus 
he takes quite a wide field into consideration and tries to etymolog
ize as many obscure words and names as possible, always reckoning 
with a lot of phonic variation resulting from alloglottic adaptations 
of these forms. 

A very instructive example of this approach is the etymology and 
the cognations he proposed for the Epirotic gloss M�IX 'sea' with 
an attested variant form M�IX. Budimir connects this word with 
�&.� 'surf' and with the name of the sea goddess 0e-n� (from a 
supposed older form *0e7t't"��). To the same word family belongs, 
according to him, also Albanian det / dejet 'sea'. All these words are 

80 Cf. BUDIMIR (1931 ; 1936 :  198 ;  1950: 1 3-; 1951b : 81 ; 1957). 
81 Cf. HAHN (1874), THOMOPULOS (1912). 
82 Cf. KONDA (1964), (:ABEJ (1964: 79-83). 
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etymologically explained by Budimir as different IIIyrian and Pre
Greek derivations of lE *dheup/b- 'deep' and cognates of Mod.E. 
depth. 

. To the! same word family belongs also the name 'oaUGGeu� / Ulixes 
meaning 'sea man', the initial o/u being a preposition, and aUGG/lix 
being alloglottic adaptations of M�IX 'sea' (the supposed original 
form of 'OouGGeu� being 'oau�eu�). Semantic equivalents are Gr. 
�'PIXAO� 'being on the sea' and Serbo-Croatian pomorac 'sea man'. 

The meaning 'sea' is secondary in the words derived from this 
lndo-European root. The original meaning is preserved in other 
words belonging to the same Pre-Greek Indo-European stratum. 
It had spread even to Italy and Asia Minor. An example is, accord
ing to Budiinir, the gloss ou�P�� 'trench' and the famous Roman 
hydronym Tiberis (with the variant forms Thy(m)bris and Dybris). 
A further cognate is �U�IXP�� which denotes a monster that lived 
in a deep hole. 

With this same word family, Budimir also connects a number of 
supposed Pre-Greek appellative nouns with considerable alloglottic 
adaptations in their sound pattern. Such words are 

'beehive' : Lit. dumblas SCr dupija 'hole in a 

Gmu1J 'meal-tub' 
ae7tIX� 'beaker' 
ae7tIXG't"po'l 'beaker' 
&A&.�IXG't"pO'l / &A&.�IXG't"po� 

tree' 
SCr dubenica 'beehive' 
SCr dupe 'arse' 
OCS dbbrb 'valley' 

'globular vase without handles 

AIX�p6>'IW'l 
Ae7tIXG't"� 
Ao�6� 
A&.��po� 
Ae�1J� 
AIX�upL'l eo� 

for holding perfumes' 
'large wide cup' 
'limpet-shaped drinking-cup' 
'lobe' 
'hole' 
'kettle' 
'Labyrinth' 83 Lit. dauburys 'valley' 

83 BUDIMIR (1959d) changed his mind and explained it as: AIX- augmentative 
prefix, -pve- as in PVet�'V 'house', and -wOor; lE collective suffix. So the real 
meaning would be 'the very many-buildings'. 
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'box' 
'trench' 
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In these equations we have to reckon with an alternation dj I as in 
McpvT)jJ..&cpvT) 'laurel', further with the alternations djs and djz, with 
a monophthongization of eu to e and au to a, and with a change of 
e to a and in addition to all that with a total disregard of the dis
tinctions between voiced and voiceless, between aspirated and un
aspirated stops. A prefix a- can also be freely added to every word. 
It is evident that on such a basis of alleged sound correspondences 
no well-founded genetic affiliation can be derived. The probability 
that the sound pattern of two words will by chance fall in the range 
of such sound correspondences is by far too great. The geographic 
space from which words and names can be taken for these equations 
is also by far too wide : it encompasses the whole of the Balkans, 
Italy, and Anatolia. In this way there is no guarantee that the mate
rial under consideration will not be very heterogeneous in reality and 
comply only by pure chance with the lax requirements of sound 
correspondence as set by Budimir ; the deficiencies of the etymolog
ical equations of the Kretschmer school are very markedly present. 
Thus the stimulating ingenuity of these Pre-Greek etymologies is 
counteracted by a lack of probabilistic foundation which cannot 
be disregarded. 

Unfortunately the wealth of other Pre-Greek etymologies, all 
Indo-European and all connecting the Pre-Greek stratum with the 
ancient languages of the northern Balkans and with Albanian, that 
were presented in so many publications of Budimir all have the 
same properties. 8 4 

Here are some examples : 

&X�pOc; 'north wind' : Lat. aquilo 'north 
wind' 

84 ef. in the first place BUDlMlR (1 926-27, 1 933, 1936, 1937a, 1948, 1950, 
1 95 1 b, 195 1-52, 1 955, 1 956a, 1957) ; for a more general outlook see BUDIMIR 
(1969). I1 

il 

� 
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The Homeric hero is 
thus explained as a 
personification of 
the north wind. 

�Q(v e6c;, �oue6c; 'blond' : Mod. E. gold; OCS 
zlato 'gold' 

8Q(uxov 
8Q(uxvQ( 
8Q(UXfL6� 
Mcpv'Y) 
AeXCPV'Y) 

'wild chervil' 

'dog' : 

'Athamanta Cretensis' : 
'laurel' (Thessalian) 
'Athamanta Cretensis' 
'laurel' 
'laurel' 

01 sva; Gr. Xl)UlV ; Lat. 
canis 

OCS dUXb 'spirit' 
SCr. duha 'scent' 
Lit. dausos pI. 'air' 
lE *dhousos 

, A1t6AAUlV 8Q(uxvQ(cp6poc; (Cyprus) 
Lat. laurus 'laurel' 

'laurel' 

The alternation dj I and the monophthongization of au (from IE ou) 
to a are already known. But the equations presented here include a 
passage of intervocalic -s- to -k-j-kh-. As a parallel that should 
make such a phonemic correspondence acceptable, Budimir pre
sents a Syracusan gloss : 

'dry' : OCS SUXb 'dry' from lE *sousos ; 
Lit. sausas 'dry' 

The velarization of intervocalic -s- in this position is parallel to the 
change that occurred under the same conditions in Slavic. 

creXp1t'Y) 
creXA1t'Y) 
creXA1tOC; 

'hide' : 

'a sea fish' : 
'a sea fish' 
'a sea fish' 

SCr. blazina 'pillow' ; Germ. balg 
'hide' ; IE *bholg-

Lat. cornu ; Mod.E. horn ; IE 
*liorn-
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cr&Amy� 
'ropaVVOC; 

L:E�P�V 
Etr. Turan 
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'clarion, horn' 
'ruler': 

'lady' 
'Aphrodite' 

Goth. jiudans 'ruler'; IE *teuta·· 
nos 

In the last example we have a change of an intervocalic dental stop 
into r as in Lat. meridies 'noon' which is derived from *medidies 
'midday'. 

Budimir believes that there was a special closeness between the 
Indo-European languages of the Pre-Greek type and the Slavic 
languages. He specifies : (1) Both groups are non-centum, (2) in both 
occur metatheses of liquidae (cf. x£pxoc;fxpbwc;), (3) in both -s
after an u changes into a velar consonant, and (4) both groups form 
preterital participles in -10 (cf. (l7tU6Aa�· YEya[J."I)x6'rEC; 'those who 
have married'). This, according to his opinion, can explain the 
rapid and almost complete slavization of the northern Balkan when 
Slavic-speaking groups appeared there. It also sheds new light on 
the direct cultural connections that exist between the folklore of 
Southern Slavs and the Ancient World.8 5 He has therefore given 
special attention to etymological links between his pan-Balkanic 
Pre-Greek and Slavic and has proposed a series of interesting 
equations.86 Here are some of the more important examples : 

Daj-bog Slavic pagan deities : 
Daj-babe 

(V)lada Slavic mythological 
name : 

SCr. grad 'town' :  

85 Cf. BUDIMIR (1950 : 65-7 ; 1951b;  101). 
86 Cf. BUDIMIR (1956a, 1959b, 1960b). 

�U)lk0V"I) 
�WC; 

Fop 6£a 
AaTw 

r6p'ruc; 

IE *d6i 'shine' 
mythological 

name 
IE *wold-
'rule' in diffe-

rent alloglott" 
ic adaptations 

IE *ghordh-
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Other etymological equations with Slavic words have already been 
mentioned above. All the reserves eApressed there as to the proba
bilistic foundation of etymologies apply to these also. 

Interesting is Budimir's teaching as to the ethnic name of his 
Pre-Greek Indo-European stratum that originally covered the whole 
of the Balkans, ofItaly and Anatolia and remained dominant on the 
northern Balkans until the immigration of Slavic-speaking groups 
in the sixth and seventli century A.D. The Greeks knew Pelasgians 
in their literary tradition as the autochthonous population of their 
country. There is only one information dissenting as to the form of 
the name. The scholiast to Homer 11. 16.233 has IIEAIXO"'r�x� instead 
of IIEAlXO"y�x�. This is a lectio diificilior and has, as Budimir stresses, 
to be given full attention. Ifwe connect it with IIaAa�cr'r� (a toponym 
in Epirus), the deae Palaestinae which belong there, ,with Palaestinus 
(the older name of the Strymon), with TIEv�cr'ra� (the name of the 
unfree population in ancient Thessaly), and with TIEA&crTa�jTIEAa�crTa� 
(the term for the labouring population of Attica according to the 
lexicographers Ammonius and Pollex) it becomes highly probable 
that PelastaifPalastaifPalaistai is the original form of the ethnic 
name that, as Budimir believes, denoted the speakers of Pre-Greek 
Indo-European wherever they spread.8 7 The alternation eja and 
ajai before an s followed by a consonant is characteristic for the 
sound pattern of that language. The form IIEAacryo( is a literary 
blending of Pelastai and TI�Aayoc; 'the sea' or IIEAay{;)vEC;, which in 
Budimir's opinion is another form of the same name. 

Budimir teaches that the ethnic name Pelastai was also used in 
the northern Balkans. It can be recognized in the name of the 
Illyrian tribe Pirustai and perhaps in the toponym Perast. It appears 
also in ' ATIEv�crTa�, a toponym in Southern Italy. In the southeast, 
the speakers of Pelastic migrated as far as Palestine which by its 
very name Palaestina bears witness to them. In Hebrew sources the 
Jndo-European immigrants from the Balkan are known as Piist'im, 
and Egyptian sources mention the invaders as P-r-s-t. The Biblical 

87 Hesychius informs us that the Athenians pronounced IIBAaauu6, in
stead of IIBAaay!u6,. 
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Philistines are thus, according to Budimir, Indo-European intruders 
coming from the Aegean and the Balkan via Crete. The Philistine 
loan word in Hebrew seren/serfin 'king of the Philistines' is accor
dingly Pelastic : another alloglottic adaptation of the original form 

. of Greek TUPIXVVOC; 'ruler'. 8 8  
Budimir has brought into the discussion a lot of linguistic mate

rial. His ingenuity and vast erudition, his broad views and fascina
ting synthesis contributed much to a full review of Pre-Greek traces 
in the Greek vocabulary and the establishment of an Indo-European 
linguistic stratum older than that represented by our classical 
language!;. It should be stressed, however, that although Budimir 
appears as a champion of pre-classical lndo-Europeanism he never 
denied the existence of a still older non-Indo-European linguistic 
stratum in the Aegean area and the whole Mediterranean. 

It is only natural that Budimir's etymological work bears the 
stamp of the time when Kretschmer's school had introduced 
etymologizing without the probabiJistic security that was implicitly 
required by the generally received and universally approved method 
of the neogrammarians. A student of mixoglotty and alloglottic 
adaptations with an exceptionally quick mind was, of course, prone 
to provide for a large 'variety of sound correspondences that could 
be admitted in an original etymological identity. This implies a 
dangerous trend toward the possibility of connecting sound chains 
arbitrarily if only their content is judged for some reason to corre
spond. It is sure that Budimir did not always manage to avoid this 
danger. Only few of his equations can seriously be taken for 
granted, and yet his work is a true mine of material and ideas. It 
must therefore always be taken into careful consideration when the 
complex of Pre-Greek and of the languages of the ancient Balkans 
is discussed and deserves the keen interest of every student of the 
subject. 

88 Cf. BUDIMIR (1937a). 
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2.3.6 Peiasgiall 

The doctrine about a Pre-Greek Indo-European stratum received 
further and very important reinforcement in the extensive work of 
Vladimir Georgiev, professor of linguistics at the University of 
Sofia. He too, like Brandenstein and Budimir, rejected Kretschmer's 
idea about a Protindogermanisch stratum on the Balkans and pre
sented very interesting evidence for a purely Indo-European Pre
Greek linguistic stratum in the Aegean. At first he believed it to be 
Illyrian, 89 but later on he abandoned this view and came to the 
conclusion that Pre-Greek Indo-European, or Peiasgian, as he 
labeled it, was an independent member of the family, a new Indo
European language. 9 0  

In Homeric Greek there are two almost synonymous words 
referring both to burial : TeXcpoc; 'funeral, grave' and TUfl�oC; 'grave, 
tombstone' .  Between them there is a vague similarity which suggests 
cognation, but in the frame of established sound correspondences 
they cannot be etymologicaIly connected. The word TeXCPOC; is Greek 
and derived from lE *dhmbhos by sound laws proper to Greek, and 
is thus cognate with Ar�enian damban 'grave', while TUfl�oC; has 
nothing to do with this word family as long as we adhere to the 
sound laws established for the known Indo-European languages. 
But it could also be derived from IE *dhmbhos if a new set of sound 
laws is postulated. In that case it would b� the result of the following 
sound changes : dh ::> d by dissimilation of aspirates, and then 
d ::>  t ;  further m ::> um, and bh ::> b.  

This is of c�urse quite hypothetical, something of a linguistic 
play, unless other words can be found which have no Greek et
ymology but can be explained from Indo-European by the applica
tion of the same set of sound laws. Georgiev has shown that there 
are such words. One is TCUpyOC; 'tower', evidently similar to German 
burg 'fortified castle' but not to be connected with it by Greek 
sound laws. The Germanic word goes back to IE *bhpjhos (cf. or 

89 Cf. GEORGIEV (1936). 
90 Cf. GEORGIEV (1941-45, 1949, 1 958a, 1 958b, 1966a). 
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b[hat, Avestan barazant 'high') or *bh[ghos (cf. OCS breg'b 'bank, 
hill' ; Alb. burg 'mountain'). Both Indo-European variants would 
give Greek *7tpcfxoC; which does not exist. But if we assume sound 
laws analogous to the previous ones we have bh >- b by dissimila
tion of aspirates, and then b >- p ;  further r >- ur, and gh >- g.91 It 
seems thus as if both 'tOfL�OC; and 7tOpyoC; were borrowed by Greek 
from the same, otherwise unknown, Indo-European language. 

Georgiev explains further words without Greek etymology in the 
same sense and thus gets a whole system of phonemic correspon
dences for his Pelasgian. The sound changes from Indo-European 
to Pelasgian can be summed up as follows : 

(1) 0 becomes a. 
(2) Syllabic sonants [, [, 'l' and 't' change to ur (ru), ul (lu), un (on), 

and um (om), or to ir, if, in, and im. 
(3) There is a shifting of the stops : p t k become ph th kh ; b d g 

become p t k ;  bh dh gh become b d g. 
(4) The labio-velars are delabialized : kW gW gWh become kh k g. 
(5) The palatals become sibilants or interdental spirants : k' 

becomes s (l) ;  g' and g'h become z (d). 
(6) Antevocalic and intervocalic. s is preserved. 
(7) There was · a dissimilation of the aspirates, as in Greek and 

lndo-Iranian, before any other change occurred with the 
stops. Their shift applies to the dissimilated forms. 

Georgiev points out that Pelasgian has by its sound laws a position 
intermediate between Albanian and Armenian, which correspOrids 
with the geographical distribution of the iespective .areas. 

91 It can be doubted whether an lE doublet *bhrgh- can be assumed since 
OCS bregb can be a borrowing from a centum-lan�age, and the etymology 
of Alb. burg is not above all doubts. Since the language introduced by Georgiev 
is satem (see below), the etymology of :n;veyo,; depends on whether a velar 
variant can be established besides the palatal one. For prosodic and semantic 
reasons Slavic scholars are inclined to accept bregb as inherited. This together 
with the Albanian cognate gives some weight to the ·explanation proposed by 
Georgiev. 
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For many obscure Greek vocabulary items Pelasgian etymologies 
can be proposed : 

'anoint' : 

. 'crest of a hill' : 

&crcffLw 6oc; 'bath tub' : 

&a't'u 'town' : 

�cXmw.'IOC; 

�cfaxe�'1 

8eucu 

8O'llXfL�C; 

" e�xcu 

ZAIXW'I 

6eptX7t'lYJ 

'sorcerer' : 
'speak, injure' 

'earth' : 

'wet, drench' : 

'force' : 

'yield' : 

'olive oil' : 

'dwelling' : 

IE *leip- ; cf.: Gr. A(7tOe; 'fat' ; 
01 limpati 'anoint' 

IE *ombhi5(n) ; cf.: Gr.owPIX
Mc; 'navel'; Lat. umbO 
'navel of the shield' 

IE *akmento- ; cf. 01 asman
ta 'fire place', asma 
'stone'; Lit. Asminta 'na
me of a town' 

lE *wostu; cf.: 01 vastu 
'abiding place'; Olr. foss 
'permanence' 

lE *dhembh- ; cf. : 01 da
bhati 'maltreat, cheat', 
dambhas 'cheating' 

lE *bhask- ; cf.: Gr. <pcfaxe�'I 

'speak', Lat. fascinum 
'charm' 

IE *ghawyii; cf. : Gr. XtXOc; 

'chaos' ; Goth. gawi 'land, 
region'; Arm. gavar 're
gion' 

lE *ghewi5 ; cf. : Gr. Xecu 

'pour' 
lE *gu- ; cf. : 01 juniiti 'stir'; 

Avest. zavah- 'force' 
lE *weig- ; cf. : 01 vejate 'go 

back' ; German weichen 
'give way' 

IE *loiwom ; cf. : OCS lojb 
'tallow' 

lE *terabnii; cf. : Gr. 'teplX
fL'IO'l 'dwelling' 
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'wood, forest' : 

'ditch' : 

'unripe' : 

'bottom of a jar' : 

p600v 'rose' : 

aE"Arxc, 'light' : 

, 'silence' : my'YJ 

a�Toc; 'grain' :  

auc; 'pig' : 

, 'quick' : Trxxuc; 

TEPfL�V eoc;,. TEP��V eoc;, TSpE��VeOC;, 
TSPEfL�v eoc;, TPEfL� eoC, 

'tower' : 

'rocky', tpsAMv 'rock' : 

'fat' : 

tpuxoc; 'alg' : 

lE *widh- ; cf. : OIr. fid 
'wood, forest' ; OHGerm. 
witu 'tree' 

lE *lakwa; cf. : Gr. A&xxoc; 
'ditch' ; Lat. lacus 'lake' ; 
OCS loky 'puddle' 

lE *'},-poklVs 'not cooked;' 
cf. : Gr. 7tE7t(uV 'ripe' 

IE *bhu�n-dh- ; cf. : Gr. 
7tUefL�V 'bottom' ; Ol budh
nam 'fundament, base' 

lE *wrdhom ; cf. : Arm. vard 
'rose' 

lE *swelos ; cf. : 01 svarati 
'shine' 

lE * swlgh- ; cf. : Germ. 
schweigen 'be silent' 

lE *kweid- ; cf. : Goth. hvai
teis 'grain' 

lE *sus; cf. : Gr. i3�;  Lat. 
sus 'pig' 

lE *tokus; cf. : 01 takus 
'quick' 

'Pistacia Terebinthus' : IE 
*derw-en-to- ; cf. : ON 
tjara ; OE teoru, tierwe 
'tar' ; Lit. derl'a 'pine 
tree' 

lE *dhrgh- ; cf. : 01 drhyati 
o 0 

'fortify' 
lE *pels- ; cf. : Gr. 7tE"AArx 

'stone' ; Germ. fels 'rock' 
lE *plwaros ; cf. : Gr. mrxp6c; ; 

01 plvaras 'fat' 
lE *piig- ; cf. : Isl. fuki 

'smell, putrid alg' 

'guard' : 
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lE *Pol-oklVs ; cf. : Gr. 7tUA'YJ 
'gate' and lhas 'eyes', 
also Gr. 7tu),wpoc;, eupwpoc; 
'watcher of the gate' 

This incomplete list shows that with the supposed set of phonemic 
correspondences some obscure Greek words can be provided with a 
more or less convincing Indo-European etymology. By going care
fully through it one can see that the sound pattern does not always 
conform completely with the assumed system of correspondences 
(cf. e >- i, w >- blm in *derwentos >- TEp��V eOc;, TEPfL�VeOC; ; gh >- S 
in Tupa�c;). These are of course details, such as have to be expected 
in cases of alloglottic adaptation and they cannot, at least in prin
ciple, impair the validity of the hypothesis. There is also local 
variation in Pelasgian that has to be taken into account. Still, 
since the number of etymologizable words is very small, such ir
regularities diminish considerably the probabilistic security of this 
etymological approach, the more so as the sound correspondences 
that are to be expected are themselves formulated laxly as far as 
the syllabic sonants are concerned. 

But as problematic as many single Pelasgian etymologies propo
sed by Georgiev may be from the point of view of phonology, seman
tics, or the supposed Indo-European forms, he has discovered far too 
much regularity to discard it lightly as the result of pure chance and 
coincidence. Greek really seems to have bOHowed from an unknown 
Indo-European language of the satem group and with a general 
shift of the stops as in Germanic and in Armenian. 

After this has been stated, with all due reserve, one has to consi
der the fragility of Georgiev's construction. The main weakness of 
his method is that he chooses freely in the whole Greek vocabulary 
the words he wants to consider to be Pelasgian and explain as such. 
They are determined by no semantic or·historic category. This gives 
the freedom to gather all chance coincidences, if such exist. The 
ingenuity and erudition of the author make it still less probable that 
such coincidences could escape his notice. All this has been well 
pointed out by Hester, the sharpest and best founded critic of the 
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Pelasgian hypotheses.92 It is his merit that he accepted the burden 
to combine an approach of extreme critical caution with a detailed 
treatment of the whole material adduced by Georgiev and other 
students of Pre-Greek lndo-European that followed his method. 

Hester stressed another circumstance that weakens Georgiev's 
case. Most of his Pelasgian words show only one of the characteris
tic Pelasgian sound changes.93 There are only a few words that 
attest the coherent coexistence of the Pelasgian sound changes in 
one language and there coincidence by chance is not to be excluded. 
Extreme caution in dealing with Pelasgian is therefore the only 
reasonable attitude. And yet, even Hester concedes : 

it appears then that there is a small number of probable Indo-European 
loan-words in Greek.94 

Thus, in spite of a markedly critical attitude and many negative 
findings in a detailed analysis, the core of the thesis had to be 
accepted simply because, in order to discard it altogether, too much 
of coincidence had to be assumed. Taking into account the existing 
margin of insecurity we can all the same accept Georgiev's discovery 
of an Indo-European loan-word stratum in Greek. Every single 
etymology of his remains open to discussion and many of them 
appear problematic. However, the existence of the lexical stratum 
remains very probable. 

Yet Georgiev goes much farther. He contends that the language 
to which this stratum in the Greek . lexicon belongs is none other 
than the Pre-Greek language of the characteristic suffixes. Most of 
the Pre-Greek toponyms belong to it, and some Pelasgian words 
appear already in the Mycenean Greek texts written in Linear B 
(cf. watu = F&cr'tu, and su = cruc,). Many objects belonging to the 
ancient Aegean culture are named by Pelasgian words (cf. &cr&[L� v Eloc" 

TtUpyoc" 'tupcr�c,). The speakers of Pelasgian are thus connected with 
the older type of Aegean life, even with the agrarian worship of a 

92 Cf. HESTER (1965 : 348). 
93 This was noted already already by LEJEUNE-(1947 : 32). 
9'1 HESTER (1965 : 384) 
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mother goddess which goes back to the Neolithic. The name of 
�'Y)[L�'t'Y)P (Dor. �CX[L&'t'Y)p) testifies to this. That name is a compound 
with the meaning 'Earth the mother' and its first element is Pelas
gian da from IE *(gh)dha 'earth' ; cf. 01 kSii 'earth'. The Greek 
equivalent would be *XEliX- ; cf. XElwv. 

Pelasgian as established by the Indo-European etymologies of 
non-Greek words is thus an autochthonous language of the Aegean 
area, intimately connected with the ancient toponymy of that region 
and with its oldest culture and worship. 95 

Such a people, as the speakers of the newly discovered Pre-Greek 
language have been, can, according to Georgiev, very confidently 
be identified with the Pelasgians of ancient literature. The label 
Pelasgian for Georgiev's language, quite conventional in principle, 
can thus, in his opinion, be interpreted as a historical reality. He, 
too, believes that the form IIzAcxcryo[ is rather an artificial one and 
that the real name had the cluster -st- instead. of -sg-. The scholion 
to Homer n. 16.233 with IIzAcxcrnxe and the same pronunciation in 
Athens according to Hesychius make him assume IIzAcxcr'to[ as the 
original form of the name. He explains the literary form as the result 
ofa blending with TteAcxyoc, 'sea', suggesting, by folk etymology, the 
vague connotation of a sea-faring people. 

Georgiev, too, connects the Aegean Pelasts/Pelasgians with the 
biblical Philistines in Palestine, the Assyrian ethnonyms Palasta( 
Pilistu, and Egyptian Prst. So we really are dealing with a 'people 
of the sea'. Thus, although his etymological basis is quite different, 
Georgiev shares many views on the broader historical frame with 
Budimir, though one does not find, in his writings, many references 
to the work of this scholar.96 

In order to be able to form a sound judgement on this expansion 
of Georgiev's thesis and in particular in order to decide whether 
the identification of his Pelasgian with the language of the Pre-Greek 
suffixes and the non-Greek toponymy is justified, it is necessary to 
illustrate his argumentation by at least some of his etymological 

95 Cf. GEORGIEV (1966a : 1 14-8). 
96 Cf. about the historical identification, the form of the name and its ap

. pearence in the Near East, GEORGIEV (1966a : 1 1 9).  
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interpretations of the material in question . To some extent is this 
a test on his hypothesis because here he is not free to choose the 
words he will etymologize. But on the other hand, the material 
here is mostly onomastic, and hence the semantic side of these 
etymologies must remain hypothetic. The trouble with such et
ymologies is, as Rester has correctly pointed out, that they are too 
easy to make.97 

Again we shall try to illustrate with an incomplete list of Geor
giev's etymologies the proof he gives for his contention about Pelas
gian as the Aegean substratum language : 

Bpev8'Y) : 

'EpUfLIXV 8oc; : 

Kuv8oc; : 

Bspexuv 8oc; : 
'Apaxuv 8oc; : 

Zaxuv 8oc; : 

'P�Q"xov8oc; : 

K6p�'1 eoc; : 

IT uplX'I 8oc; : .  

Aap�alX : 

, AXSA<])OC; : 

0��1X� : 

IE *bhrentii; cf. : Messap. fJeEvbo'l· ·V,.lXrpOV 
Res. ; Swed. brind 'deer' 

Myc. orumato = 'OpUfLlXv8oc; IE * (e)uru
montos; cf. : Gr. supuc; 'broad' ; 01 uru 
'broad' and Lat. mons, gen. montis 'moun
tain' .  'Epu- from supu-. 'Opu- by dissimila
tion from uru- . 

IE *k!Hto- cf.- : OI kutam 'peak', with
· 
an 

individual sound change A8 :> '1 8  

IE *bhere-k!Hto- 'peak bearer' 
cf. : C<pIXXOC; 'vulture' i.e. 'peak ofvuItures' 
cf. : �IX- -< ��IX- 'very' i.e. 'with many peaks' 
lE *reg-k!Hto- 'king's peak' 
lE *goriwentos 'mountainous' ; cf. : 01 giri 

'mountain' ;  Alb. gur 'stone' ;  Hitt. Kuri
wanda, the name of a mountain 

lE *law[wentos 'stony' ; cf. : Gr. AFl.FIXc; ; Luw. 
lawar- 'stone' 

lE *(s)piirowentos 'grainy' ;  cf. : Gr. (a)nup6c; 

'grain' ; Ritt. Puranda, the name of a town 
lE *lawarwentya 'stony' 
name of rivers : lE *akw ; cf. : Lat. aqua 'water' 
IE *(s)tebhii 'stone' ; cf. : Pruss. stobis 'stone' 

97 Cf. GEORGIEV (l966a: 277) I \ 
t 
t 
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According to Georgiev, most of the place names with suffixes con
taining -ss-f-tt- are Greek. 

If one compares these etymologies with those of the vocabulary 
words, a difference appears immediately. First of all, in the case of 
place names of an unknown language, the meanings can be only 
guesses. No parallels and observable topographical features can 
really help because we cannot know whether in the given case the 
denomination follows the same semantic pattern as in the assumed 
parallel and whether it in fact describes topography. Apart from 
this being so, it is even more crucial that in so many cases individual 
sound changes and anomalous developments have to be assumed 
in order to explain the phonemic pattern of these names. In the 
etymology of Kuv 8oc; an irregular change of I :> n is assumed in 
order to connect this word with 01 kutam 'peak' whose etymology 
is very doubtful. The proposed one involves Fortunatov's law 
which has never been universally accepted by comparative philol
ogists. Such an explanation of the Pre-Greek mountain name fails to 
convince because it is deprived of almost all the probabilistic 
safeguards of a good etymology. 

The explanation of 'EpufLlX'I 8oc; is of considerable importance as 
the string of sounds is long and thus in itself gives more information. 
The probability of coincidence by pure chance decreases with the 
number of syllables in a sequence. The proposed semantics are 
plausible although nobody can know whether the name really 
meant 'broad mountain' .  Yet the sound pattern requires in 
both variant forms of the name the ad hoc assumption of individual 
and irregular sound change. Furthermore, the derivational pattern 
of the Indo-European prototype -*montos remains isolated. This is 
the trouble also with the rest of the etymologized names in -nth-. 
Parallels are proposed only for the root, but seldom for its deriva
tions, and it is difficult to see why a feminine in -went- should appear 
in Greek as a substantive of the o-declension instead of the type in 
-walX, so well known also in toponymy (cf.ilsA(jlouQ"Q"1X and 'Y�pouaalX) . 

Therefore, leaving the discussion of every single etymology of Pre
Greek place names to the scholars interested in this special field, 
we cannot avoid the conclusion that Georgiev's seco.nd contention 
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has not yet been proved. There are no etymologies valid enough to 
show that Pelasgian, the language of the words which were bor
rowed in Greek from another Indo-European language unknown 
from other sources, is identical with the language to which the 
characteristic Pre-Greek place names originally belong. 

This being so, the identification of the language of the Indo
European borrowings with the language of the historical Pelasgians 
becomes quite untenable, even more so when we know how little 
the literary tradition about the Pelasgians as . the autochthonous 
population ofthe whole of Greece can be trusted. Whatever we may 
think of the original form of the name of this ethnic group and of 
its connections with Palestine and the Philistines, no closer relation 
between this complex and the established stratum of loan words in 
Greek from another otherwise unknown Indo-European language 
can be assumed with confidence. 

It remains thus to await clarification, if it can be attained, from 
further work in the field. In spite of a prevalent agnostic or even 
negative attitude among Georgiev's reviewers, 98 there were scholars 
who not only accepted his results in their entirety, but began to 
work actively on his lines . So we have today something like a school 
of Pelasgian linguistics, centered in Austria and in Belgium. 

W. Merlingen Jrom Vienna accepts Georgiev's method and the 
main bulk of his etymologies, though slightly amending his sound 
laws and proposing new etymologies. He differs essentially only in 
historical interpretation. He does not believe that so many impor
tant words with so diverse meanings can be borrowed from a sub
stratum. He therefore thinks that the language called Pelasgian by 
Georgiev belonged to a people which ruled the Greeks for a time 
and led them to the Trojan war. Besides the numerous loan words, 
this ruling people left to the Greeks their' name. They were called 
Achaeans and their name was transfered to their Greek subjects 
just as that ofthe German Franks and Turkish Bulgars remained to 
designate their former Romance and Slavic subjects. Merlingen 
therefore calls the language of the sound shifting Indo-European 

98 cr. RESTER (1965 : 347-8), GEORGIEV (1966a: 1 1 5). 
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loan words Akhaean in  order to  distinguish i t  from Greek Achaean. 
This people were the Abbijawa of the Hittite, and the Aqaiwasa of 
the Egyptian sources. After a period of domination over the Greeks, 
the Akhaeans disappeared from the historic scene. 99 

Another innovation of Merlingen's is that he believes to have 
discovered in the Greek vocabulary loans from another unknown 
Indo-European language. Having no historical name for it, he calls 
it Psi-Greek after an outstanding feature of its supposed sound 
development : lE p t k K changed in this language to ps s ks ks, 
while b d g g appear as ph th kh kh, and bh dh gh gh as b d g g. 
There is consequently in this language also a consonant shift but 
one different from that found in Pelasgian (or Akhaean, as Merlin
gen calls it). Before the consonant shift took place the aspirates 
were dissimilated in voicing as well as in aspiration. Psi-Greek is a 
centum-Ianguage reflecting palatals and pure velars as velars. The 
labio-velars appear as labials : kW gW gWh become ph bh b. The 
vowels show substantial changes too : 0 and- e become u and i, 
respectively (except before sonants), Cl becomes 6, and e becomes Cl; 
the changes of the syllabic sonants are very irregular and variable. 
Assuming these and other sound changes for his Psi-Greek, Merlin
gen proposes quite simple etymologies for a considerable number 
of Greek words. Thus : 6e:oc; 'god' becomes a Psi-Greek cognate of 
Lat. deus 'god' ; �IXV 6oc; 'blond' a cognate of Lat. candidus 'white' ; 
and &v6p<U7toc; 'man' a cognate of Gr. &.v�p, gen. &.vapoc; 'man'. 

Merlingen has indeed found new ways to etymologize Greek 
words with obscure affiliations. Here we can give only some exam
ples : 

fLU�1X 'discharge from the nose' to Lat. mucus 'mucus' 
o�uc; 'sharp' to Gr. &xpoc; 'topmost', Lat. acus 'needle' 
mxoc; 'healthy' to Gr. 't'IXUC; 'big' 
Y;UAAOC; 'flea' to Lat. pulex 'flea' 
y;uX� 'soul' to OCS puxati 'blow' 

99 Cf. MERLINGEN (1955, 191')2). 

( 
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fJ.!XX'Y) 'battle' to Lat. macto 'slaughter' 
fJ.�X0C:; 'means' to Goth. mag 'can' 
Y;EUaW 'cheat by lies' to Gr. 7tEu 8w 'give notice' (lE bheudh-) 
<lPYLO( 'secret worship' to Gr. oPXeofJ.o(L 'dance'loo 

Psi-Greek is, as Merlingen sees it, also a superstratum, older 
than the Akhaean one and probably dating back to before 2000 
B.C. Its center probably is Crete, its area very wide. It strongly 
influenced "Akhaean", and many of its words borrowed by the 
Greeks from the Akhaeans who played the role of linguistic media
tors in the Aegean area. In many Psi-Greek words in the Greek 
vocabulary, traces of Akhaean (Pelasgian) sound changes can be 
detected. Psi-Greek thus apparently was a superstratum to Akhaean 
(Pelasgian) and its speakers for a time ruled somewhere over the 
speakers of that language. In toponymy, Psi-Greek left a noticeable 
trace in the place names with the characteristic formative element 
-SS-, while those in -nth- are mostly Akhaean (Pelasgian). The 
names with -ss- show phonological evidence of direct transmission 
from Psi-Greek to Greek.lOl 

Merlingen's results are, no doubt, both interesting and stimu
lating. He has explored new avenues of etymologizing, detected many 
hidden possibilities, and pointed out a set of hitherto unnoticed 
regularities. But the question remains of the validity of these ety
mologies, of their probabilistic foundation. The recurrence of Psi
Greek sound correspondences is, no doubt, noteworthy and de
serves further attention. There is also no reason why Greek should 
not have borrowed words from two or more lost Indo-European lan

. guages. There is therefore nothing to say againstMerlingen's suppos-
ing a new Indo-European language in the ancient Aegean world. And 
yet, with Greek, Akhaean (Pelasgian), and Psi-Greek sound laws 
at his disposal, Merlingen is in an all too favorable position when 
searching for Indo-European etymologies of Greek words . Estab
lishing equations is in such circumstances by far too easy to have 

100 Cf. MERLINGEN (1953-54, 1963). 
101 Cf. MERLINGEN (1962 : 38-48, et passim), HESTER (1968 : 231-2). 
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satisfactory explanatory power, the more so as Merlingen reckons 
with many irregularities, individual adaptations, and different but 
coexisting stages of sound change, both in Akhaean and in Psi
Greek. In the older stages the consonant shift remains incomplete, 
thus neither the Akhaean (Pelasgian) nor the Psi-Greek sound laws 
are really obligatory for etymologies operating with these languages. 

The general conclusion is that the introduction of Psi-Greek, in 
spite of its general historical plausibility and in spite of a certain 
regularity which in etymologic equations sometimes appears of a 
perplexing simplicity, at this moment when the probabilistic founda
tions of Pre-Greek linguistics have to be seriously checked and 
the sound core of the proposed hypotheses eventually established, 
confuses rather than elucidates the whole picture. From Merlin
gen's efforts we learn perhaps more about the insufficiency of our 
etymological method than about the genetic affiliations of the Greek 
vocabulary. In principle, one language must be firmly established 
before suppositions about others can be introduced.lo2 

Important and useful is Merlingen's idea that loan words do not 
necessarily belong to a substratum but may also be introduced from 
a superstratum or an adstratum. This should caution us to jump to 
conclusions about the Pre-Greek linguistic situation from loan 
words more or less firmly established in the Greek vocabulary. 

Another student of traces of unknown Indo-European languages 
in the Greek vocabulary is O. Haas, also from Vienna. He has 
summed up the whole question in a very handy way and discussed 
some of the major difficulties.lo3 He accepts the fundamental tenets 
of Georgiev, but refuses to call his language Pelasgian. He gives the 
linguistic data no historical interpretation and prefers to designate 
the hypothetical language as Pre-Greek while stating explicitly that 
no chronological priority is implied. He also believes that a signifi
cant diversity �an be recognized in the Pre-Greek material and he 
is by no means dogmatic as to its unity. He believes to have estab
lishedafurther Pre-Greeksound law : the passage oflabials and velars 

102 Cf. HESTER (1965 : 347-8 ; 1967; 1968 : 233-4). 
103 Cr. HAAS (1959a). 
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to ps and ks before u and diphthongs containing u. In some cases s 
has become h after i, u, and r (as in Slavic). Here are some examples : 

'sbul', PGr. phjuf:jii : 

'flea', PGr. phjulja : 

�IXuxp6c; 'quick', PGr. bjaukro- : 

�LHIXXOC; 'parrot', PGr. phjutakho- : 

b�uc; 'sharp', PGr. akhjus : 

�u{u 'scratch, scrape', PGr. khjujo : 

IE * pusa cf. Czech 
pychati 'blow' 

IE *pul- cf. Lat. pulex 
'flea' 

IE *bhougro- cf. Lit. 
baugus 'timid' 

IE *putako- cf. Czech 
ptak 'bird' 

IE *akus cf. Gr. tXXPOC; 
'topmost' 

IE *kuyo cf. Russ. kuju 
'I forge' 

It is apparent that this sound law is based on the same observations 
that led Merlingen to the assumption of his Psi-Greek. Haas 
believes that the reserved agnosticism of many reviewers of works 
on Pre-Greek etymology is hypercritical and amounts to a refusal 
to follow very substantial leads offered by the material. But he is 
also quite aware of the difficulties and the lack of ultimate proof.104 
He stresses further the possibility to establish a significant number 
of etymological equations between supposedly Pre-Greek words 
and the vocabulary of Slavic languages.105 

Another scholar who accepts the fundamental core of Georgiev's 
hypothesis is the Belgian A. J. Van Windekens. He calls the Pre
Greek Indo-European language Pelasgian, but regards this name 
only as a conventional label . He is not inclined to give the linguistic 
data he establishes any historical interpretation except the very 
general one that he tries to find loans from a Pre-Greek substratum 
in the Greek vocabulary. 

104 Cf. HAAS (1955, 1959a, 1959b). 
105 Cf. HAAS (1961a). 
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In the main, he accepts the sound laws established by Georgiev 
with but slight changes. He is less concerned with ordinary Greek 
vocabulary words and concentrates on "Aegean" words and place 
names that were already identified as probable loans. Therefore he 
has paid much attention to Pelasgian word formation. The peculiar 
shape of the Pre-Greek words and place names made it necessary 
for him to assume that, as comp�red with other Indo-European 
languages, Pelasgian introduced particularly many innovations in 
its patterns of derivation and suffixation. Long compound suffixes 
have replaced the older simple ones. Thus the suffixes containing 
the characteristic cluster -nth- are but Indo-European themes in -n 

enlarged by a -t. This derivational pattern can be observed in other 
Indo-European languges, too, but in Pelasgian it had a much wider 
distribution and a higher frequency. Cf. 'TEp�WeOC; : IE *deru-en-t-os; 
&cr&fl�'IeOC; : IE *ak-om-en-t-os; IHpYIXfloC; : IE *bhergh-am-os; 
epE��'I eoc; : lE *erew-en-t-os etc. 

Such derivational innovations on a larger scale are quite possible 
in an Indo-European language. It is only bad when they have to be 
assumed for a hypothetical language that has been introduced in the 
first place in order to make Indo-European etymologies possible 
for a set of obscure terms and geographical names. Although he 
accepts in general the Pelasgian sound laws as posited by Georgiev� 
Van Windekens accepts only part of his etymologies and regards 
these at least as well-founded. In addition, he has proposed a con
siderable number of his own. In many details he comes to the same 
conclusions as Georgiev and the other Pelasgianists, but he has 
explored many new avenues and shown many new possibilities of 
etymological explanation. He did not, of course, succeed in giving 
his equations a firmer probabilistic basis than that of the other 
current Pelasgian etymologies.106 

A scholar very productive in Pelasgian etymologies is the Belgian 
A. Carnoy. Most of his equations are based on the assumption of 
short roots with a very general meaning. They are mostly mere 
guesses with a probabilistic basis much weaker than that of the 

106 Cf. VAN WINDEKENS (1952, 1954, 1958, 1959, 1960.) 
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average Pelasgian etymologies of other authors.lo7 Carnoy is in
clined to believe that the sheer number of etymologies makes the 
theory certain. This is a grave misunderstanding of the very nature 
of etymological equations. 

Although represented by scholars with marked individual traits 
and essentially independent in their work, the Pelasgian theory can 
and must be regarded as a whole.10B D. Hester has given an impor
tant contribution to it by a critical review of the whole complex.109 
With much care and objectivity he has examined the etymologies 
and the weight of their evidence and found it too light. The only 
point he accepts as proven by the Pelasgianists is that Greek has 
probably borrowed some words from an otherwise unknown lndo
European language. But it is easier for him to assume that these 
loans come from a neighbouring language than from a Pre-Greek 
substratum. He sees no valid reason to connect them with the 
ancient Aegean. 

One cannot but accept the soundness of Hester's reasoning. It 
was really beneficial that a person with an extremely cautious and 
critical attitude towards Pelasgian undertook the laborious task to 
examine the whole evidence in detail. So he was able to show that 
Pelasgian etymology has not succeeded to comply with the require
ments of sound etymological research and that its more or less 
explicitly announced claim to have proved the Indo-European 
character of the Aegean substratum has no firm basis. The Pelasgian 
theory had aroused far too much pro and contra attitudesYo It had 
to be shown by accepting the premises of Pelasgianist research that 
it has not yet provided us with the proofs required to make it 
accepted as a more or less indisputable fact. Only a criticism based 
on a full knowledge of the evidence could have a constructive 
effect. 

107 cr, CARNOY (1955, 1 959). 
108 The first bibliographical summary is given by' GINDIN (1959); cf. the 

presentation by HARMATTA (1964). 
109 Cf. HESTER (1965, 1 968). Polemic answers by GEORGIEV (1966c) and 

MERLINGEN (1967). Cr. again HESTER (1966, 1967). 
110 Cf. HESTER (1965 : 347-8 ; 1968 : 228-9). On questions of principle cf. 

MATVEEV (1965). 
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Hence, it would be a mistake to view Hester's criticism as a 
reason to reject the work of the Pelasgianists. From them we have 
learned much about Greek vocabulary and about the nature of 
etymological research. We cannot accept the teaching of any Pelas
gianist as a valid and final solution of the Pre-Greek problem. But 
this does not mean that their results have not changed our picture 
of it. We are now much more aware of both the possibilities of 
Indo-European etymologizing in that field and of its limitati�ns. 

The unity of Pre-Greek has become very questionable. It will 
be difficult in the future to assume lightheartedly that it was either 
massively Indo-European or massively non-Indo-European. The 
etymological avenues explored in this connection must be taken 
into consideration by future workers in the field. The best equations 
should not be ignored even by the writers of etymological dictiona
ries. An etymological equation, as we know all too well, has not to 
be absolutely certain in order to be noteworthy and interesting. 

2.3.7 Anatolian 

In most recent times an old doctrine has received new life.  It is the 
doctrine about the connections of the Pre-Greek substratum with 
Asia Minor. Kretschmer believed the substratum to be more or less 
a mere extension of the non-Indo-European linguistic area of Asia 
Minor. Our knowledge is very much richer today. The discovery of 
the Indo-European languages of ancient Anatolia (Hittite, Luwian, 
and Palaian) has changed the whole picture essentially. A new 
Anatolian group of Indo-European languages has been established, 
and it could be proven, or at least made probable, that such classi
cal Micrasiatic languages as Lycian, Lydian, and Carian also belong 
to it. It is very natural that some scholars attempted a reinterpre
tation of the old evidence of linguistic links between the Pre-Greek 
Aegean and Asia Minor in terms of Anatolian Indo-European. 

The first one to make a decisive step in that direction was 
L. Palmer. He assumes that Crete and the whole of Greece were in 
Pre-Greek times settled by Luwians.  According to him, the Pre
Greek substratum was Luwian. His conclusions are based on 
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combined linguistic and archaeological evidence. The linguistic 
data he operates with are rather tenuous. His chief argument is a 
tentative reading of Minoan documents written in Linear A. On 
more than one of these inscriptions many scholars have read the 
word (j)a-sa-ra(-me), presumably a religious term. He equates that 
with Hitt. isbassaras 'lady' and isbassaras-mis 'my lady', and he 
supposes that the word from the Minoan inscription has the same 
meaning and refers to the Aegean Mother Goddess. Since Luwian 
initial a- corresponds to initial i- in Hittite (cf. Hitt. lStanuwa : 
Luw. Astanuwa), Palmer concludes that the Minoan religious term is 
Luwian asharas(-mes) '(my) Lady'. 

As further evidence he adduces some tentative readings of words 
with a final -ti on Linear A inscriptions. He interprets them as Luw
ian verb forms (3 person singular present). He explains also the 
Cretan epiclesis of the goddess Artemis : L1�x"n)'lVa as derived from 
Luw. Diktuwanna with the Luwian suffix -wana by which many 
ethnicons are formed. The meaning of this epiclesis is according to 
him 'Lady of mount Dicte' . Luwian is in Palmer's view also 
IIapvaaa6c;, a well-known oronym in Phocis (Greece) and in 
Cappadocia (Asia Minor). This other mountain lies in the ancient 
Luwian area. Palmer explains the name as Luwian Parnassa, a 
derivation of Luwian parna- 'house, temple' by the possessive 
suffix -assa- 'place of the temple'. On the slopes of mount Parnassos 
lies in fact the famous temple of Apollo in Delphi. 

All this is, of course, not enough to prove the fact that there exis
ted a Luwian substrate in the whole Aegean area and that the in
scriptions in Linear A were written in that-language. Thus the main 
burden of Palmer's thesis falls on archaeological evidence. He 
follows the bold hypothesis of J. MeIlaart, an archaeologist who 
interpreted the traces of material culture as testifying to a great 
Luwian migration about 2500 B.c. from the North-Eastern Bal
kans to the Aegean area and Anatolia. This interpretation of 
archaeological findings is neither based on an adequate evidence 
nor is it generally accepted among specialists.111 Palmer's identifi-

III Cf. SCHACHERMEYR (1962). 
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cation of Pre-Greek with Luwian remains thus a daring step in an 
unknown direction without the necessary evidence which could it 
make a really serious contribution.1l2 And yet, his bold imagination 
has introduced a new point of view into the debate, one that may 
seem fruitful and therefore has made him find followers. One of 
them is J .  Huxley. He has broadened the linguistic basis of the 
argument by trying to support his conclusions with Luwian et
ymologies of many Pre-Greek toponyms. In doing so he has indi
cated some really noteworthy possibilities.l13 

Another attempt to identify the Pre-Greek substratum as Ana
tolian was made by A. Heubeck. As far as the interpretation of 
archaeological evidence goes, his argumentation proceeds in the 
frame sketched by Mellaart and Palmer.114 He introduces only a 
terminological innovation. While Palmer calls the speakers of the 
Anatolian substrate Luwians, Heubeck prefers the term Hittites 
although this does not imply a linguistic identity with the language 
of the Hittite documents, but only a not quite strictly defined rela
tionship, the closest cognates of Pre-Greek Anatolian being Lycian 
and Lydian. These speakers of Anatolian entered the Aegean area 
in two major migrations : one to Greece at the beginning of the 
second millennium, and another to Crete at the end of the eighteenth 
century B.c. This Anatolian stratum there superseded an older non
Indo-European one. Heubeck calls it Lelegian. He believes thus that 
Pre-Greek Indo-European was Anatolian and therefore rejects its 
assignment to the satem group as well as the shift of the stops, the 
main features of "Pelasgian" Pre-Greek. 

The linguistic evidence introduced into the discussion by Heu
beck is · new and interesting. He adduces the newly discovered 
Mycenean sources and even the Cretan inscriptions in Linear A. He 
believes that these texts are written in the Anatolian Minoan 
language and that the script is adapted to its peculiar phonological 
system. The Aegean linear scripts (A and B) thus mirror the pro
perties of Pre-Greek Anatolian phonology. Especially significant 

112 Cf. PALMER (1958a, 1958b, 1962). 
113 Cf. HUXLEY (1961). 
114 Cf. HEUBECK (1961 : 20). 
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is the lack of any distinction between voiceless, voiced, and aspira
ted stops. It seems, therefore, that Pre-Greek Indo-European ig
nored these phonological oppositions. The Pre-Greek names 
appear to confirm this because they often show alternations of 
voiceless, voiced, and aspirated stops. In this respect Pre-Greek is 
really similar to Anatolian : in Hittite, Luwian, and Palaian the 
modes of articulation of the stops are totally neglected in the script, 
while Lydian and Lycian show great inconsistency. 

The alternation of d and I is another feature that in Heubeck's 
view links Pre-Greek with Anatolian, (cf. AIJ(�up�v Ooc:; : Myc. 
dapuritojo,; xIJ(M/-L�vOIJ( 'catmint, mint' : Myc. kadamita; 'OaU(J(JEUC:;, 
'OAUT't'EUC:;, 'OM�YjC:;). Heubeck believes that this alternation is a 
Greek rendering of a specific Anatolian sound. The Pre-Greek 
change of sonantic r to ur (as supposed also by Georgiev) can be 
compared with Lyd. astrkos : asturkos and others. 

Very interesting is Heubeck's attempt to adduce material from 
Mycenean inscriptions. He has gathered personal names that do not 
allow a Greek interpretation. Such names are more numerous in 
Knossos than in Pylos, and among them are many forms in -u, , 
-i, -e, and -0. These morphological types of names are characteristic 
J?ot only for the Pre-Greek and Micrasiatic onomastic material, 
but they can also be recognized in the Cretan inscriptions in Linear 
A as far as we can read them by identifying some graphemes with 
those of Linear B. 

Heubeck has introduced many fresh ideas and a lot of new 
material into the discussion of Pre-Greek. While dealing with Pre
Greek, it is also necessary to begin to take seriously and extensively 
into consideration the Mycenean and Minoan documents. The 
Anatolian connections of Pre-Greek should also not be lost from 
view. For all these reasons, Heubeck has acquired a lasting merit 
with his book. It gave Pre-Greek studies a new direction and 
opened new perspectives . However, the evidence he adduces gives 
us no certainty and remains disputable. Heubeck's work can by no 
means be accepted as conclusive.1l5 

115 Cf. HEUBECK (1961), KATICIC (1964d). 
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A very important further step in  the same direction was made by 
L. A. Gindin . He has given a quite comprehensive presentation of 
the whole Pre-Greek complex trying to harmonize the various views 
by introducing a variety of Pre-Greek linguistic strata.1l6 He 
stresses the importance of the radical elements in Pre-Greek topof 
nymy since suffix analysis alone can give no certain results. Most 0-
the characteristic suffixes recur in many languages, Indo-European 
and non-Indo-European.1l7 He therefore examines thoroughly the 
lexical morphemes of Pre-Greek names and arrives at interesting 
and unexpected conclusions. 

Some names are according to him "Aegean". Their distribution 
is wide, their occurrence frequent, and their stems cannot be con
nected with Anatolian linguistic material. Such names are : A&.p�(JIJ(, 
K&.pvoc:;, l:&'/-Loc:;, 0��1J(�, and their cognates. The names TL"t"&.pwv 
(mountains in Thessaly), Th·upoc:; (a town on Crete), Tmil (the 
Dawn), and T�"t"&.v etc. are also explained as "Aegean", but they 
belong to the Indo-European lexicon and are corradical with the 
words derived in various languages from lE *dyeu- and *din
meaning 'heaven' and 'day', respectively. Gindin thus accepts 
Kretschmer's Protindogermanisch etymologies, including that of 
T�valJ(p[alJ(�, but qualifies them as Indo-European and belonging to 
an unknown substratum language. Toponyms like " ApvYj, (a spring 
in Arcadia and towns in Boeotia, Thessaly, and Thrace), " Apv�(J(J1J( 
(a town in Macedonia), 'APVEIXl (a town in Lycia), K&.�lJ(pv�c:; (older 
name of the island Paros), 'Ar&.pvYj (town in Mysia), etc. belong, 
according to Gindin, also to the "Aegean" stratum but have inti
mate links with the Old-European hydronymy : cf. Arna (rivers in 
GauIle, a town in Umbria), Arona, Aruona (rivers in Latvia). This 
element Arn- Gindin is also inclined to regard as Indo-European.118 

Other Pre-Greek place names have special connections with 
Anatolian languages and especially with Anatolian toponymy. Such 
are : 

116 Cf. GINDIN (1967). 
117 Cf. GINDIN (1967: 80-1) .  
118 Cf. GINDIN (1967 : 80-94) ; for the notion of Old-European hydronymy, 

ef. KRAHE (1954, 1963) and SCHMID (1968). 
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AuxowvllX 
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(older name of Arcadia, 
name of an Anatolian 
Province) 

(town in Arcadia) 
(town on Crete) 

KlXpllX (province in western 
Anatolia, the acropolis 
of Megara) 

K&p (a Carian, the founder of 
the Acropolis of 
Megara) 

KlXplc; (old name of Cos) 
KlXplaEC; (a town in Phrygia) 
KlXp�cr't"0p'Y)v6c; (an epitheton of Zeus) 
K&pucr't"oc; (town in Euboea) 

etc. 

Hitt. Lukkii 
(name of a part of 
Anatolia) 

Karbuba (a deity of 
Karkemish) 

Karzi (Anatolian deity) 

MlXucr6c; (a village near Corinth) Phryg. ralXWfLlXulX 'Moth
er Earth' (a toponym) 

Lyc. Meri-mawa (name of 
a woman) 

KlXuvoc; 

'I&oVEc; 

(town on Crete) Hitt. Kawija (personal 
name) 

Lyd. kave 'priest' 

'Ionians' Hitt. /jaja (name of a 
goddess) 

" Apyoc; "IMov (town in' Achaea) Phryg. "IIX (name of a 

(a town in Argolis, a lo
cality in Boeotia, a 
lake, an island and a 
helmet in Argolis) 

goddess) 

Luw. mass ani- 'god' 
Lyc. mahana 'god' (dat. 

plur.) 
M&vG'Y)c; (a Lydian 

hero) 

TIXUYE't"OV 

, Aplcr�'Y) 
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(mountain in Laconia) Lyd. tavsa- 'big, mighty' 

(towns in Boeotia, on 
Lesbos, in Troas, name 
of mythological persons) 

Hitt. Ara- (name of a 
god) Lyc. esbe- 'horse' ; 
cf. Gr. IIocrE�almt'Y) 

IIlXpvlXcrcr6c; (mountain in Greece, 
town in Cappadocia) 

Hitt. Parnassa- 'name of 
a town' 

Hitt. parn- 'house' 
Luw. parna- 'house' 
Lyc. priinezi- 'olxE�oc;' 
Luw. parnassa- 'belong-

ing to the ( divine) 
house'119 

! / ;'jTIXAllX (a sacred spring in Delphi, Hitt. Hastali- (personal 

IIuplXv6oc; 
IIupMoc; 

a twon in Cilicia) name) 

(a town on Crete) 
(a town in Thessaly) 

(a town in Messenia, 
towns in Caria and 
Troas) 

Bitt. bastalijatar 'bra
very' 

Hitt. bastali- 'hero' 

Hitt. Puranda- (a town in 
Arzawa) 

Hitt. Petasa- (a town in 
central Anatolia) 

Hitt. peda- 'place' 

IIepYlXfLov (a town on Crete and one Hitt. parku- 'high' 

7tUpyoC; 
7tepYlXfLlX 

etc. 

in Troas) Urart. burgana 'palace' 
'tower' 
'fortifications' 

119 This interpretation is supported by the fact that in Parnassa there was the 
sanctuary of a Hurrian deity and on the slopes of mount Parnassus there was 
the temple of Delphi. 
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(a town on Crete and 
one in Arcadia) 

A()(�UpWeOc; (a mythical building 
on Crete) 

Hitt. gurta- 'fortress' 

Lyd. AcX.�pUc; 'double axe' 

On the basis of such etymological interpretations, Gindin conclu
des that in Pre-Greek toponymy traces of an Anatolian substratum 
have been preserved. He does not subscribe to the teaching about the 
unity of Pre-Greek, but assumes that there has been more than one 
linguistic stratum. The oldest one was not,lndo-European. Gindin 
calls it Aegean and thinks that even in this first linguistic setting 
there were some onomastic elements borrowed from Indo-Euro
pean sources. The first Indo-European stratum in the Aegean area 
was Anatolian, and of all Pre-Greek strata this one can be most 
firmly established with the help of the languages of the ancient 
Anatolian texts. Another Indo-European layer is that of Georgiev 
although the evidence for it is far more ambiguous. The third Indo
European stratum is then, according to Gindin, the Greek one. 

A close linguistic contact can be observed between Georgiev's 
Pre-Greek and the Anatolian layer. Cf. , e.g., Luw. Hier. tuwarsa
'pied ou pampre de vigne' which is borrowed into Greek as -&upcroc; 
'wand wreathed in ivy and vine-leaves with a pine cone on the 
top' with the characteristic Pelasgian change of t to th. AnotherAna
tolian loan by mediation of Pelasgian is <:pupxoc; 'wall', while 
7tUpyoC; is the result of direct borrowing. 

The Anatolian equations proposed by Gindin are, no doubt, 
very interesting. He has explored avenues totally unknown till 
now and has thus considerably enriched the material of Pre-Greek 
studies. His etymologies, to be sure, are no more than attempts, 
since in that field verification is extremely difficult. The meanings 
of Pre-Greek place names being only hypothetical, even the most 
plausible etymological equations remain risky. And yet, the wealth 
of possible and easy Anatolian connections in Pre-Greek ono
mastics cannot be lightly pushed aside. Gindin has definitely succeed
ed in making his Anatolian stratum very probable although every 
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single equation of his may remain problematic and require fur
, ther discussion. 

2.3.8 Preserved texts 

The Minoan inscription written in Linear A and in the Hiero
glyphic script of Crete are probably the most important texts of a 
Pre-Greek Aegean language presently at our disposal. Thus far, 
no convincing decipherment has been proposed for them and we 
can use them only to a very limited extent. 

These texts were edited by Evans, Caratelli, and Charpouthier.120 
No attempt at their decipherment has as yet been successful. They 
can be read partly because some of the signs occur in Linear B 
also and have there presumably the same sound values as in Li
near A. The language itself so far resisted all interpretations. Gor
don supposed that it was Semitic and interpreted the texts on that 
basis.l21 Palmer suggested Luwian as the language of the inscrip
tions in Linear A but did not engage in attempts at a detailed inter
pretation.122 Heubeck in principle supports Palmer's views.l23 
Georgiev believed that he could read the inscriptions in Linear A 
as Greek. Afterwards he began to distinguish Greek and Eteocretan 
(Pre-Greek) inscriptions among those written in Linear A. Eteo
cretan he believes to be an Anatolian (Hittito-Luwian) language.124 
All these interpretations for the time being remain quite hypo
thetical. 

Non-Greek inscriptions in Greek characters were found in 
Praesos and Dreros on Crete.125 They too, remain un deciphered 
till now. They are written in continua and present great difficulties 
to interpretation. Gordon believes them to be Semitic. 

120 EVANS (1935), EVANS - MYRES (1952), MYRES (1954), CARRATELLI (1945), 
CHARPOUTHIER (1930). 

121 Cf. GORDON (1957a, 1957b, 1962a, 1962b, 1963). 
122 Cf. PALMER (1958a, 1958b, 1962). 
123 Cf. HEUBECK (1961), KATICIC (1964d). 
124 Cf. GEORGIEV (1955, 1 957a). About this problem cf. also SCHACHERMEYR 

(1950), FURUMARK (1956), MERIGGI (1956), NEUMANN (1957, 1960-61 ), 
PERUZZI (1959, 1960a, 1 960b). 

125 Cf. CONWAY (1901-02) , GORDON (1962b), 1966). 
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On the island of Lemnos a stele has been found with a non
Greek inscription in Greek characters. This inscription is from 
the sixth century B.C. Four other inscriptions are preserved on 
vases, presumably in the same language. It s.eems that this language 
is related to Etruscan.126 The whole complex of Etruscan becomes 
thus pertinent to Pre-Greek linguistics.127 

Important as these texts may be as direct testimonies to the 
existence of early Non-Greek and most probably Pre-Greek lan
guages in the Aegean area, as things stand now, they offer very little 
data for the study of that linguistic stratum. 

2.3.9 Aegean and Mediterranian 

Some linguists view Aegean in a wider context. They maintain 
that four or five thousand years ago, languages of one family which 
they label Mediterranian, were in use in the whole area between 
the Atlantic and the Persian Gulf. To this family belong as its 
last survivals such isolated languages as Basque, Berber, Georgian 
and its cognates, and perhaps even the Dravidian languages. To 
this Mediterranean family belonged, all according to the views of 
these scholars, also Pelasgian (Pre-Greek) together with Etruscan 
and the Pre-Indo-European languages of Anatolia (Alarodian, 
Asianic).128 The foundations of these theories are not very strong. 
They are based on homonymies and similarities of place names, 
and on rather shaky evidence of correspondences between Basque 
and Caucasian . 

The homonymies and similarities of place names can well be 
illustrated by a classical example : the names Iberes, Iberi, and 
Iberia in the writings of ancient authors denote ethnic groups and 

126 Cf. TORP (1904), CORTSEN (1930), KRETSCHMER (1942), NICOSIA MARGANI 
(1954), ROSEN (1954), PALLOTTINO (1963), RIX (1968). 

127 For an orientation concerning recent developments in that field cf. 
RIX (1963). For the non-Greek inscriptions on Cyprus (Eteocyprian), cf. 
SITTlG (1924). 

128 Cf. TROMBETTI (1926, 1942), ALESSIO (1954), DEVOTO (1954, 1 961a, 
1 961b), HUBSCHMID (1960a, 1960b, 1961, 1966) ; also asTIR (191 1-13, 1921 , 
1 923, 1 925, 1 925-26, 1926-7, 1927a, 1927b, 1928, 1929. 1930) and LAHOVARY 
(1957). 
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countries in the Pyrenean peninsula and the Caucasus. The ancient 
Spanish river name Hiber occurs again on the Balkan as Ibar in 
Serbia and Ibor in Bulgaria. Some scholars derive this name from 
Basque ibar 'valley' or ibai 'river' and believe it is connected with 
the name of the Berbers'. Such rather isolated similarities may easily 
be the result of pure chance and are certainly not evidence enough 
to establish an original linguistic unity of the Mediterranean 
area. 

The correspondences of Basque and Georgian words are equally 
uncertain : 

. 

Basque ituri 
bero 
hogey 
ibili 

'spring' 
'warm' 
'twenty' 
'to go' 

: Georgian tk' aro 'spring' 
bi! 'warm' 
oc- 'twenty' 
bilik 'path' 

Perhaps the whole Mediterranean hypothesis cannot be discarded 
altogether and some of the intuition of its supporters may be 
right, but it certainly does not rest on firm evidence and cannot 
help to elucidate the whole Pre-Greek complex. The Mediterra
nean theory must be approached with much critical care since its 
contentions are not yet verified and owing to the nature of the 
subject extremely difficult to verify.l29 

1 29 For a severe criticism of the Mediterranean hypotheses, cf. GEORGIEV 
(1958b: 174-; 1961 : 48-; 1966a : 252-). 



3. THE NORTHERN BORDER AREA 

3.0 INTRODUCTION 

As far as our present knowledge goes, Greek-speaking Indo
European tribes entered Hellas in two main waves : one about 
1950 B.C., and the other about 1200 B.C. The older Greek layer 
appears in the sources under ' the name of 'AXO(w(, originally 
'AXo(LFoL In the Homeric epics, this name for the Greeks 
appears consistently as a feature of deliberate archaizing. The 
country AMUawa of the Hittite sources may also be connected 
with this first Greek wave, although the issue has been very contro
versiaJ.130 

The second layer is connected with the name of the Dorians 
(�WpLE�C;), which as an anachronism is found only once in the 
Odyssey (19. 177). The Greek dialects as known from the inscrip
tions and from literature belong to these two strata : Arcado
Cypriotic, Ionic, and Aeolic to the first, Dorian and North-West 
Greek to the second.l3l The areal distribution of these dialects 
shows in general lines the directions of the migrations. Although 
for the first we have no direct evidence, it is reasonable to assume 
that it came from the north, from the mountains of the continental 

130 Cf. FORRER (1922, 1924a, 1924b, 1928, 1929, 1958), FRIEDRICH (1927), 
KRETSCHMER (1924, 1930, 1933b, 1933c, 1936, 1954), SOMMER (1932, 1934, 
1937); cf. also SCHACHERMEYR (1935, 1958). 

131 Cf. BUCK
, 
(1928), THUMB - KIECKERS (1932), THUMB - SCHERER (1959). 
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part of the peninsula, and even from the Danubian plains. Archae
ological data confirm that from Neolithic times people and goods 
travelled that far and traces of cultural influences from the Danube 
can be detected in Aegean pre-history. They reached the Aegean 
area more than once. 

The nebulous account of the historical sources leaves no doubt 
whatsoever that the Heraclides, the legendary representatives of 
the Dorians, came to the Peloponnesus from countries more to the 
north. And there are perhaps reasons to believe that non-Greek 
northern Indo-European tribes entered Greece with them.132 

The Greek language was brought to Hellas from what in classical 
times were the barbarian continental Balkans.  That much we seem 
to know. But it is not easy to say what was left behind when speak
ers of Greek moved in successive waves to the south. Did people 
of non-Greek language come after them and settle on their corn
fields and pastures or was the migration a powerful expansion in 
which only part of the Greek-speaking tribes went south while 
others remained and continued to settle in the north? 

The answer to this question is vital for a correct picture of the 
linguistic situation on the ancient Balkans. Since the sources give 
no information for the time of the migrations themselves, one has to 
turn to classical times in order to see where the northern border of 
the Greek area was. But even in the full light of history the question 
remains a difficult and controversial one. It is amazingly difficult 
to 'establish whether the northern neighbours of classical Hell as 
spoke Greek or not, And political bias, ancient and modern, has 
not made it easier. 

The border area in question belongs neither entirely to the 
Aegean nor to the northern continental world, but c<:mstitutes a 
transitional region with marked features of both. Politically it was 
organized, mostly under the rule of kings, into three more or less 
centralized confederations of' tribes : Epirus, Macedonia, and 
Paeonia. In the eyes of the Hellenes these peoples were barbarians 
first and became integrated only later into the Hellenic world. 

132 Cf. BLUMENTHAL (1930), 
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But this cannot be conclusive for their language since the popula
tion of that area remained for many centuries isolated from the 
cultural development in the south, a development in which classical 
Hellas was born. When those who had gone to the south, after a 
long absorption in the wonders of the Aegean world, turned their 
eyes to the north, the kingdoms there must have seemed foreign 
to them and the language difficult to understand even if it was cog
nate and the heritage of their very ancestors. Thucidydes states 
clearly that there were Greeks in language and descent who in their 
way of life were very similar to barbarians. Such peoples were the 
Locrians, the Aetolians, and the Acarnanians.133 

The general statements of Greek authors cannot help us here 
and we must look for specific information, which is very scarce 
and mostly inconclusive. The three countries of the border area 
have to be considered separately since each of them is in the ancient 
sources presented as an ethnic unit, in essence different from the 
others. 

3.1  MACEDONIA 

In Antiquity, Macedonia was, as it is now, the country to the 
north of mount Olympus in the valleys of the big rivers Haliacmon, 
Ludias, and the lower Axius. In the west its boundaries were 
Mount Boion (now Grammos) in the Pindus massive and the lake 
of Lychnis (now Ohrid). The northern and eastern boundary were 
less fixed, since the conquests of the Macedonian kings, especially 
those of Phi lip Il, tended to displace them so that afterwards it was 
difficult to distinguish the boundaries of the country from the 
borders of the state. Generally speaking, one can say that the 
Pelagonian plain was divided between Macedonia and the Pela-

133 Thucydides 1 .5. 3 :  ual p,eXI}t ToiiOc no.Ua TFir; 'EJ..A6.(jor; T0 naAat0 Teoncp 
'Vep,6Tat n6e{ T6 Aoueovr; rovr; 'OCoAar; ual AirwAovr; ual 'Auae'Va'Var; ual r.ij'V 
TaVTrI ijneteov' TO re at(j1]eorpoeeia8at TOvTotr; Toir; i]neteWTatr; dno TFjr; naAatar; 
A1]are{ar; ep,p,ep,ev1]Ue'V' naaa yae fJ 'EJ..Aar; eat(j1]eorpoeet l3ta Tar; drp6.euTovr; Te 
olur]Getr; ual ovu darpaAeir; nae' dAA1]AOVr; erpo(jovr;, uaL;vv1]1}1] TijV (j{atTa'V p,er)' 
onAwv enOt1]aa'VTo wanee oE (36.e(3aeot .  - 1 , 6,6 nOA},a 13' a'V ual aJ..Aa nr; 
dno(jel;ete TO naAatO'V 'EJ..A1]'VtuoV 6p,OtOTeona T0 'Viiv (3ae(3aetu0 (jtatTWp,C'VO'V. 
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gonian part of Paeonia, and that through the Iron Gates (Demir 
Kapija) of the Axius this river passed from Paeonia into Macedonia, 
The boundary with the Thracian tribes in the east was first on the 
Strymon and on Mount Orbelos, then on the Nestos. Macedonian 
sovereignty was ultimately extended till the Hebrus, but we have 
no reason to suppose that this political expansion much affected 
the ethnic and linguistic substance of the Thracian population and 
the Hellenic settlers that inhabited these parts. 

Ancient Macedonia was divided into an upper and a lower part. 
Lower Macedonia was the country in the plains on the sea-shore 
and around the mouths of the Macedonian rivers. In historical 
times it was organized as a strictly centralized kingdom whose 
capital was first in Aegae (Edessa) and afterwards in PelIa. The 
names of the historical provinces of which it was constituted were : 
' H [La8la (which was thought to be the ancient name of Macedonia 
itself),13 4 II�zpla, 'AA[Lumla, and Bo,,"ncda. Upper Macedonia 
was constituted by the fields and plateaus in the mountains sur
rounding the maritime plains. This rugged country was not easy to 
unify politically and there existed small autonomous kingdoms in a 
loose dependence of the big state in the plain. These highland 
communities were : 'EAl[Lz�a, 'Eop3oc:la, 'OpzO'"lc;, Auyx'Y)O'"lc;, 
and IIzAayovla.135 Thucydides says that in the lowlands the 

134 Cf. Strabo 7.frgm. 1 1 :  on ' Hp,a8{a euaA6iTo neoreeov fJ viiv Maue(jov{a. 
135 Cf. Thucydides 2.99 (about the Thracian king Sitalkes and his army) : 

�v'V1]8eo{Covro ov'V e'V Tfj iJo(31]ecp ual naeeaucv6.CovTo onwr; UaTa uoevrpijv 
ea(3aAoiiatV er; TijV U6.TW Maue(jov{av, ijr; 6 IIse(j{uuar; fiexev. TWV yae Ma
ue(jo'Vw'V elal ual Avyu1]aTaI ual 'EAtp,tWTat ual aAAa 118v1] en6.vw8ev, a. �vp,p,axa 
p,e'V ean Tovrotr; ual vn1]uoa, (3aatAefar; 13' I1xet ua8' aVT6.. Tij'V (ji naea 86.
Aaaaav vii'V M aUe(jov{a'V ' A}.e�av(jeor; 6 II eeMuuov naTije }eal oE neoyo'VOt aVToii 
T1]p,e'V{(jat TO dexaiov Q'VTer; e� "Aeyovr; neWTOt eUT1]aaVTO ual e(3aa{Acvaa'V 
dVaaT1]aa'VUr; p,6.XrI eu p,iv IIt6e{ar; II{eear;, 01 {Jaueov vno TO IIayyatov 
neeav I:TeVp,o'Vor; cpu1]aav ([Jaey1]Ta ua! aAAa xwe{a (ual l1n ual viiv IIt6etuor; 
XOAnOr; uaAsiTat fJ vno T0 IIayya{cp near; 8aAaaaav yFj), 8U (ji TFjr; Borr{ar; 
uaAOVp,ev1]r; BOTna{OVr;, 01 viiv op,OeOt XaAUt(jew'V oluoiiatV. TFjr; (ji IIato'V{ar; 
naea TO'V "A�tov nOTap,ov aTeV1]'V nva ua81]uovaav (ivw8ev p,exet IIeAA1]r; nul 
8uMaa1]r; eUT1]aa'VTo, ual neea'V 'A�{ov p,exet I:TeVp,o'Vor; TijV Mvy(jovtav uaAov
p,e'V1]v 'H(jw'Var; e�eA6.aavur; 'V8ftO'VTat. d'VeaT1]aav (ji ual eu TFjr; 'Viiv 'Eoe(jtar; 
uaAOvp,ev1]r; 'Eoe(jovr;, di'V oE p,i'V nOAAol erp86.e1]aa'V, (3eaxv (je n aVTwv nee! 
([Jvaua'V uaTwu1]Tat, ua! e� 'AAftWntar; "AAftWnar;, eUeaT1]aav (ji ual TWV aAAw'V 

'\ 
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Macedonians were conquerors who had driven away the autoch-
. I h '  d P 

. 136 thonous populatIOn, most y T raClans an aeomans. 
It seems that the Macedonians had descended from the highlands 

where their original strongh01ds had been. The autonomous king
doms there which recognized the overlordship of the Temenid or 
Argead kings of Aegae and Pella were then the political communi
ties from which they originated. Herodotus suggests in his leg
endary account of the foundation of the Macedonian kingdom that 
the Temenids came from the hills. 137 This is in accordance with 
another information given by Herodotus, namely that the Mace
donians were originally Dorians and lived in the Pindus range.l38 
He confirms at another place that Dorian and Macedonian were 
designations of one and the same ethnic complex.139 

The Macedonians were according to that tradition Dorian high
landers. The etymology of their name seems to confirm this : 

sOvwv oE MaUe06Vee;: OVTOt a uai vvv l!Tt l!xoVUt, r6v re AvOep,ovvra uai r(1)
<Jrwviav uai BtaaAriav uai MaUe06vwv avrwv noAA1)v. 7:(\ oe t;vp,nav MaUeoovia 
uaAeirat uai IIeeoiuuae;: , A},et;civoeov fJaatAsve;: avrwv iJv ore I:miAu1)e;: snnet. 
- cr. further Strabo 7.fragm. 1 1 : IIiUa sari p,ev rfie;: U(lrW Maueooviae;: ijv 
BorTtaiot uareixov, and 7.7. 8 :  uai oiJ uai ra neei Avyuov uai IIsAayoviav uai 
, Oewruioa uai ' EAtp,etaV riJv Civw M aUeooviav 6uaAovv oE 0' iJo'reeov uai 
8AeVOeeav. 

136 Thucydides 2.99 ; Cf. also Strabo 7.fragm. 1 1 :  uarslXov oe "'Iv xweav 
ravr1)v ' Hnstewrwv rWee;: uai ' !A},vetWV, 7:(\ oe nAeiarov BorTtaiol uai 
ee�Uee;:' oE p,ev su K(1)r1)e;:, we;: cpaat, ro yivoe;: ovree;:, 11yep,6va l!xovree;: B6no
va (geauwv oe I!tsese;: p,ev SVip,OVTO riJv IIteeiav uai ra neei rov "OAvp,nov, 
II�iove� oe ra neei rov ' At;lOV nowp,ov uat riJv uaAovp,iv1)v ota TOVTO ' Ap,cpa
t;iTtv, ' Howvot oe uat BwaAwl T'�V AOtniJv p,iXel .I:revp,6voe;:· d)v oE p,ev avro 
rovTO neo(1)yoeeVOVTO BlaaAWt, ' Howvwv 0' oE p,ev Mvy06vee;:, oE oe "Howvee;:, 
oE 013 I:iOwvse;:. rovrwv oe navrwv oE ' Aeyeaoat uaAoVp,eVOt uarear1)aav UVetOl 
uai XaAulOeie;: oE SV EvfJolq. 

137 Herodotus 8.137:  vnee oe rwv u1)nwv oeoe;: UiSTat Beep,tOV o{Jvop,a, CifJa
rov vno 'X,elp,WVOe;:, svrevOsv oe oeP,Wp,eVOl, we;: ravr1)v l!axov, uarwreicpOVTO 
uat riJv CiAA1)V Mausoov(1)v. 

138 Herodotus 1 .56:  ent p,ev yae LlcvuaAiwvoe;: fJaalAioe;: oruee yfiv riJv iJ)OlWTtV, 
eni oe Llweov rov "EAA1)VOe;: riJv vno riJv "Oaaav re uai "OAvp,nov XW(1)V, 
uaAcop,iv1)v oe 'IaTtatwrl'l!. SU Oe rfie;: 'IaTtaufmooe;: we;: et;avear1) vno Kaop,etwv, 
orUee ev IIivOcp MaUeov6v uaAe6p,evov. svrevOsv oe aVTte;: ee;: riJv Llevonioa /lS
refJ1), uai 6U rfie;: Llevoniooe;: oiJrw ee;: IIdon6vv1)aov lAOOV LlWelUOV SUA1)01). 

139 Herodotus 8.43 : [ . . .  J eovree;: OVTOl nAiJv 'EeP,tOviwv Ll Welu6v re uai Maue
DVov gOvoe;:, et; 'Eeweov re uai IIivoov ,tai rfie;: Llevoniooe;: iJaww oeP,1)Oivree;:. 
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[L(xxEav6c; (and this is a form given to their name by Herodotus) 
means 'tall, taper', and M(xxEaci>v (the usual form of their name) 
is but fln apophonic alternant of the same word. It may refer to the 
high stature of the mountaineers, or perhaps to the high hills from 
which they originated. A Greek etymology of their name is thus 
possible but far from evident. The rarely used alternant form of 
this ethnic name is M(xx�"t"7]C;, a different derivation from the same 
root. Both forms, if this interpretation is correct, are cognates 
of Gr. [L(Xxp6c:; 'long' and Lat. macer 'meagre, emaciated'. 

The Macedonian kingdom of Aegae and afterwards of Pella 
expanded by conquest over the maritime plain from where various 
non-Greek and mostly Thracian and Paeonian tribes were expel
led.140 These regions were probably settled by the Macedonians 
themselves. Further to the east, beyond the Axius, the Macedonian 
expansion did not, as it seems, alter basically the Thracian cha
racter of the population . Whereas· the Paeonians disappeared from 
the lower Axius almost without leaving a trace, the regions of 
Muyaov[(X, Kp7]O""t"wv[(x, �LV"t"LX�, and BLO"(xA"t"[(X, between the 
Axius and the Strymon, not only kept the names of Thracian 
tribes, but were also inhabited by their descendents. East of the 
Strymon, the 'OM[L(xV"t"EC:;, "HaWVEC;, �LV"t"O[, �EpO"(x�OL, IHE(:IEC:;, 
and �(X7t(X�OL, all Thracian tribes, lived under Macedonian rule. 

Since the Persiari wars Macedonia played an active part in 
Greek life and under Philip and Alexander became the leading 
power of the Greek world. It belongs thus fully to Greek history 
with which it is connected by numerous and manifold links. And 
yet, the question of the ethnic and linguistic affiliation of the Mace
donians till the present day remains very controversial. The basic 
question that arrises in this connection is, why anybody should 
doubt that the Macedonians were Greek in descent and language, 
given the geographical position of the country and the part it 
played in Greek history.141 

140 Cf. Thucydides 2.99 (quoted above in note 73). 
141 Handy information about Macedonian history and topography is given 

by GEYER (1928), KALLERIS (1954), PAPAZOGLU (1957), DASKALAKIS (1965), 
SOFMAN (1960). 
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The reason for doubt that the Macedonians were of Greek 
stock and language is the fact that in antiquity itself there was no 
consensus whether they should be counted among the HeIlenes 
or not. When in the Persian wars Macedonia came into closer 
contact with the Greek world, its king Alexander wished to take 
part in the Olympic games. The other competitors objected against 
the admission of a barbarian to the contest. But Alexander produ
ced the traditional claim of his family to a descent from the ancient 
Heraclid kings of Argos and on its strength he was admitted 
to the games.142 

This shows beyond the slightest doubt that the claim to Hellen
ism of the Macedonian kings could in the fifth century B.C. be 
seriously challenged. And the legendary tradition with the help 
of which the king obtained his recognition as a Hellene, whatever 
its real worth, concerns only the royal family and not the whole 
people. Of course, in a genealogical model of history the descen
dance of the ruling house may be meant to represent that of the 
whole community, but this remains pure guesswork. 

When in the fourth century B.C. Macedonia began to play an 
ever increasing role in Greek affairs, Greek authors describe Mace
donians often as barbarians.143 Thrasymachus of ChaIcedon, in the 
second half of the fifth century, calls Archelaus, king of Macedonia, 
quite explicitly a barbarian. 144 The barbarian king of Macedonia 
is here contrastively opposed to the Hellenes of Thessaly, and the 
border on the Peneios river appears as an ethnic and linguistic one. 

142 Cf. Herodotus 5.22: "EAA1)va, oe elvm TOVTOV, TOV, ana IIeeotu
UeW yeyovora" uaui.nee aVTOt ABYOVOl, aVTo, TC ofJrw TVYXdvw BntOTdftevo, 
uat oij uat ev TOtal Ontoee AOYOlOl anooe�w w, clot "EAA1]Ve" neo, oe uat oE 

- TOV 8V 'O},Vftntn OlsnOvTC, aywva 'EAAr}VWV ofJrw llyvwoav clvm. 'AAe�dvoeov 
yae aeeAeVetV iA0ftSVOV uat uara(3dvTo, en' aVTo TOVTO oE aVTlew00fteVOl 
'EAAljvwv ll�eeyov fttV, cpdfteVOl 0'15 (3ae(3dewv ayovwTiwv clvm TOV aywva aA
Aa 'EAAljvWV.  ' AAi�avoeo, oe eneloij ansoe�e w, er1) , Aeyeto" euete1) TC el
vm "EAA1)V uat ayovl�OfteVO, oTdowv ovve�SntnTe Tep newup. - We can under
stand all too well the point of the competitors since Thucydides as a matter of 
course calls the tribes of upper Macedonia barbarians (cf. 4.124-127; perhaps 
also 2.80). 

143 Cf. DASKALAKIS (1965 : part 5). 
144 Cf. Clemens Stromata 6.2. 1 7 :  0eaovftaxol; ev Tep vnee Aaewatwv AiYe!' 

, AeXe},d(p OOVAeVOO/.1eV, "EAA1)Ve, OVTC, (3ae(3derp; 
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Another writer of the end of the fifth century B.c., whose pol
itical speech to the Larissaeans about their relations to king 
Archelaus of Macedonia has been wrongly attributed to Herodes 
Atticus by the manuscripts, calls the Macedonians hostile bar
barians.H5 Isocrates, a pro-Macedonian orator of the fourth cen
tury B.C., who extolls Philip of Macedonia as the future leader of 
all Hellenes against the Asians, says that the ancestor of the 
Macedonian king, the Argive prince, when he intended to establish 
an absolute rule, did not attempt this, like so many Greek tyrants, 
in his native city, but left the Hellenic world and went to Mace
donia where he ruled over a foreign people.146 

More outspoken, of course, is Demosthenes, a contemporary of 
Isocrates, whose anti-Macedonian bias is well known. He asks 
rhetorically whether Philip is not a barbarian.147 He says that in 
former times the kings of Macedonia were obedient to the Athe
nians as barbarians should be to Hellenes.148 And he caBs Philip 
not only a barbarian, but a deadly Macedonian from a country 
from which before one could not buy even a decent slave.149 

145 Pseudo-Herodes, IIeet nOAlTcEa, 34-37 : .0Vftftdxov, TC TOt, "EA}'1)oll' 
elvm, nO},eftlove; os TOte; (3ae(3deole; [ . . . . . .  ] llnelra TOte; ftev "EAA1)Ol ftl) yiy-
vwem OVftftdxove;, TO te; oe (3ae(3deole; xat neoe; TOVTO TO te; exeeoTdTOle; [ . . .  ] 

146 Philippus 106-108 : 0 TC yae naTlje oov neoe; Tae; nOAele; ravrae;, ale; OOt 
naemvw neooSxetV TOV vovv, neoe; andoae; olucEwe; elXev' OTe UT1)odftevoe; 
Tijv aexljv, ftet�OV cpeovljoae; TWV aVTov nOAlTwv uat ftovaeXlae; enteVftrJOae;, 
ovX oftolwe; e(3ovAevoaTO TOte; near; Tae; Towvrae; CPlAOTlftiae; OeftWft8Vole; . oE 
fteV yae ev rate; aVTwv �l oTdoele; uat -raeaxae; ual ocpayae; eftnOWvvTC" 
BUTWVTO TijV Tlftijv TaVT1)V, O oe TOV fteV Tonov TOV 'EAA1)VlU01' o).we; eraOI'. 
Tijv 0' BV Maueooviq. (3aalAelav uaraoXetv BneeVft1)oe. nnioraTo yae TOVe; ft€V 
"E},AI]Va, ovu etelOftSVOV, vnOf!l!velV Tae; ft0vaex{ae;, TOVe; 0' aAAOVe; 0'15 ovva
ftSVOV, aVeV Tije; TOWVT1)e; ovvaoTCtae; OlOlUetV TOV (3tov TOV oCPBTeeOV aVTwv. 
ual yae TOl ovvs(31) Ola TO yvwvm neel TOVTWV aVTOV lolw, ual TijV (3aolAciav 
yeyevijoem noAV TWV aAAwv i�1);'AayftSV1)v' ftOVoe; yae TWV 'EAAljvwv ovx OftO
cpVAOV ysvove; aexetV a�lwoae;, WJVOe; ual Olacpvyetv novvlje1) TOVe; UWOVVove; TOVe; 
neel Tae; ftovaextae; YlYVOp,8VOVe; [ . . .  ] 

147 Olynth. 3 . 16 :  ov (3de(3aeo,. 
148 01ynth. 3.24: [ . . .  J vnljuovev 0'0" ravTJ]v TijV xweav lIxwv (3aolAeve;, 

i60nee eOTI neooijuov (3dl2(3aeov "E},A1)al [ . . . ] 
149 Philipp. 3.31 : 'AAA' ovx vnie WlA{nnov xal ifJV eUetvoe; nedTTel vvv, 

ovx OVTW, llxovotV, Oil ftOVOV ovx "EAA1)VOe; OVTOe; ovoe ne0017uovTOe; OVO€V 
. TO t, "EAA1)alV, aAA' OVO€ (3aefJdl2ov eVTCVeeV oeev uaAov cinetv, aAA' OASeeOV 
Maueoovor:; oeev ovo' avol2dnooov onoVOatOl) OV08V i]v neOTC120V nl2taoem. 
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We learn also that other public speakers, too, used to call 
Philip a barbarian. Thus Aeschynes, a known Athenian partisan 
of Macedonia, in an earlier phase of his political career launched 
the same reproach against Philip.150 

If we add to all this that Curtius Rufus describes a scene in 
which the difference .between Greek and the ancestral speech of 
the Macedonians plays a role,151 one cannot wonder that the ques
tion of the ancient Macedonian language and of the ethnological 
substance of the Macedonians arose among scholars. 

In view of these testimonies such a question is quite legitimate. 
It remained controversial because the evidence from ancient lit
erature is not conclusive. Many centuries before the Persian wars, 
the Macedonians lived in complete isolation from the life of Hellas 
and in their northern mountain recesses did not participate in its 
cultural growth. They were certainly no Hellenes in the specific 
cultural sense, even if they were of Greek stock, and if they spoke 
Greek, their dialect must have, because of the lack of continuous 
contact, presented many peculiarities. The designation of the Mace
donians as barbarians may thus refer just to this cultural isolation 
and backwardness. to the unfamiliarity of an uncultivated dialect, 
without implying their being completely foreign, culturally and 
linguistically. It may, of course, be so, but it also may not. It is 
quite possible that by barbarians, as usual, a people is meant with 
a foreign language and an alien culture. 

150 Cf. what Demosthenes, JIeel naeaneeafJelae; 305, says about Aischynes : 
fJaefJae6� re yae nOAAa)tte; )tal aAaaTOea TOJl fPiAmnoJl ano)taA6JJI HJr/fl,1')y6eet, 
[ . . .  ] 

151 Curtis Rufus 6.9.37: lamque rex intuens. eum "Macedones, inquit, de te 
iudicaturi sunt: quaero, an patrio sermone .sis apud eos usurus". Tum Phi/otas 
"Praeter Macedonas, inquit, plerique adsunt, quos facilius, quae dicam, percep
turos arbitror, si eadem lingua fuero usus, qua tu egisti, non ob aliud, credo, 
quam ut oratio tua intellegi posset a pluribus." Tum rex "Ecquid videtis odio 
etiam sermonis patrii Philotan teneri? solus quippe fastidiit eum discere." -

And further 6.10.22: Mihi quidem obicitur quod societatem patrii sermon is 
asperner, quod Macedonum mores fastidiam [ . . .  ] lam pridem nativus ille sermo 
commercia aliarum gentium exolevit : tam victoribus quam victis peregrina lingua 
discenda est. 
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There are, of course, other instances in which the ancient writers 
designate the Macedonians explicitly as Hellenes, just as one would 
expect, having in view the part they played in history, but these 
informations too, cannot bring us nearer to a safe conclusion 
since they either refer to the dynasty, which according to legend 

, was of Argive descent, or to a later time in which Macedonia cul
turally and linguistically had beyond the slightest doubt become 
undistinguishable from Hellas proper. 

Herodotus had no doubt that the descendants of Perdiccas, i.e. 
the royal house of Macedonia, were true Hellenes from the stock 
of the Heraclids that ruled ArgoS.152 Polybius thinks it more 
correct to incorporate Macedonian enterprises into the main cur
rent of Greek history than the reverse.153 This is really no more 
than a testimony to the intimate interconnection of Greek and 
Macedonian history. To Polybius, Hellas included Macedonia and 
the Macedonians - were Hellenes.154 He introduces political 
speeches in which warnings are contained against hostility of Greeks 
towards Greeks, when Macedonians are meant, and they are 
referred to as being of the same stoCk.155 Appian views Macedonia 
as the shield of Hellas against northern barbarism.m Strabo says 

152 Cf. Herodotus 5.22 and 8.137-139. By identifying the Macedonians with 
the Dorians he designates them explicitly as Hellenes, 1 .56:  
faTOeewJI OB eiJeta)te Aa)teoatfl,oJliove; )tal ' A01')Jlaiove; neoexoJlWe;, TOVe; fl,BJI 
TOV Llwet)tov yeJleae;, TOVe; OB rov 'lwJIt)tov. Tavw yae ijJl Ta neo)te)tetfl,eJla, e6J1-
Ta TO aexaioJl TO fl,BJI JIeAaayt)t6J1, TO OB 'EAA1')Jlt)tOJl gOJloe;. )tal TO fl,BJI ovoafl,fj 
UW el;exwe1')ae, TO OB nOAVnAaJl1')TOJl )taeTa. enl fl,BJI yae LlevuaAiwJloe; fJaatAioe; 
ot)tee -yijJl ri/JI fPOu'iJnJl, enl oe Llweov TOV "EAA1')JlOe; T-YjJl vno T-YjJl "OaaaJl re 
)tat TOJl "OAVfl,nOJl XWe1')JI, )taAeafl,eJll}V 'Ianau'iJnv. e)t OB , Tije; 'Ianatwnooe; 
we; el;aveaT1') vno Kaofl,eiwJI, o t)tee ev JIivoq> Ma)teov6v )taAe6fl,evov. 

153 Polybius 8. 1 1 .4 :  nOAAqi aefl,v6reeoJl ijv ual &)tat6reeov ev Tfj neel "Cije; 'E).
AaoOe; vnoOeaet "Ca neneaYfl,eva fPtAinnq> aVfl,neetAafJeiv ljnee ev "Cfj fPtUnnov 
"Ca "Cije; 'EAAdoOe;. 

154 Polybius 7.9.1: Ma)teooviav )tal "C-Yjv CJ.AA1')V 'EAAaoa [ . . . •  1 
Ma)te06vee; )tal "Ccov CJ.AAWV 'EAAr/VWV of aVfl,fl,aXot .  

155 Polybius 5.103.9 : [ . . . 1 oeiv fl,aAtaW fl,BJI fl,1')osnore no).efl,ei-v "Cove; "EA
A1')Vae; aAA1}Aote; [ . . .  ] ;  9.37.7 :  "C6re fl,BV yae vnBe Jjyefl,oviae; ual 061;1')e; erptAo
nfl,eiaOe neoe; 'Axawve; ual Ma)te06vae; Ofl,orpvAoVe; [ . . •  1 

156 Appian, Macedonica 9 :  "Coi, "EAA1')aw gOV1') noAAa fJaefJaea nlJl Ma)te
oOJliav neet)ta01')"Cat, et ne; el;eAOt "Cov, Ma)te06J1wJI fJaatAia" emOeafl,sirat 
rJq.oiwe;. 
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that Macedonia is undoubtedly Greece15? and Livius refers to the 
Macedonians as being of the same language as the Greek Aetolians 
and Acarnanians.158 

None of these testimonies can surprise us because of the time 
to which they refer. And therefore they cannot exclude the pos
sibility that the Macedonians were originally ethnically and lin
guistically separate. The historical evidence does not allow us thus 
to decide whether the Macedonians were originally of Greek stock 
or not. 

We turn now to what can be known about the Macedonian 
language. It is not much. No text has been preserved. All the Mace
donian documents known to us are written in Attic Greek. A cha
racteristic example are the letters of king Philip quoted in a Laris
sean decree the original text of which is in pure Thessalian . The 
texts of the Macedonian chancellery, on the contrary, are in exquisite 
Attic.l 59 The only information we have on the language of the 
Macedonians comes from the ancient lexicographers who mark 
some glosses as Macedonia.n. Most of this tradition goes back to 
the work of Amerias, a lexicographer of Macedonian origin . We 
know thus only isolated Macedonian words without context and, 
what is especially to be regretted, without inflexion. 

Etymologically these words can be classified into three main 
groups. One is formed by the words which are patently Greek, 
such as : 

157 Strabo 7.7. 1 .  

'the royal Guard', a special body in the Mace
donian army. In Laconian Greek the word 
refers to the division which marches at the head 
of the army, the leading troop, and that is the 
original meaning of this substantive which IS 
derived from �Y€O[LIX� 'lead' (Dor. &Y€O[J.IX�)l60 

158 Livius 3 1 .29 :  Aetolos, Acarnanas, Macedonas, eiusdem linguae homines. 
J59 Cf. IG 9.2.517. 
160 For this and the following examples of words recorded as Macedonian 

in the ancient lexicographic tradition, cf. the full presentations by HOFFMANN 
(1906, 1 928), KALLERIS (1 954), PUDIC (1966-67). 

&'YXIXA[e; 
&.xpouvo[ 

&'PY[1tOUe; 

tv3€1X 
XlXp7t1X[1X 
XO[L[LcXplX� 

XOpIXVVOe; 

V �XcX't"wp 
PcX[LIX't"1X 
crIXU't"0p[1X 
't"IXYOVIXYcX 
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'sickle' from Gr. &.YXcXA'I) 'bent arm' 
'border stones' from Gr. '&xpov 'end, extremity' 
with the suffix -wvo- in a dialectal sound form 
'eagle' ; cf. Homeric &'PY[1t03Ee; XOVEe; 'swift
footed dogs' 
'cup' ; cf. Gr. YOIXAOV 'hollow' 
'divide' ; cf. Gr. 'Icro31Xl-r'l)e; 'dividing equally' as 
epitheton of various deities 
'the cavalry guards of the Macedonian kings', 
which is but the Greek word hlX�poe; 'com
rade' 
'noon', which is a dialectal form of Gr. �v3we; 
'a dance' ; cf. Gr. XIXP1tcXA�[LOe; 'swift' 
'shrimps', which is a dialectal form of Dorian 
XcX[L[LlXpm 
'ruler', derived from the homonymous mythical 
first king of the Macedonians ; cf. Gr. XO[pIXVOe; 
'conqueror' ; cf. Attic v�x'I)'t"�p 
'grapes' ; cf. Gr. payEe; 'grapes' 
'salvation' ;  cf. Attic crW't"'I)p[1X 
'a Macedonian magistrate' ;  cf. Thessalian 't"lXyoe; 
'a magistrate' 
'a dance' ; cf. Gr. 't"EAEm- 'ending' 
'lion ' ;  cf. Homeric XIXP01to[ A€OV't"Ee; 'fierce 
lions' 

Some of these words with unmistakable Greek affiliations can 
very easily be loans, especially the technical terms. Others show 
some interesting dialectal traits in sound pattern and derivation 
and suggest thus a much deeper layer of the Macedonian voca
bulary. Of course, they may also represent an older stratum of 
borrowing, one that resulted from contacts with the neighbouring 
Greek communities which took place before Macedonia came 
under the strong influence of the highest forms of Hellenic culture. 
Yet, such assumptions remain highly conjectural .  The possibility 
that some of these words belong to another Indo-European lan-
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guage which in some details at least is very close to Greek can also 
not be totally excluded. 

Other Macedonian words are such that no connection with 
Greek could as yet be established. Some of them are : 

&.�ayva 
&.AL�a 
&AL'Yj 
&.�oc; 
�a�p�v 
��3u 
y63a 
Yo'rriv 
MPUAAOC; 
t��Aa 

, xaucrLa 
Aaxc:M[La 
crripwcra 

'roses' 
'white leprosy of the trees'161 
'boar' 
'wood' 
'lees of olive-oil' 
'air' 
'intestines' 
'a pig' (acc.) 
'oak' 
'good luck' 
'Macedonian heat' 
'salt water drunk by Macedonian peasants' 
'long pike' 

GLYUV'Yj , crLYUVVOC; 'spear'162 

161 In the codices of Hesychius the meaning is given as � A6VU'Yj TWV OBVOeWV 
which can without difficulty be understood as 'white leprosy of the trees'. 
Some scholars have from there restituted 1] A6VU'Yj TO oevoeov 'abele the 
tree' since ASVU'Yj designs the white poplar tree also. Accepting this restitu
tion, BARIC (1926: 221) and KRETSCHMER (1927b: 305) have proposed an 
interesting etymological equation with lE *alisii which exists also in Russ. 
oibxa which has been taken as a proof of non-Greek IndoEuropean descent 
(consider the passage of intervocalic -s- into -z- instead of zero, as would be 
regular in Greek). 

With all due respect for the acumen of these distinguished linguists, it must 
be stressed that this etymology is based on a conjectural meaning and that the 
Indo-European sound complex in the other cognate words such as OHG 
elira, Lat. alnus, OCS jelbxa is by no means clear enough to make such an 
explanation of the Macedonian word as evident as its proponents claim it to be. 
KALLERIS (1954 : 90-) criticises rightly BARIC'S and KRETSCHMER'S etymology 
and quotes all others that have been proposed. His own, according to which 
aAlCa is Greek and has to be connected with dAtp6<; 'dull-white leprosy', 
is based on a root equation of only two phonemic correspondences and a quite 
unclear derivational model. It remains therefore a guess of low probability. 

162 KALLERIS (1954) proposes for many of these words Greek etymologies 
which he himself regards only as hypothetical attempts. 

� 

I 

r 
I, 

r 
! 

l 
I 
I 
I 
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Since our knowledge of ancient Greek is far from complete, every 
one of these words can be Greek with cognates unattested in our 
sources. 

A third and most interesting group of Macedonian glosses is 
composed of words which have obvious Greek cognates but differ 
from them in their phonemic shape to an extent which goes far 
beyond the limits of dialectal variation in ancient Greek. Such 
words are: 

&3� 
&3pa�a 
Mvoc; 
3av�(U 
xc:�aM 
&�poU'rC:C; 

yaM3pa 
raAri3paL, 
Xapri3pa 

'sky' ; cf. Gr. ata�p 'ether, heaven' 
'clear sky' ; cf. Gr. a'l apa 
'death' ; cf. Gr. ariva'roc; 
'kiJl' ; cf. Gr. 8cxvdv 
'head' ; cf. Gr. xc:cpaA� 
(probably corrupted from &�pou.Fc:c;) 'eye
brows' ; cf. Gr. ocppuc:c; 
'ravine', from the toponym 
a town in Pieria or Eordaea, cf. Gr. 
'ravine'. (er. PETRUSEVSKI [1966 : 310] .) 

Here we observe sound correspondences between Greek a cp and 
Macedonian 3 � ;  Greek aL before consonant and Macedonian a ;  
Greek ° and Macedonian a ;  a nominative singular of r-stems 
without the final sonant, as in OI mala 'mother' and Lith. dukte 
'daughter'. 

The examples for these sound correspondences are few and one 
would be inclined to think that the supposed equations are but a 
complex of coincidences if the ancient Greeks had not made the 
same observation regarding the language of the Macedonians. 
They noticed that the Macedonians turned cp into � and spoke 
B�poLa instead of <D�poLa, BriAaxpoc; instead of <DriAOlXpoc;, 
Bc:pc:v[x'Yj instead of <DC:PC:VLX'Yj, and BLALnnOC; instead of (NALnnOC;, 
xc:�aA�' 'head' instead of xc:cpaA�.163 This is a very important differ
ence between Macedonian and all Greek dialects.164 

163 Cf. Etymologicum Magnum and Stephanus Byzantinus S.V. BeeotrY • •  
164 KALLERIS (1954: 85) announces his complete repudiation of these sound 

correspondences, but unfortunately the full discussion of the problem is to 
come in the second volume which has not been published yet. 
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Hatzidakis thinks that � and I) stand for voiced fricatives as in 
Modern Greek and that their voicing in Macedonian is late and 
secondary, there being thus no isogloss with those Indo-European 
languages which turned their voiced aspirate stops into voiced 
un aspirated ones. This he tries to demonstrate on the strength of 
the word xZ�IXM from lE *g'hebhalii in which the first aspirate 
lost its aspiration by dissimilation while still unvoiced, just as in 
any Greek dialect. But since his assumption is based essentially 
on this one example, one cannot be sure that this Macedonian 
word was not reshaped on the Greek model while the real Mace
donian form was YIX�IXA&., preserved in Hesychius without an 
ethnicon.165 

All these words show that Macedonian was somehow close to 
Greek, but also considerably different from it. The words of the 
first and of the second group may in reality constitute but one, which 
in that case can be regarded as dialectal Greek. We know for the 
time being only some lexical morphs of the Macedonian language, 
while the grammatical ones remain unknown since no Macedonian 
text has been preserved. The grammatical morphs are essential 
for the genetical classification of a language as a whole, as opposed 
to its single words, and we are therefore unable to decide which one 
of the groups mentioned above determines the genetical affiliation 
of Macedonian.166 In other words, we cannot decide which of these 
words are inherited and which are loans. 

The situation being such, the data of onomastics become extre
mely important. The Macedonian personal names are Greek in 
their vast majority, at least as far as they are preserved to us. 
Their shape is nonetheless quite different from current classical 
anthroponymy in the Hellenic world and shows some dialectal 
features reminding of the Thessalian tradition. Such names are : 

'Ayeppoc; 
'AI)IX�oc; 
'Aeponoc; 

(short form of Gr. ' Ayepwxoc;) 
(short form of Gr. ' AMfLlXC;) 
(Greek mythological name) 

165 Cf. HATZIDAKIS (1900: 318-9). 
166 Cf. KATICIC (1970 : 1 1 8-) 

I 
I 

I 
, 

AlcrufLvoC; 
, AAe�lXvl)poc; 
'AAX&'VWP 
'AAxeTIXC; 
, AfLtlVTIXC; 
'AfLUVTWP 
'AVT[OX°C; 

. ' ApplX�lX�oc; 
, Apcr�v6"Y) 
B&'AIXXP°C; 
BEpZV[XIX 
B[AL7t7tOC; 
BoplX�oc; 
Bp[crwv 

BpOfLEp6c; 
�PW7t[I)IXC; 
0uvoc; 
K&.plXvoc; 
KZ�IXA�VOC; 
Ko�voc; 
'OtpeAAIXC; 
ITIXPfLzv[WV 
ITzpl)[xxlXC; 
IT TOAZfLlX�OC; 
�&.8wv 
�eAzuxoc; 
<I>�AWTIXC; 
X&'pOC; 
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(Homeric name) 
(Gr. cX.Ae�w 'ward off' ; cX.v�p 'man') 
(Gr. cX.AX� 'prowess' ,  cX.v�p 'man') 
(popular Greek name) 
(Gr. cX.fLuVW 'keep off', common Greek name) 
(the same) 
(Gr. cX.VT[ 'against', �xw 'keep') 
(cf. Gr. ' ApplXtp&.v"Y)c;) 
(cf. Gr. &pcrlX� 'join, fit together', v6oc; 'mind') 
(cf. Gr. tp1XAIXXp6c; 'bald headed') 
(cf. Gr. tpepw 'carry', v[x"Y) 'victory') 
(cf. Gr. tp[Aoc; 'dear', t7t7tOC; 'horse') 
(cf. Gr. <l>OplX�OC;) 
(Gr. �p[ ()w 'to be heavy with' ; cf. Gr. Aucrwv and 

AUW 'unfasten') 
(cf. Gr. �p6fLOC; 'roaring') 
(Solon's brother had the same name) 
(Gr. 8uvoc; 'war') 
(cf. Gr. XO[pIXVOC; 'ruler') 
(cf. Gr. KztplXnvoc;) 
(cf. Gr. xo�v6c; 'common') 
(cf. Gr. 'OtpeAAlXvl)pOC;) 
(cf. Gr. ITIXPfLzv[I)"y)C;) 
(cf. Gr. ITepl)�� (mythical name» 
(Homeric name) 
(Dorian name ; cf. Gr. cr<f8"Y) 'penis') 
(cf. Gr. Azux6c; 'white' and the name Z&'AEUXOC;) 
(cf. Gr. tp[AOC; 'dear') 
(short form of a Greek name in XlXpO-) 

Only a few names like Bupy�voC;, 'E7t6x�AAOC;, �1X��IXTIXPiXc;, and 
TzuTlXfLoC; do not seem to be Greek.167 

The toponyms of Macedonia, as can be expected, suggest a 
considerable variety of etymological affiliations. The many non-

167 Cf. HOFFMANN (1906, 1928). 
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Greek analogies remain, of course, very vague since the languages 
in question (IIIyrian, Thracian, Phrygian) are themselves very little 
and only fragmentarily known.168 Since place names are very stable 
and usually represent an old linguistic stratum, it is important that 
in Macedonia occur such which can unmistakably be recognized 
as Greek words. Such are the names of towns : 

, AXEcrOqJ.EVIXL 
, AAIXAXO[LEVIXL 
, A °t"IXA,xV't""y) 
Ll�ov 
maO[Lev"Y) 
Eup(u7t6� 

(Gr. &xeo[LlX� 'heal, cure') 
(Gr. &AIXAxE�V 'protect') 
(Gr. &'t",xAIXV't"O� 'equal in weight') 
(Gr. a�o� 'heavenly') 
(Gr. E'lao[LlX� 'appear, shine') 
(Gr. Eup(Uic6� 'broad') 

Especially in the valley of the Haliacmon river, the region from 
which the Macedonian power spread over the neighbouring lands, 
the toponyms can easily be interpreted as Greek. Such are the rivers 
'AA�,xX[L(UV (Gr. &A�vM(U 'make to roll', tXx[L(Uv 'meteoric stone, 
anvil', 'rolling stones') ; B6p�opo� (Gr. �6p�opo� 'mire, filth') ; 
" OAYIXVO� (-< F6AyIXVO�, cf. OCS vlaga -< *volga 'humidity') ; 
further the Castoris lacus (Gr. x,xcr't"(UP 'beaver') and the towns 
" Apyo� 'OpEcr't"�x6v ; AiYlXve"Y) (Gr. IXL� 'goat', in the same region ; cf. 
the Slavic toponym Kozane, from koza 'goat') ; Celetrum (Gr. 
xEAe't"plX 'a configuration of the terrain').169 

The evidence at our disposal being such it is no wonder that the 
opinions of scholars on the language of the Macedonians have 
been divided. Some believe that their language was not Greek 
and more or less related to that of their northern neighbours.17o 
Other scholars maintain that Macedonian was a Greek dialect or a 

16B For "IIlyrian", cf. KRAHE (1935). A general analysis in DURIDANOV 
(1968a). 

169 Cf. GEORGIEV (1961 : 24-5, 1966a : 1 89-90). 
170 Cf. MULLER (1825), G. MEYER (1875), THUMB (1907), THUMB - KIECKERS 

(1932), VASMER (1908), KACAROV (1910a, 1 910b), BEsEvLIEv (1932), BUDIMIR 
(1934-35), PISANI (1937), Russu (1938), BARIC (1948), POGHIRC (1960), CHAN
TRAINE (1966). 
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language very much related to  Greek and separated from i t  only by 
a long and almost complete cultural isolation.l71 

With the evidence at our disposal, the problem cannot be solved 
in any valid and final way. Yet, the personal names, Greek in their 
vast majority, but in many cases not belonging to current Greek 
onomastics or displaying dialectal traits, make it very probable that 
the Macedonians, as opp6sed to the population they subdued and 
ruled, spoke a variety of Greek, or at least, an Indo-European 
language closely related to it, as two Slavic or two Germanic 
languages are to each other. This latter possibility cannot be 
completely ruled out because of the peculiar phonological corres
pondences between Greek words and Macedonian glosses. 

One has tried to support the view that Macedonian was a Greek 
dialect by general reasoning. It has been said that a people which 
has conquered the whole world could impossibly have renounced 
the use of its language and that the Macedonians could have 
become the founders and promotors of Hellenism only if they 
were HeUenes themselves.172 However plausible this may seem at 
first glance, it is not true because what in this reasoning is deemed 
impossible, actually happened. Whatever the language of the 
Macedonians might have been, a Greek dialect or a foreign lan
guage, it remains a fact that at the latest since Philip II they used 
officially only the Attic dialect, while every Greek state clung jeal
ously to its own. And whether the Macedonians were of Greek 
stock or not, for HeUenes they were a foreign people. Even Plu
tarchus asserts it, who, writing in the second century A.D. about 
Aratus, an Achaean general of the third century B.c., states that 
the Hellenes always regarded the Macedonian rule as foreign and 

171 Cf. STURZ (1808), FICK (1866, 1 874), KRETSCHMER (1896, 1 927b), HATZI
DAKIS (1 897, 1 900, 1 928), HOFFMANN (1906, 1 928), SOLMSEN (1907), LESNY 
(1909), BUCK (1928), MAYER (1952), KALLERIS (1954), GEORGIEV (1961, 1966). 
Full bibliography in KALLERIS (1954), POGHIRC (1960), DASKALAKIS (1965), 
PUDIC (1966). 

172 Cf. HOFFMANN (1906 : iii), KALLERIS (1954: 47-52), DASKALAKIS (1965 : 
91) .  
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imported from abroad.173 If nevertheless we contend that Mace
donian probably was a Greek dialect or at least a language very 
closely related to Greek, it is only on the strength of Macedonian 
onomastics, especially the personal names, which support such a 
view. 

The whole complex remains obscure and the question open, 
until some original Macedonian text has been found. And it is 
without good reason that · some authors try to suggest that any 
scholar doubting that the Macedonians were of Greek origin is 
either not well informed or of ill will. 

3.2 PAEONIA 

The Paeonians were a people that since oldest times settled on 
the Axius river. Their town was Amydon or Abydon.174 Its site 
was �ear the sea ; we can thus conclude that the Paeonians ori
ginally lived on the sea shore near the lower Axius.175 From there 
they were expelled by the Macedonians.176 Herodotus mentions 
them on the lower Strymon. In his time they also occupied a vast 
stretch of the interior around Lake Prasias and the Pangaion 
mountain and also between the rivers Strymon and Nestos. In 
later times, all these regions were settled by Thracians and ruled by 
Macedonia. The Paeonians were then its northern neighbours on 
the middle Axius and in the 'valleys of its left and right tributaries 
.in the surroundings of the modern towns of Veles, Prilep, and 
Stip. The border with Macedonia was on the Iron Gate (Demir 

173 Vita Arati 1 6 :  ' Evtavrip oe varseov ai5()u; arear'f}Ywv 6v{araro r�v :neei 
rav 'Aueou6etv()ov :nea�tv, ov L:tuvwv{wv ovr5' 'Axwwv u'f}r56p,svoc;, (U}.a UOt
V1)V Ttva ri)c; 'EAAaooc; rveavv{r5a, ri/v Mausr56vwv cpeoveav, 6U6l()6V e�6Aaaat 
.OtaVOOVp,6VOC; I . . . J ravr'f}v oe r�v :nea�tV ovu av apaerOt Ttc; ar56Acp�v :neOa6t:nwv 
ri)c; II6Ao:n{r5ov rov e'f}f3a{ov uai eeaavf3ovAoV rov ' A1J'f}va{ov rveav�'ourov{ac;, 
:n},�v OTt rip p,� :neac; "EA}''f}Vac;, aAAa 6:naurav aex�v Y6yoveVat ;,cai aU6cpvAAOV 
avr'f) r5tnV6YU6V. 

174Jl. 2.848-49 : avrae llvea{xP,'f}C; aY6 II a{ovac; ayuvAor6�ovc; r'f}J,6()6V 6� 
, Ap,vr5wvoc;, an' , A�t01) 6VeV eeovroc; ( . . .  J ;  cf. also 1 6. 287-8 ; 21 . 141-60. 

175 Cf. Strabo 7.fragm. 20 and 41 .  
176 Thucydides 2.99. 

1 � ., 
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Kapija) of the Axi�s (Vardar) north of the modern town of Gev
gelija. From Dardania, Paeonia was separated by the mountains 
through which the Axius passes from the field of Scupi (modern 
Skopje) to the valley of Bylazora (Veles). 

The relations of Paeonia to Macedonia were hostile and Paeonia 
lost its independence to Philip n, but remained a separate kingdom 
under its own rulers. The Macedonians annexed some Paeonian 
territory around the town of Stobi north of the Iron Gate. 

To the ancient writers Paeonia was a separate ethnic individua
lity between IlIyria, Thrace, and the Macedonians .  In the Iliad 
they appear as Trojan allies and were thus regarded as barbarians. 
But on their broader ethnic affiliation there is a disconcerting 
variety of traditions. Homer mentions them in the catalogue of 
the Trojan auxiliaries together with the Thracians and the Thracian 
Kikones. Strabo describes them as Thracians. In another passage 
he connects them with the Phrygians.l77 Herodotus and Thucydides 
distinguish them from the Thracians.178 Herodotus mentions a 
tradition according to which the Paeonians are Teucrian settlers 
from Troy.179 Appian, on the other hand, knows a genealogy in 
which Paion, the eponym of the Paeonians, is the son of Autarieus, 
the eponym of the IlIyrian Autariatae, and father of Skordiskos 
and Triballos, the eponyms of two central Balkanic tribes, one 
Celtic and the other, as far as we know, Thracian.180 This connects 
the Paeonians with the IlIyrian complex, although instead of them 
the Pannonians may be meant, since Appian uses the Paeonian" 
name also to denote that ethnic group. Another genealogy connects 
the Paeonians with the Peloponnesian Epeians :  Paion is the son of 
Endymion and brother of Epeios and Aitolos. The brothers ran 
a race for the throne at Olympia. Epeios won and Paion, vexed 
at his defeat, went to the region beyond the river Axius, and after 

177 Cf. 7.fragm. 1 1  and 37: Tovc; r5e lla{ovac; oi p,iv a:no{uovc; tPevywv oi  
b'aeX'f}ynrac; d:nocpa{vovat. 

178 Cf. Herodotus 7. 1 85 and Thucydides 2.98. 
179 Cf. Herodotus 5. 1 3 .  
180 Cf. Appian, Illyrica 2 ;  PAPAZOGLU (1969 : 54-64, 97-100, 265-72) 
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him that country was named Paeonia.181 This version establishes 
for the Paeonians a Greek affiliation. In the light of these conflicting 
statements it is difficult to decide what kind of language the Paeo
nians spoke. As far as literary evidence goes, Paeonia is a blank 
on the linguistic map of the ancient Balkans.182 

Purely linguistic evidence does not help much further. The only 
Paeonian gloss preserved by ancient writers is [L6voC7to� 'European 
bison', the noblest game of the Paeonians.183 This does not tell 
much. Even onomastic data do not help us to get further. The name 
of the Paeonian tribes (2;�po7t(x£ove:�, rrex�61CAex�, �6�"Y)pe:�, Aex�ex�o�, 
and 'AyptiX've:�) cannot be assigned definitely to any language. 
The same holds true for the names of their towns : BuA&�cupex, 
2;'t"6�m, and " Acr't"��o�. The last one is homonymous with Gr. 
&cr't"��o� 'untrodden', but this correspondence is very much suspect 
for paretymological adaptation or chance similarity. �e:Up£01CO�, a 
western part of Paeonia in the north of the Pelagonian plain, can 
be interpreted as Greek only by a tour de force (it has by some 
scholars been connected with the name of the Dorians), whereas 
the town of 'AAXO[Le:Vex£, which lay in that region, has a name 
which looks quite Greek, but another (2;'t"u�"Y)pex) has not. The 
names of the towns on the lower Axius already mentioned (Elao
[L€v"Y), 'A't"exM.V't""Y), EUpCU1CO�) have a Greek appearance, and even 
rop't"uv£ex, although it has no Greek etymology, belongs definitely 
to Greek toponymy. However, we cannot be sure that these towns 
were named with Paeonian words. The unstable settlement of the 
region of the Axius, the Erigon, and the Strymon makes every 
judgment on the Paeonian language based on toponomastics highly 
problematic. 

The only Paeonian anthroponyms we know something about are 
names of the members of the ruling house and other illustrious 
persons. These are in many cases purely Greek C Ay�c;;, 'Ap£cr't"cuv, 
A€cuv). In other cases the names can be interpreted as Greek, but 
do not belong to current Greek onomastics or show some foreign 

181 Cf. Pausanias 5 . 1 . 3-5. 
182 About Paeonia, cf. LENK (1942) and MERKER (1965). 
183 Cf. Aristotle, Historia animal him 9.45. 
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feature which makes it impossible to regard them without reserve 
as purely Greek : AUXXe:LO�/Au1C1Ce:LO�/AuX1Ce:LO�,184 AuacuA€cuv (hel
lenized by Greek writers as AU't"oA€cuv). Names as �pCU1C£CUV and 
rrohpexo� may and may not be Greek since important analogies 
can be found in the northern Balkans. Other Paeonian personal 
names: A&yyexpo�, rr £yp"Y)�,. Mexv't"u"Y)� (other variant forms : Mexcr't"u"Y)� 
and Mexcr't"£"Y)�), and Didas - are certainly not Greek. The Paeo
nian Dionysos was called �UexAO� and this name, too, does not 
seem to be Greek. One is, on the contrary, tempted to equate it 
as a cognate with Greek .&ucu 'rage, seethe' . 

The evidence at our disposal being so extremely scarce and 
contradictory it is only natural that scholars interested in the 
subject have expressed a variety of opinions. It is quite clear that 
the Paeonians were never Hellenes in any cultural sense. Neverthe
less, some scholars -believe them to be of Greek stock and . their 
language to be another Greek dialect.185 Others think that the 
Paeonians were not Greek. The prevailing opinion is that they were 
"Illyrian", i.e., form a part of the linguistic complex of the ancient 
north-western Balkans.186 Still other scholars believe them to be 
Thracian187 or Phrygian.188 

We know so little about their language that any assertion as to 
their linguistic affiliations seems meaningless.189 The general im
pression is that they did not speak Greek, but had very old con
tacts with the Greek world. The possibility, however, that they 
took a part in the great Greek migration and remained behind 
on the route, and consequently spoke a Greek dialect, or a lost 
Indo-European language closely related to Greek, cannot be 

184 The unstable writing · of this name has been interpreted as denoting an 
Indo-European labio-velar, preserved in Paeonian; cf. KRETSCHMER ( 1896 : 
247-8). BUDIMIR (1950: 27) interprets this as evidence that the Indo-European 
labio-velars were preserved in Pelastic, to which, according to his view, Paeo
nian, too, belonged. 

185 Cf. BELOCH (191 3 :  56-60), SVORONOS (1919), MERKER (1965). 
186 Cf. KRETscHMER (1896: 246-9), TOMASCHEK ( 1893 : 21), KAcARov(1922 : 

23), JOKL (1926 : 38, 45), KRAHE (1925, 1929, 1 955), MAYER (1957). 
187 Cf. DECEV (1957). 
188 Cf. GEORGIEV (1961 : 31-2; 1 966a: 196-7). 
189 Cf. VULI6 (1926). 
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wholly ruled out. They had no part in Hellenic culture nor in the 
Hellenic name and the Hellenes regarded them as northern bar
barians.  In Paeonia, too, the northern border zone of the Greek 
world remains in a historical twilight in which the ethnic and lin
guistic situation cannot be clearly discerned. 

3.3 EPIRUS 

To the west of Macedonia, from the Pindus range to the sea shore 
between the Ambracian gulf and the Acroceraunian promontory 
extends the country that in the most ancient times usually was 
referred to simply as the mainland (�m;�poc;,) as opposed to the 
western islands of the Ionian Sea.190 The region is rugged and 
mountainous, difficult to cross, but in the valleys it is fertile and 
rich. In the early centuries its inhabitants lived in almost complete 
isolation on a primitive cultural level. They were organized into 
tribes, and tribal variety was an outstanding feature of the country 
till Roman times. Strabo refers to this people as to the Epirotic 
tribes, and Theopompus says that they were fourteen. 191 We can 
positively retrieve the names only of eleven : X&ovec;, 0ecr7tpw'roL, 
KcxcrcrW7tCX�OL ,  'Ar.t(jlLAOXOL ,  MOAOHOL, 'A OcxfLiXvec;, AW�XEC;, TUfL
rpCX�OL ,  'Opzcr'rcx�, rrcxpwpcx�o�, 'Anv'riXvec;. 

These tribes were not regarded as Hellenes. The classical writers 
are very explicit in calling them barbarians.192 Only the inhabitants 

190 Cf. Thucydides 1 .47, speaking about the defence of Cercyra : rjaav fii xal 
-r:Ote; Koew()iote; ev -r:fi iprelecp nOAAol TWV {3ae{3aewv naea{3e{3orr{}IJXOTSe;' Ot yae 
TOVTn ijneteQ'lTat alel nou; cpiAOt aVTOte; elalv.- The mainland and its dwellers 
are here opposed to the island of Cercyra and retain their original appellative 
meaning, but they could be also understood as names : Epirus and the Epirots. 

191 Cf. Strabo 7.7.4 :  TaVT'I]V fir} TTjV 6fiov ex TWV neel -r:Tjv 'Enifiapvov 
xal TTjV ' AnoAAwviav Tonwv loiiaw ev fie!;tfj. piv ean Ta ' Hnetewnxa l!()V11 , 
XAV�OPeva -r:0 EtXSAtX0 neAaYSt pixet TOii ' Ap{3eaxtxoii xOAnov, ev aetaTSefj. 
fii TlZ oe'l] TlI TWV ' IAAVetwV a neofitijAIJopsv, xal TlZ l!()v'l] Ta naeDtxoiivTa pixet 
Maxsfioviae; xal IIatovwv. - Further 7.7.5 : Twv piv oiJv 'HnsteWTWV l!()V'l] 
cp'l]alv slvat fgeonopnoe; TSTTaeeaxaifiexa [ . . .  J. - About Epirus, cf. PHILIPPSON 
(1905), KAERST (1905), TREIDLER (1917), HAMMOND (1967), PAJAKOWSKI (1970). 

192 cr. Thucydides 1 .47 (note 61) and 1 .50:  6 XaTa yijv aTe�Toe; TWV {3ae{3a
ewv neoas{3efJO'l]()ijxet as well as 2.80: xal aVT0 naeijaav 'EAAijvwV piv ' Ap-
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of Hellopia in the centre of Epirus around the shrine of Dodona 
were since ancient times recognized as Hellenes.193 Later on, the 
kings of the Molossians, who ruled the whole of Epirus, claimed 
Hellenic descendance and got it generally recognized. Pyrrhos pre
tended to descend from Achilles, he was a Greek sovereign, and 
and Epirus became integrated into the Greek world. 

It was not very difficult for a monarch whose rule extended 
over Hellopia and Dodona to be recognized as a Hellene although 
his subjects were by and large reputed to be barbarians. There was 
an ancient tradition according to which Epirus was the cradle of 
the Hellenes who had from there descended to their historical 
lands, to Thessaly, where they lived in the time described in the 
Homeric poems and from where they gave their name to the Helle
nic community with its specific forms of cult and culture.194 

The movements of population from Epirus to Thessaly have left 
some more traces in the traditions preserved by ancient literature. 
Herodotus writes that the Thessalians had come to Thessaly from 

neaxtWTat xal ' AvaxTOetOt xal AevxafitOt xal ove; aVTOe; l!xwv rjA()e Xi}.tOt 
IIsAonovv'l]aiwv, fJaefJaeOt fii XaoVee; XiAtOt afJaaiAeVTOt, wv ijyOiiVTO eneT'I]aicp 
neoaTaTeiq. ex -r:oii aextxoii yivove; t1>«>TVOe; xal Ntxavwe. EVVeaTeaTeVOVTO 6i 
WTa Xaovwv xal fgeanewTOI afJaaiAeVTOt. MOAoaaoVe; 6i rjye xal 'A-r:w7:avae; 
EafJvAtV()oe; eniTeonoe; wv f9aevnoe; -r:oii fJaatAtwe; l!n nat6oe;, OVTOe;, xal IIaea
vaiove; "Oeot60e; fJaatAeVWV. 'OeiaTat 6i xiAtOt, wv efJaaiAWeV ' AvTioxoe;, pe-r:a 
IIaeavaiwv !;VVeaTeaTSvovTo 'Oeoi6cp , Avnoxov sntTebpavTOe; .  l!nep1pS 68 xal 
IIee6ixxae; xevcpa TWV 'A{}'I]vaiwv xtAtove; Maxe6ovwv, Ot va7:e(!OV rjA()OV. 
- 2.68 ; 2.81 : Xaovse; xal Ot aAAOt fJaefJaeOt.  - 2.82 : Tije; paX'l]e; Tije; neoe; TOVe; 
fJaefJaeove; [ . . .  J. - 3 . 112 :  -Uno fJaefJaewv 'ApcptAOXWV. - 2.68 : about the 
Amphilochian Argos xal ijAAevia()'I]aav TTjV viiv YAwaaav neWTOV ano TWV 
, Ap,neaXtWTWv !;vvotx'l]aavTWv, Ot 6i aA},Ot ' ApcpiAOXOt fJaefJaeoi elaw. - Cf. 
further Strabo in note 10 and 8 .1 .3 : "Ecpoeoe; piv oiJv dexTjv elvat Tije; 'EAAa60e; 
TTjV 'Axaevaviav cp'l]alv ano TWV eaneeiwv peewv. TaVT'I]V yae avv- anTStV 
neWT'I]V TOte; 'HnetewnxOte; l!()veaw. 

193 cr. Herodotus 4. 3 3 :  neWTOVe; Llw6wvaiove; Twv 'EAAijvwv 6ixea()at cf. 
also above p. 20. Another Epirotic oracle, frequented by the Hellenes and 
quite familiar to them, was the Necyomanteion on the Acheron river in the 
country of the Thesprotans ; cf. Herodotus 5.92, 1'J. 

194 Cr. Aristotle, Meteorologica 352 a-b : [ . . .  ] neel TTjV 'EAAa6a TTjV 
'Aexaiav. a1JT'I] 6' eaTtV ij nSet Llw6wv'l]v xat TOV 'AxeA00v. oiJToe; yae nOAAa
xoii TO r}eiipa peTafJifJA'I]X8V" qJxovv yae Ot EeAAOt eVTaii()a xat Ot XaAOVpeVOt 
TOTS piv reatXOt viiv 6' "EAA'I]Ver:;. 
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Thesprotia in Epirus,195 The remnants of the ancient wall, built by 
the Phocians to stop their invasion, were still to be seen in the 
time of the battle at Thermopylae. According to another tradition, 
the descendants ofThessalus had come to the country from Ephyra 
in Thesprotia and had named it after their ancestor.196 

In full accordance with these legendary data is the fact that in ' 

Epirus and western Thessaly there are almost no traces of the 
characteristic Pre-Greek toponymy. One can infer from this that 
the Pre-Greek linguistic substratum did not extend till there. So it 
is most probable that this is really the ancient Hellas, as Aristotle 
says, from where the Greek Indo-Europeans at some time about 
1950 B.C. descended to the south and spread over the flourishing 
Aegean at the end off its Early Bronze Age. 

This conclusion is fully supported by the etymological findings 
of VI. Georgiev who claims that all principal geographic names of 
the area have Greek etymologies with a distinct archaic flavour.197 
Here we can give only some examples : 

" H7tE�P°C; 
'Apyupivo� 
X&OVEC; 
TId:plX.ulX.io� 
@Ecr7tpW't"O£ 

KlX.crcrW7to£ 

MOAocrcro£ 
, AElIX.[LOivEC; 

cf. Gr. �7tE�POC; 'mainland' 
cf. Gr. &pyupoC; 'silver' 
cf. Gr. X&oc; 'void', X&crxw 'yawn, gape' 
- people living at (7tlX.p&) the river ' A.F0oc; 
cf. Gr. 7tp&'t"oc; 'first' and archaic compounds with 
ElE6c; such as ElecrcplX.'t"oc; 'spoken by a god', or 
ElecrxEAoc; 'set in motion by a god' 
'people with brilliant eyes' ; cf. Gr. xexiX.(j[LIX.� 'I shine' 
and (,)tJ; 'eye, face' 
cf. Gr. [LIX.AlX.x6c; 'soft' 
cf. Gr. ElIX.[LeEC; 'crowded' 

195 Herodotus 7.176 :  ewaaAoi nA80v ex ewneWU»V olxfwolluc; yijv T�V 
AloAf8a, dv nee vVV eXr:eaTat. 

196 Strabo 9.5.23 : TtV8C; 88 ano ' Erpveac; Tijc; eecmewTi8oc; anoy6vovc; 
'AvTirpov xai (/Jel8lnnov, TWV eenaAOv TOV 'HeaxAiovc;, eneA86vwc; -ano 
eenaAov TOV saVTWV neoy6vov T�V xweav ovop,aaat. The Thessalian Perrhaebi 
are also known to have lived in the mountains near Dodona and in Northern 
Thessaly; cf. Homer, Il. 2.749-52. 

197 Cf. GEORGIEV (1961 : 1 5-22; 1 966a: 1 80-7). 

A'W�XEC; 
, A[Lq.llAoxo� 
KEpodMIX. 
Boiov 
A&xWuv 
TO[LiXpoC; 
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cf. Gr. lX.t6oc; 'flame' 
cf. Gr. cX.[LCP£ 'around' and AOXOc; 'ambush' 
cf. Gr. XEplX.uv6c; 'lightening' 
cf. Gr. archaic -�owc; 'belonging to oxen' \ 

cf. Gr. AIX.X£C; 'rending', 
cf. 01 tamisram 'darkness' 

TIIX.<1(JlX.p6JV cf. Gr. 7tlX.crcr&pwc; 'a cross' 
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Some of the Greek etymologies proposed by Georgiev for Epiro
tic geographic names �ay be disputable. But the mere fact that it is 
possible to find Greek explanations for almost all of these names 
remains highly significant. Although ancient authors regard the 
Epirots as barbarians, it seems that their country was fully integrated 
into the area of the Greek language. This is confirmed by the dis
covery of inscriptions from 370/368 B.C. in Dodona. The tribes 
represented on them are the Molossians and Thesprotians. These 
texts are entirely in Greek of a north-western brand, and the per
sonal names are all Greek. The language and the names of these 
inscriptions were not suddenly adopted. These tribes certainly 
spoke Greek even before the time of Thucydides. Consequently, he 
called them barbarians without any connotation of non-Greek 
speec

.h. They may have spoken an uncouth and peculiar form of 
Greek, difficult and foreign to the Hellenic ear.198 

This conclusion contrasts very much with the opinion of many 

198 HAMMOND sums up: "The conclusion is of great interest. The archaeolo
gical evidence shows that Greek culture, as revealed in pottery and other 
objects, did not penetrate into iriland Epirus, except at Dodona and there only 
to R very limited extent, until the fourth century. The historical evidence in 
general and Thucydides' description of the tribes of inland Epirus as btirbaroi 
are in agreement with the archaeological evidence. Therefore the idea that 
Greek speech spread from the Greek cities on the coast and superseded an 
indigenous -non-Greek language during the fifth or the sixth centuries cannot 
be seriously entertained. Central Illyria was geographically much more open 
to penetration from Epidamnus, Apollonia, and Bylliace, but Greek speech 
did not supersede Illyrian speech there in the fourth century or later. The con
clusion is, I think, unavoidable that a form of Greek was spoken by the Molos
sians and the Thesprotians and probably by some other tribes throughout the 
Dark Age." (HAMMOND 1967 :  423) 
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linguists and historians, according to which the Epirotic tribes spoke 
a non-Greek language and were linguistically connected with the 
I11yrian area north of the Acroceraunian promontory.199 Kretsch
mer stresses some onomastic analogies with the north-western area. 
Such analogies form a very week basis for conclusions about lin
guistic affiliations, particularly when considering Georgiev;s Greek 
etymologies. 

More important are the linguistic data adduced by NilssOIl . 
Among the Epirotic chieftains mentioned by Thucydides2l,(J 
'OpoLa6� the Paravaean, �1X�UALV eO� and 0&pu� the Molossians, 
and <I>w"t'uo� the Chaonian (if it is not to be read <l>wno�) seem to 
have non-Greek names. Only Nn(&vcop the Chaonian and 'Av"t'toxo� 
the Orestian bear distinctly Greek names.201 Although small in 
number, these names are highly significant since they give us a 
fragment of ancient anthroponymy as it was current among promi
nent Epirots. 

Such as it stands, this short list gives much weight to the opinion 
that the Epirotic tribes were barbarians in the linguistic as well as 
in the cultural sense. Yet, the inscriptions of Dodona, going back 
as far as the beginning of the 4th century B.C., show beyond any 
doubt that the personal names in at least two of the major tribes, 
the Thesprotians and the Molossians, were Greek to the core. Nils
son's list cannot invalidate the conclusiveness of that evidence. The 
data now at our disposal seem to confirm the intuition of those 
scholars who from the very outset tended to believe that the Epirotic 
tribes spoke some sort of north-western Greek dialect.202 

Ifthe Epirotic tribes really belong to the rear-guard of the Dorian 
invasion, it becomes clear why the tribe of the Orestians is in some 
sources mentioned as Epirotic, in others as belonging to upper 

199 Cf.. HAHN ( 1 854: 21 5-), KRETSCHMER (1896: 254-8), NILSSON (1909 : 
1-1 6). 

200 Thucydides 2.80 (cf. note 1 92). 
201 Cf. NILSSON (1909 : 7). 
202 Cf. PICK (1 879), SCHMIDT (1 894), BELOcH (1 897, 1913), and within the 

framework of a complex cultural and historical interpretation LEPoRE (1962). 
About the dialect of the inscriptions from Dodona, cf. SALONIUS (191 1 , 191 5), 
THUMB - KIECKERS (1932: 312-5). 
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Macedonia. This reflects, no doubt, the changing influences and 
overlordship in the high valleys of the Pindus range. But it is much 
easier to understand if all these tribes belong to the complex. of the 
Z evo� MIXXEav6v which lived, according to Herodotus, in that 
mountain area. 

Strabo tells us that in hair-cut, speech, and clothing the Epirots 
were like the Macedonians.203 Thus the circle seems to be closed. 
Yet, in the same sentence he adds that some were bilingual. This 
suggests the admixture of an alloglottic element in Epirus which 
remained hidden under the surface of Greek literacy as displayed 
in the epigraphic records. In this connection, the non-Greek names 
of Epirotic chieftains mentioned by Thucydides become even more 
significant. The more so, as Strabo speaks about the Epirotic bar
barians in a way which can only with difficulty be interpreted as 
referring not to the language, but only to the primitive culture and 
the archaic way of life.204 

Taking into consideration everything we know at present, we 
cannot possibly believe with Kretschmer and other scholars that 
Epirus was in classical antiquity an Illyrian country with only a 
small Greek enclave at Dodona. The Greek ethnic and linguistic 
basis there was much broader. But the possibility must be reckoned 
with that some tribes or parts oftribes were non-Greek and that the 
immigration from the northern linguistic area, which can be traced 
through the whole history of Epirus, had begun already .. at the 
dawn of recorded history, during the Dorian invasion of Greece, 
when large numbers of speakers of Greek left the northern highland 
and went to peninsular Greece.205 

203 Cf. Strabo 7.7. 8 :  eVLOt be uai avpswaav r:ijv lu!;xet Koeuvear; Maueoovtav 
neoaayoeevovaw, aluoAoyoiivr:ec; afta ou uai uove{j ual OtaAeuup uai XAaftv
Ot uat aAAOtC; r:OLOVTOtC; xeWVWt naeankYjatwc;. eVLOt 06 uai otyAWTTOt elat. 

204 Cf. Strabo 7.7.1 on p. 1 7. above ; cf. also note 10. 
205 Cf. HAMMOND (1967 : 424) : "During the Late Bronze Age these same 

tribes must have been further north than they were in the classical period ;  for 
their classical habitat was then occupied by the Doric-speaking and the North
west-Greek-speaking peoples, who moved out during the so-called Dorian 
invasion. We can thus see that there was in the Late Bronze Age a reservoir of 
Greek-speaking peoples in the area of what is now Southern Albania and South
ernmost Jugoslavia." 
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The slopes of the Pindus, in the broadest sense, are the homeland 
of the Greek language; from there it spread to the Hellas of later 
days. But in the highlands remained the rear-guard of the waves of 
Greek migration. It did not take part in the development of Hellenic 
culture and thus remained outside the Hellenic world. And when at 
last this rear-guard made its appearance in Hellenic history, it was 
viewed as the Macedonian and Epirotic barbarians.  It seems that in 
the classical period the Greek linguistic area extended much further 
to the north than the full development of Hellenic culture could 
ever reach. On the eve of Hellenism it was imported there as if in 
foreign countries, which culturally, if not linguistically, indeed they 
were. 

But when the repeated southward movements left behind them a 
population weaker in number than the original one, some non
Greek groups may have come to Epirus and entered its tribal orga
nization. Their traces may be recognizable in the non-Greek names 
of leading Epirots and in the recorded bilingualism of the country. 
Epirus could then be mentioned as an example of a country with a 
non-Greek population on the border of the Greek world. It is 
Strabo who mentions it in that way. 

All this is of course no more than a possibility which obliges us, 
even in the face of the strong evidence which supports the inclusion 
of ancient Epirus into the Greek linguistic area, to have an open 
mind for all indications that may perhaps testify to the admixture 
of a non-Greek language. The question of non-Greek languages in 
ancient Epirus should not be closed altogether since the true situa
tion may be much more complex than the advocates of "pure 
Hellenism" like to admit. We know that on the territory of the 
Macedonian kingdom various non-Greek languages were spoken, 
especially Thracian and, probably, Paeonian. There are reasons to 
suspect that, under different historical conditions, something similar 
may have happened with the Epirotic tribes too. 

At present, we cannot say more. Aside from new discoveries, 
only a deeper analysis of the Greek language on the Epirotic in
scriptions and of the names of Epirotic tribesmen may lead to sub
stantial progress in the field ; only in such a way can it be shown 
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how much of the native Grecity we can detect in the historical 
records. 

Finally, an interesting observation should be stressed. ;The meagre 
results ofIinguistic investigations in the border zone tend to suggest 
that to the ancient Greeks, if there was no strong cultural affinity, 
genetic relationship meant little for the feeling of linguistic identity. 
Greek, or closely cognate, speech was quite naturally qualified as 
barbarian and consequently as foreign when it was not integrated 
into the complex of Hellenic culture. This shows the importance of 
cultural factors in determining linguistic identities. 



4 THE THRACIAN COMPLEX 

4.1 GEOGRAPHIC AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

To the north-east of the Aegean area extended in antiquity the 
country of the Thracians. They were known to the Greeks since 
the most remote past and for all their tribal diversity there was 
never a doubt as to their fundamental ethnic and linguistic unity.206 
Their geographic location is given already by Homer207 and to later 
literary tradition they were the northern people of the continental 
block, a people of large numbers. Dionysius Periegetes expresses 
this attitude by describing the Thracians as holders of boundless 
land.208 Herodotus believes them to be the most numerous people 
on earth after the Indians,209 and Pausanias writes that they were 
inferior in number only to the Celts, reducing thus the comparison 

206 How early the Greeks made the acquaintance of the Thracians is shown 

by the dialectal variety of the form of their name in Greek : in Homeric poetry 

the most ancient Ionian form EiefjtUsc:; is current, alternating with Eief'iusc:;. 
The Attic form is Eie{j.usc:;, feminine Eie{j.najEie{j.aaa. The form Eieetusc:; is also 

attested. The country is called EienU1) or Eie4u1). The Thracians were famous 

as horsemen and for the mountains of their country that were mostly covered 

with snow (ll. 1 4,227-8 : asvm;' erp' lnnonoAw'V Eie'[}uw'V oew 'Vtrpos'VTa, aueo-
'raTac:; uoevrpae;. [ . • .  D· 

207 Cf. ll. 2.844-5 : m1Tae Eie�tUac:; ijy' 'Aua/-tac:; ual IIcfeooc:; fiewe;, oaaove; 
'EAA�ano'VTOe; ayaeeooe; e'VTOe; eeeyst. 

208 Dionysius Periegetes 332 :  Eie�tUSe; ancfeo'Va yaia'V exo'VTCe;. 
209 Herodotus 5.3 : Eie1]tuw'V 158 ef}'Voe; /-teyurro'V ear:; /-tsr:a ys 'Ivaove; na'VTw'V 

d'V{fecvnw'V. 
. 
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to Europe and having the fuller information of a later time.21O More 
detailed geographic knowledge corrected afterwards the picture 
of an endless northern space, and the Danube was soon recognized 
as the northern boundary of Thnice.211 The central area of Thrace 
was even more restricted. Already Hecataeus had designed the 
range ofthe Haemus, mount Balkan of today, as the end ofThrace 
proper.212 In the west, the Axius river seems to have been the 
original border of the Thracian territory. Macedonian expansion 
move� it to the Strymon, and the political border was finally 
establIshed on the Nestos, but this had no ethnic and linguistic 
consequences. Greek colonization expanded over almost the whole 
of the sea coast and thus reduced the Thracian ethnic element to the 
interior. This final delimitation of Thrace proper is accurately 
described by Strabo.213 

The testimony of ancient authors about the existence ofThracian 
groups in Greece seems to be quite trustworthy. Some traces of 
religious and cultural influence can be detected even in the most 
ancient Greek world.214 Thracian groups seem to have settled in 
central Greece .2l5 The cults of Ares and Dionysos were ofThracian 
origin . The names of these gods appear already in the Mycenean 
texts and thus show how old the Thracian influence on Greek 
spiritual life was. The mythical complexes of Orpheus, Thamyris, 

210 Pausanias 1 .9.5 : Eieqxw'V 158 TW'V na'VTw'V ovae'Vse; nAcfove; slal r:w'V a'V()ew
nw'V OTt /-tTJ KSATOl neoe; {lAAo g()'Voe; 8'V a'Vm;sr:aCo'VTt [ . . . ]. 

" 
21l

_
Cf. �erodot�s 5 .8-9 : Tarpat /-t8'V aTJ Ei(1)tuw'V sial aZas. TO 158 neoe; fJoeew 

STt T1)e; xw(1)e; TaVT1)e; ovasle; exst rpeaaat TO dTeSU8e;, O ZTt'VEe; slat (l'V()ewno£ 

�,
lueo'VTCe; aVT�'V, aUa nz nee1]'V ija1) "Jar:eov e(1)/-toe; XW(1) rpat'VsTat eovaa "ai 

anSteoe; . - Cf. also 4.49 ; 80; 99. 
212 Cf. '1AcOBY (1912:  271 5). 
213 Strabo 7.7.4 :  ano 158 Tfje; aexfjc; TW'V Mausaonuw'V oew'V ual TW'V IIaw

'Vtuw'V /-tExet ETeV/-to'Voe; nOTa/-tov Mausao'Vse; TC oluovat ual IIato'Vse; uat Tt'Vse; 
TW'V oest'llw'V Eieq.uw'V' Ta 158 neea'V Er:ev/-to'Voc; ija1] /-texet rov IIo'VTtuov aTo/-ta
roe; uat r:ov AZ/-tov na'VTa Eieq.uw'V eau nATJ'V TfjS naeaAtae;' aVT1) a' vrp 'EAA�'VW'V 
olucir:at, TW'V /-t8'V enl Tf'i IIeonovdOt laev/-te'Vw'V, TW'V 158 erp' 'EAA1)anovTW ual 
T0 MEAa'Vt uOAmp TW'V a' enl r:0 Alyatcp. 

• 

214 Cf. WIESNER (1 963 : 19). 
215 Cf. Strabo 7.7.1 ; text above, p.  17 and footnote 10. Cf. also Thucydides 

2.29; Aristophanes, Lysistrata 563 ; Strabo 9.3. 14;  Pausanias 1 .41 .8. 
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and Eumolpus testify to the same historical connections. In classical 
times, relations between Athens and Thrace were especially close. 

There are traces of a Thracian presence · on the shores of the 
Adriatic. The Histri in Istria were described as a Thracian tribe.2 16 
It is possible that this is a confusion caused by homonymy with the 
ancient Greek denomination of the Danube ("Icr"t"poc;). Indications 
of the presence of Phrygians on the Adriatic are to be taken more 
serious :  under the western variant form of their name (Bpuyec;), 
they appear in the surroundings of Epidamnus/Dyrrachium.2 17 
In hellenistic poetry they are connected with the islands of the 
northern Adriatic.2 1 8 This seems to be only a literary construction. 
More important were the Brygian groups in Macedonia. Herodotus 
mentions them on the Thermaic gulf,2 19 Strabo on the river Erigon,22 
Pseudo-Scymnus near Lake Lychnitis.22 1 Whatever the Phrygians 
were, ethnically and linguistically, they enter the Thracian complex 
in some way or other : while the majority of the people had crossed 
over the Straits to Asia Minor in the big Aegean migration about 
1 100 B.C. and played a part in the destruction of the Hittite empire, 
some smaller groups, called Brygians, were left behind on the 
Balkans.22� 

To the north of mount Haemus, on the banks of the Danube, 
lived peoples whom the ancients included among the Thracians 
in a broader sense, but who appear more often under their own 
ethnic names, their individuality being thus strongly stressed. 
Among them the Mysians were known since the most ancient 
times ; they were mentioned already by Homer who describes Zeus 

216 Cf. Apollodorus frgm. 1 19 ;  Pseudo-Scymnus 390. 
217 Cf. Strabo 7.7. 8 ;  Appianus, Bellum civile 2.39. In the cyclic epic Tele

gonia they are introduced as fighting Odysseus and the Epirotic Thesprotians. 
Cf. Proc1us 5. 

218 Cf. ApolIonius Rhodius 4.330 and 470 with the scholia. 
219 Cf. Herodotus 4.45. 
220 Cf. Strabo 7.7.9. 
221 Cf. Pseudo-Scymnus 434 and 437. 
222 Cf. Herodotus 7.73 : Ot r5l; $evyse;, we; il-Jaufr56vce; AeyoVat, euaMovw 

Betyse; xe6vov oaov Evewn�Wt i6vue; avvotuot ijaav Mausr56at, p,na{3avue; 
r5e ee; 7:�V ' AatTjv fJ.p,a 7:fi xwen uai n\ ovop,a p,s.e{3aAov - Cf. also KRETSCHMER 
(1896 : 1 72-), WIESNER (1963 : 58-). 
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turning his eyes from the Trojan battle field to the country of the 
Thracian horsemen, the Mysians who fight hand to hand, the noble 
milk-fed mare-milkers and the Abians, most observant of duty.223 

The ancient scholars were riot quite sure whether the Poet speaks 
of the Danubian Mysians, which were knowll also as Moesians, 
or of the Mysians who in historical times inhabited a part of north
western Anatolia in the neighbourhood of the Troas. Like the 
Phrygians these Mysians had come from the Thracian Balkans. 
Another people of the Thracian group were the Getae who lived on 
both banks of the lower Danube and were also considered to be 
Thracians.22 4 

A western group of the Getae, inhabiting the region of the south
eastern Carpathians, were called the Dacians. They spoke the same 

223 Cf. Il. 1 3 . 1-7 : 

Zsve; 15' end oiiv Tewae; u uai "Euwea vTjvai neAaaasv, 
7:0Ve; P,Bv ila naea 7:fiat n6vov 7:' eXep,cv uai Ot'VV 
vWAsp,eWe;, aV7:0e; r5B naAtV 7:eensv oaae f{!aeww, 
v6af{!tv Sf{!' lnnon6Awv eenuwv ua()oewp,cvoe; a lav 
Mvawv .' dyxep,axwv uai dyavwv 'InnTjp,oAyrov 
yAaUWf{!aywv, , A{3twv u, r5!uaw7:a7:wv dvDewnwv. 
se; TeotTjv 15' ov nap,nav iln 7:eenev oaae f{!aeww. 

224 Cf. Strabo 7. 3 .2:  Ol 7:otvvv "EAkYJvee; 7:0Ve; rhae; ee{j.uae; vneAap,{3avov' 
qJuovv 15' Sf{!' iuauea 7:0V "Ia7:eov uai OV7:0t uai Ot MVGoi ee{j.uee; ovue; ual 
avwi ual oile; vvv MotGove; UaAOVGW, df{!' wv wep,'Ij()TjGav uai ol vvv p,sw!;v 
Avr5wv ual $evywv uai Tewwv oluovv7:ee; MVGot. uai aV7:oi 15' Ot $evyee; Bet
yse; slGt, eeriut6v n il()voe;, ua()anee uai Mvyr56vee; uai Bee{3evuee; uai Matr5o
{3t()vvoi ual Bt()vvoi ual evvoi, r50uw M ual 7:0Ve; Maetavr5vvove;. OV7:0t P,Bv 7:e
Mwe; sUAeAotnaGt navue; 7:�V EvewnTjV, oE r5B MVGol Gvvep,ewav. - Also 
Strabo 1 2.3. 3 ;  8 . 1 ; Eustathius ad Dionysium Periegetam 322; Constantinus 
Porphyrogenitus, De thematibus 1 . 3 ;  Plinius, Nat. hist. 5 .145 ; Iulius Solinus 
40.20. - There was in Antiquity also a contradictory historical tradition 
according to which the Mysians were an Anatolian people, descended from 
Lydian colonists and cognate with the Lydians and Carians ; cf. Herodotus 7.74: 
OVWt (i.e. MVGot) r5e elGt Avr5wv anotuot ;  - 1 . 171 : anor58tuvvat r5B ev MVAaGotat 
L1 tae; Kaetov Eeav dexaiov, 7:0V MVGoiat P,Bv uai Avr50iGt p,euau we; uaGtyv�7:0tat 
oviat 7:oiat KaeGt· 7:av yae Avr5av uai 7:av MVGav MyoVGt slvat Kaeae; dr5eA
f{!eove;; - 7.8.3 : [ . . . ] on 7:0Ve; MVGove; oE p,ev ee{j.uae; oE r5e Avr5ove; eie'ljuaGt, 
ua7:' aldav naAauiv EGweovvUe; ijv Sav()oe; 6 Avr5ae; yeaf{!St ual Msveuea7:Tje; 
6 'EAat7:Tje; [ o o . J. - Probably acculturation is here wrongly interpreted as 
cognation. In harmony with the tradition about the Anatolian autochthony of 
the Mysians is the tradition about a Mysian invasion of the Balkans ; cf. 
Herodotus 7.20; Dionysius Byzantinus, Anaplus, p. 23.3-8. 
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language as the Getae and thus belonged also to the Thracian 
complex.225 The Getae shared their language with the Thracians.226 
One can thus contend on the authority of ancient writers that the 
Thracian linguistic area extended not only over the northern border 
of Thrace proper, but even over the Danube, although this river 
was universally recognized as the geographic boundary of Thrace 
in the wider sense. 

In the north-west, in the valley of the lower Morava and in the 
valleys of their tributaries, was the country of the Triballi, an impor
tant and powerful ethnic group, which appears usually under its 
own name without further qualification, but sometimes it is said to 
be Thracian.227 

Archaeological research makes it possible to give an outline of 
the historical development of the Thracian area since oldest times. 
In the Neolithic Age, it was divided into two principal cultural 
zones, called after their most characteristic sites. One is Starcevo 
in the west, the other Boian in the east. Starcevo has manifest 
connections with Pre-Greek Sesklo in the south, Boian presents 
many features that link it to Anatolia. 

r At the end of the Stone Age (second half of the third millennium 
B.C.), the picture becomes more differentiated. From Macedonia 
and from Anatolia, over the Straits, radiates the influence of the 
Aegean and Anatolian Bronze Age. Further inland, three cultural 
types of the younger Neolithic can be distinguished, all called after 

225 cr. Strabo 7. 3 . 12 :  TOVr; p,sv yae Lla%ovr; neoaayoesvovat TOVr; (js rhar; 
'p,sv TOVr; near; Tav II6vTOv %s%Atp,Evovr; %at near; dlv lw, Lla%ovr; (js TOVr; slr; 
T' avavTia near; dlv rsep'aviav %at Tar; TOV "IaTeov n1)yar;, oDr; olp,at Llaovr; 
%aAsia8at Ta naAat6v; 13 op,6y}.WTTOt (j' ciatv Ot Ll a%ot Toir; rhatr;. 

226 Cf. Strabo 7. 3 . 10 :  [ . . .  ] naea TWV rSTWV, OP,0YAOJTTOV To ir; Geq.!;tV 118vovr; 
i[ . . .  ]. - Menander in a comedy also introduces a Gete saying navTSr; p,sv Ot 
'Ge{j%sr;, p,aAtara (js Ot rhat ijp,sir; [ . . . ] . - cf. Strabo 7.3.4. 

227 Cf. Herodotus 4.49 ; Thucydides 2.96; Strabo 6.3.1 3 :  [ . . . ] Ta TWV Tet
fJaAAwv 118vor; Geq.%t%av QV. [ . . .  ]; 7.5. 6 :  [ . . . ] Geq.%WV (js TetfJaAAoi [ . . . ]. 
These direct testimonies have more weight than those of Stephanus Byzan
tinus (s.v.) who calls them an Illyrian people and of Appian Illyrica 2 who 
includes their eponym into an Illyrian genealogy. Stephanus and Appian are 
probably under the influence of the system of Roman administration and 
refer to the 'I11yrian provinces' ; cf. Appian, Illyrica 6.  
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characteristic sites : Gumelnita in the east, on the lower Danube 
and south of it, Salcuta in the west, where today Bulgaria borders 
on Yugoslavia, and on the opposite bank of the Danube. Inbe
tween was the area of the Vadastra culture, also on both banks . 
Further to the west there were two late Neolithic cultures : Bubanj 
in the valley of tr..e Morava, and Vinca at its conflnence with the 
Danube. Outside the Thracian area and adjacent to it were the big 
cultural zones of Erosd-Cucuteni-Tripolje in the north as far as the 
Dniestr and the Dniepr, and Butmir in the west all the way to the 
Adriatic. 

This considerable variety of cultural types is the result of a 
crossing and breaking of influences that came from Anatolia and 
the Aegean area on the one hand and from Central Europe on the 
other. The end of the Neolithic and the beginning of the Bronze 
Age soon after 2000 B.C. was characterized by a gradual disintegra
tion of the Erosd-Cucuteni-Tripolje culture in connection with a 
progression of new peoples along the sea-shore. In late Erosd
Cucuteni-Tripolje the first traces of horsemanship in this part of 
the world can be found. This is of special interest here since the 
Thracians were from most ancient times famous as horsemen. The 
cultural type coming from the north-east and progressing along the 
Black sea to the Thracian lands is characterized by battle-axes, 
pottery ornamented with strings (Schnurkeramik), graves strewn 
with ochre, and horsemanship. Similar cultural elements are con
nected with the invasion of Greece by Greek-speaking tribes at the 
beginning of the Aegean Middle Bronze Age. It has therefore been 
assumed that the immigration of Indo-European Thracians into 
Thrace was a part of the same general movement and took place 
somewhere about 2000 B.C. 

Thus, if the Neolithic cultures of Thrace were Pre-Thracian, the 
Bronze Age is generally believed to have been already Thracian. 
There are, however, some archaeologists and linguists who believe 
that the Thracian stratum is autochthonous in Thrace. In fact, it is 
not easy to say whether there was a Pre-Thracian substratum in 
Thrace since we do not know enough about the language ; yet on 
the whole it is very probable. 
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The Thracian Bronze Age is in its general outlines an extension 
and an intensification of Aegean and Anatolian influences with a 
strong admixture of the north-eastern cultural type of the battle
axes and the ochre-graves. 

After a long respite of peaceful development, which led to a 
flowering of Bronze Age culture in the 16th century B.C. and 
continued till the 13th, a new period of migrations and big popula
tion shifts began. It is generally known as the Aegean Migration. 
It was aJmge movement that upset the whole Balkans, entered deep 
into Asia Minor, and reached Palestine and the shores of Egypt. 
No details are known. In the course of this migration the Mysians 
and the Phrygians came to their historical homelands, the Philis
tines appeared in the Middle East, and the Peoples· of the Sea 
threatened Egypt. In the same wave of migrations, the Mycenean 
culture in Greece came to an end, and the Dorian and North
Eastern Greeks reached their historical habitat. 

The Thracian ethnic and linguistic situation of classical times 
resulted thus basically from the Aegean Migration. In the eighth 
and seventh centuries B.C., a new major move'ment of populations 
took place. The main motors of this shift were the Scythians and the 
Cimmerians. Tribes from Thrace proper, Thracians in the narrowest 
sense of the word, were then pushed over the Straits from the 
Balkans to Asia Minor. In its extreme north-west thus settled the 
B�6uvo£, the Tp'ljpe:�, and the TPIXAAe:L�, all Thracian tribes of quite 
the same type as those on the Balkans. 

On the other side of the Straits was the country of the 0uvoL 
On their shore the Megarians founded their colony of Byzantium. 
The Thracian Chersonnesus (the Peninsula of Gallipoli of today) 
was inhabited by the /)"6)\oyx�� .  The shore to the west of this penin
sula was held by the ' Ay;£v6wL The IIIXL't'o� settled at the mouth of 
the Hebrus and from there westward, the Bevvo� further up the 
river. Further west on the shore of the Aegean lived the K£xove:� , 
famous already to Homer for their wine, and the 2:chOL ,  mentioned 
by Archilochus as the warlike inhabitants of the coast opposite 
Thasos. In historical times, the II£e:pe:� settled on the sea-shore east 
of the Strymon after they were expelled from southernmost Mace-
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donia. At the Pangaios mountain, more inland, lived the 'Ha&ve:�, 
and more inland still, on the Strymon, the closely related 'Oa6fLlXv
't'e:�. Mainly on the western bank of the Strymon appear the B�(j(f.A
't'1X�, interior above ChaIcidice the Kp'Y)()'t'&ve:�, Ij-nd the Muya6ve:� 
and 2:£ewve:� on the peninSUla itself. The islands of the northern 
Aegean originally also had a Thracian popUlation. There are traces 
of Edonians on Thasos and of Saians on Samothrace. On Lemnos 
lived the Thracian 2:£v't'�e:�. Mythological traces of a Thracian popu
lation are the sons of Boreas, the Thracian wind, on Naxos, Imbros, 
and Cos. 

North of this coastal fringe lived the Thracian hill tribes. In the 
central mountains of the Rhodope, the Thracian hills 'Covered with 
snow,228 settled four tribes (the B'Y)()()o(, the 2:&'t'PIX�, the/),.Lo�, and the 
/)"�6�'Y)()()o�). They formed some sort of tribal confederation ('t'e:'t'PIX
XWPL't'IX�) and were famous for their oracle of Dionysos. They ex
panded their territory and conquered their southern neighbours. 

To the west of the central hill tribes, in the upper valley of the 
Strymon, lived the MIX�ao(, and north of them, on the springs of the 
river, the /),.IXVeIXA'lj't'IX�. In the east, between the central tribes and the 
shore cif the Black Sea was the country of the 'oapU()IX�. This was the 
most powerful tribe in Thrace, which had founded a kingdom that 
for a time in the 5th century B.C. ruled directly or indirectly almost 
the whole of the country. Their kings were allies of Athens.  Even the 
cult of the Thracian Artemis �endis was officially introduced there. 

Still further north, on the border of Thrace proper, settled the 
TpIXU()O£, the Tp'ljpe:� (who remained there when part of their people 
left for Asia Minor), and the 2:epalX� in the extreme west (in the 
valley of Sofia whose ancient name was Serdica) ; furthermore the 
'Ap't'&xw� in the Haemus, and the Ke:p��vw� on the uppermost 
Hebrus. 

Of the tribes outside Thrace proper the Triballi, the Mysians, the 
Getae, and the Dacians have already been mentioned and their 
habitats sketched. An important tribe on the �arisus river in the 
Banat of today were the 'Ay&eUp()OL. 

228 Cf. Homer, 11. 14.227-8. 
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All this tribal variety can on the authority of the ancient sources 
be regarded as the ethnic and linguistic complex of which the Thra
cian people was composed. In spite of their failure ever to become an 
outstanding political or cultural factor in the ancient world, the 
Thracians were important for their horsemanship, their inspiring 
lore that commanded the respect of the highly cultivated Greeks 
and Romans, for the vitality their blood gave to the ancient world, 
and, above all, for the deep spiritual influence they exercised on the 
Greeks at the very beginning of their history. 

Although the Thracians were exposed to an all-pervasive helleni
zation and romanization, which in late antiquity led to an almost 
complete extinction of their language, in some regions at least 
Thracian was spoken till the immigration of a Slavic population in 
the early Middle Ages. The language of the Bessi is mentioned as 
being in ecclesiastic use as late as the 6th century A.D.229 

It can be shown on the basis of toponomastic material that the 
Slavs came in direct contact with Thracians who still spoke their 
language; cf. Bulg. Plovdiv from Thracian Pulpudeva and not from 
Greek <PLAm7tOU7tOALC;. 

These introductory notes on the geographical and historical 
background of the Thracian complex are necessary for a full under
standing of its linguistic aspects.230 

229 Cf. Symeon Metaphrastes, Migne, Patrologia Graeca 1 1 4, p. 505c : 
the monk Theodosius (529) built on the eastern bank of the Jordan a monastery 
and in it four holy buildings : lill be iJevTieq) be 7:0 7:WV Bwawv yivor; 7:n arpe
Tieq, rpwv[j np UOtVqJ LJ wn67:ll 7:de; evxdr; aneb[bov [ . . .  J. - Antoninus of Pla
centia, Itinerarium (ed. Gildemeister) c. 37, found in a monastery at the foot 
of the Sinai : tres abbates, scientes linguas, hoc est Latinam, Bessam et Grae
cam, Syriacam et Aegyptiacam. There are scholars who believe that this lan
guage of the Bessi was not Thracian but Abyssinian or Iberian (Georgian), 
or vulgar Latin from Thrace; cf. Russu (1969a : 194-5). 

230 About Thrace, the Thracians, the Dacians, the Phrygians, and the Mysi
ans, cf. TOMASCHEK (1893), KRETSCHMER (1896: 171-243), OBERHUMMER (1936), 
LENK (1936), BETZ (1936), KACAROV (1936), WIESNER (1963), PAPAZOGLU (1969), 
BRANDIS (1901), RUGE (1941), FRIEDRICH (1941), OBERHUMMER (1897), JOKL 
(1927-28), WERNER (1969). 
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4.2 THE LANGUAGE 

Our knowledge of the Thracian language is not proportionate to 
the numbers of its speakers and to its importancre in the ancient 
world. It has almost completely disappeared, as the language of the 
Gauls and of so many Germanic tribes also did, because it always 
remained outside the sphere of ancient culture and literature. We 
happen to know that Ovidius during his exile in Tomi wrote poetry 
in the Getic dialect.231 Unfortunately, nothing of it is preserved and 
the whole experiment remained quite exceptional. No Thracian 
literacy was ever developed, although the Greek, and presumably 
also the Latin, alphabet was sometimes used in a crude and awk
ward way. Two Thracian inscriptions in Greek characters have 
survived.  One is engraved on the plate of a golden ring found in a 
grave mound close to the Bulgarian village of Ezerovo near 
Plovdiv. The inscription is from the fifth century RC. and consists 
of nin,e short lines written in continua. It is impossible to delimit 
the words in any non-arbitrary way. The many attempts at an 
interpretation have therefore remained only tentative and no con
sensus among scholars has been achieved.�32 

The other inscription was also found in Bulgaria : in 1 965, near 
the village of Kjolmen in the district of Preslav. It is engraved on a 
massive tombstone. It dates from the sixth century RC, is written 

. in Greek characters and some words are separated by dots. It con
sists of three short lines. A tentative interpretation has been given 
by Georgiev.233 

These original texts, although precious, are much too scant and 
their interpretation not sure enough to be of any real value for the 

231 Cf. Ex Ponto 4. 1 3. 19-20 : Getico scripsi sermone libel/um structaque sunt 
nostris barbara verba modis. 

232 A full survey and a discussion of the attempts of FILOV, PARVAN, 
KRETSCHMER, DECEV, HIRT, OLSEN, RIBEZZO, SEURE, BASANAVICIUS, SRBA, 
AposToLIDEs, PISANI, BLUMENTHAL, KORINEK, VAN GINNEKEN and GEORGIEv is 
given by DECEV (1957 : 266-82). 

233 Cf. GEORGIEV (1966b). Other texts that GEORGIEV believes to be Thracian 
cannot be really interpreted in that way ; cf. GEORGIEV (1957b : 5-53 ; 1 966a : 
1 30-2). 
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study ofThracian. One has therefore to resort to other sources, such 
as glosses and proper names, which, although of a much less satis
factory nature give the only dependable information on the Thrac
ian language we can for the time being utilize. It goes without saying 
that under the prevailing circumstances our knowledge of the 
Thracian language remains fragmentary and tentative. 

As early as the 19th century, the Thracian language attracted the 
attention of such lndo-Europeanists and Orientalists as Grimm, 
Leo, de Lagarde, Roesler, and Fick.234 The real basis of modern 
scholarship in this field was laid by W. Tomaschek in his fundamen
tal monograph.235 Other specialists in this branch of learning devel
oped it further.236 We have now at our disposal an imposing num
ber of syntheses in which the results of research are systematically 
presented and easily accessible. Tomaschek's work has now been 
fully replaced by a complete collection of Thracian linguistic 
data237, and five sketches of a comparative grammar of Thracian 
have been written.238 Thracian has thus become a field of easy 
access to students of linguistics, and even to those of history and 
archaeology. Here we shall concentrate only on the main problems. 

F or the study of Thracian we have at our disposal about sixty 
glosses, a fairly high number, which makes an etymological ap
proach possible. It can therefore be shown with a high probability 
that Thracian was an Indo-European language. This can be illus
trated here only with some representative etymologies : 239 

�6ALVeO� 'European bison' : IE *bh!-ent-/bh!-en- ; cf. OE bula 
'bull' 

234 Cf. Russu (·19(i9a: 63-5). 
235 cr. TOMASCIWi (1 893-94) Russu (1969a : 65-7) quotes also his other 

papers. 
236 About the contributions of G. MEYER, KRETSCHMER, HIRT, DECEV, 

MLADENOV, SEURE, MATEESCU, PARVAN, SCHRADER and Russu, with a critical 
discussion, cf. Russu (1969a : 67-82). 

237 cr. DECEV (1957) and VLAHOV (1964). 
238 cr. JOKL (1929), BRANDENSTEIN (1936), DECEV (1952, 1960), GEORGIEV 

(1957, 1966a), Russu (1959, 1 964, 1969a). 
239 For the etymological material, cf. the works mentioned in the preceding 

note. 
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IE *wriya; cf. Toch. A ri, Toch. B rrye 'town' 
'rye' : IE *wrzgh- ; cf. 01 vrlhis 'rice' or IE *bregh- ; cf. 

Norw. brok 'a kind of grass' 
'barber' : IE *bhrl-l- ; cf. OCS briti 'shave' 
'guitarre' : IE *bhY11::kos; cf. OCS br(!kati 'make a 

noise', Pol. brz(!k 'noise', Gr. Eol. 'P6PfLuy� 
'beer' : lE *bhruto- ; cf. OE brod 'soup', Lat. defrutum 

'cooked grape juice' 

'meat' : lE *gWhento- 'struck, cut' ; cf. 01 hantvas 'who 
is to be struck', hantar 'killer', OCS z(!tva 'harvest', 
Z(!teljb 'harvester' 

gestistyrum 'locus possessorum' : lE *ghendti-sturo- ; �f. Alb. gjet 
'get', Lat. pre-hendo 'take', and Lith. stovit 'post' 

. �o('AfL6� 'skin' : IE *kelm-/kolm- ; cf. 01 sarman 'protection', 
Goth. hUms 'helmet' 

�e't"pO(.[O(. 'pipkin' : IE *gheutr- ; cf. Gr. XU't"PO(. 'pipkin' 
��Ao('�, �eAiX�, �eLM, �[Ao('L 'wine' ; IE *ghelo- ; cf. 01 hala 

'brandy', Gr. XrXAL� 'pure wine' 
fLO(.vMx'YJ� 'band to tie trusses' : IE *bhondhoko- ; cf. 01 bandhakas 

'binder' 
(JxrXAfL'YJ 'knife, sword' : IE *skolma; cf. ON sk(Jlm 'prong' 

The conclusion that Thracian is an Indo-European language is 
confirmed by the etymological analysis of personal and other names . 
Not only are the Thracian personal names very often compounds 
of the type well known in the anthroponymy ofIndo-Iranian, Greek, 
Slavic, Germanic, and Celtic, but some of the Thracian lexical ele- . 
ments invite on Indo-European etymologization in a way which 
cannot easily be regarded as fortuitous. These etymologies are, of 
course, less well founded than the preceding ones since the meaning 
remains conjectural. But in connection with the etymological inter
pretation of glosses they have some definite weight. Some of these 
onomastic elements are : 

O(.t� - in At�LX�, the name of a part of Thrace : lE *aig- ; 
cf. Gr. O(.I� 'goat' 
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in Be�puxz� name of a tribe : lE *bhebhrus; cf. 01 
babhrus 'brown' and Lith. bebrus, OHG bibar 
'beaver' 
in the toponyms Bepyrx, Bepy�crov, BzpyoUA"Y] : 
lE *bhergh- ; cf. OCS breg'b 'bank, mountain', Germ. 
Berg 'mountain' 
in the toponym Bu�liv-nov and in the personal 
names Bu�rx�, Bu�"Y]� etc. : lE *bhiigo- ; cf. Avest. 
bftza- 'he-goat', Arm. buz 'lamb' 
in the toponyms rzp[J.rxvlrx, rzp[J.rx�, rep[J.zvvz, 
rep[J.rx�, Germisara : lE *gWherm-;  cf. Gr. 8zp[J.6�, 
Lat.jormus, 01 gharmas - all 'hot' 
in the names of the towns Beodizos, Burtudizos, 
Ostudizo, and Tup6a��rx, and in the personal names 
.1.��rx�BA[J.��, .1.��rx7t"Y]�" and .1.��rxcr't""Y]� : lE *digh- ; 
cf. OPers. dida 'fortress', also Gr. 't"dxo� 'wall' 
in the personal names Esbenus, 'Ecr�zvzw�, 
'E��zv�� : lE *ekwos; cf. 01 asvas, Lat. equus 
'horse' 
in the personal names Zrx�xrx, zrx�xzazv8"Y]�, 
Saecus, Zaecethures, Zaecaepor : lE *ghiii- ; cf. 
OCS zajf[Cb 'hare', Lat. haedus 'young he-goat', 
Goth. gaits 'goat', 01 hayas 'horse' and jihlte 
'jumps', Arm. ji 'horse' 
in the toponym ZIiAarx7trx and in the ethnica 
�rxAao�ucrcr"Y]v6�, �rxAaoXZA"Y]v6� : lE *ghold- ; cf. 
Goth. gulp and OCS zlato. both 'gold' 
in the personal names AUAou�ev"Y]�, Diuzenes, 
Mucasenus, etc. : lE -genes; cf. Gr. .1.wyev"Y]� 
in Z"Y]p�v8lrx and Zerynthius (epitheta of Artemis 
and ApoIlon) : lE *ghwer- ; cf. Gr. 8�p, Lat. jera, 
OCS zverb, and Lith. iveris, all 'wild beast' ; cf. the 
Greek epiclesis of Artemis : 7t6't"v�rx 8"Y]p&v 
in the toponyms KZAA"Y] and Syracella, and in the 
ethnica KZAA"Y]v6� and �rxAaoXZAA"Y]v6� : lE *gWelna ; 
cf. OHG quella 'spring' 
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xo�rx- in the personal names Ko�rx�, KO�z�Arx�, Ko����8u�, 
Ko��v8"Y]�, Ko�w't""Y]�, Ko�z�xzv eo�, etc. : lE *koga ; 
cf. OCS koza 'goat' 

[J.rxp� in the place names Marene and Tramarisca, and in 
the name of the river Mlip�cro� : lE *mari ; cf. Lat. 
mare and OCS more, both 'sea' (originally 
'marsh') 

[J.rxpo- in the personal names B"Y]p�[J.rxpo�, Z[J.zP't"o[J.rxpo�, 
Krxpm[J.rxpo�, and Krxp't"o[J.rxpo� : lE *mero-/moro-/ 
maro- ; cf. : Gr. E:yxzcrl[J.wpo� 'great in fighting with 
the spear' ; OIr . mor, mar 'big' ; Goth.�mers 'big'. 
Cf. also the Celtic names Catumarus, Dannomarus, 
Maromagus, and Germ. Volkmar and Hlodomar, 
ORuss. Volodimir'b, OCS Vladimir'b 

-7trxprx in the names of towns such as Brx�o7trxprx, Bzva�-
7trxprx, B"Y]pl7trxprx, B6cr7trxprx, Bpzv't"o7trxprx, rz),OU7trxprx, 
LlrxpM7trxprx, and many others : lE *per-/por- ; cf. 01 
paras, Gr. 7t6po� 'ford, ferry, river' 

-7tOp�� in personal names such as AUAOU7tOp��, .1.rxAZ7tOp��, 
.1.�vamop��, KZ't"pmop��, Moxrx7top��, ' Prx�crXOU7tOp��, 
Aulupor, Zecaepor, Natoporus : lE *por- ; cf. Gr. 
7t6p't"� 'calf' and Lat. parere 'bear' 

p"y]cr- in the personal name 'P�cro� (a Thracian king men
tioned by Homer) : lE *reg- ; cf. 01 raja, Lat. rex, 
and Gall. -rix, all 'king' 

crzP[J.- in �ep[J."Y] (name of a river) and in the name of the 
town �ZP[J.UA"Y] : lE *serm- ; cf. 01 sarmas 'stream' 

crou"y]'t"ou),- in �ou"Y]'t"ouA"Y]v6�, �ou�'t"ouA"Y]v6� (epitheton of a 
hero) : lE *kwoitulo-/kwoitilo- ; cf. OCS svetbl'b 'clear, 
bright' 

cr7trxprx- in the personal names �7trxpliaoxo� and �7tlip't"rxxo� : 
lE *sparo- ; cf. Lat. sparus and Germ. Speer, both 
'lance' 

ut- in the names of the rivers Utus, O\hw�, and others : 
lE *udo(r) ; cf. Gr. Gawp and 01 udakam, both 
'water' 
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wisa- in the ethnica �aAaoouLO"O""tJv6<;, �aAaooLO"O""tJv6<;, 
�aA"t"o�uO"O""tJv6<; : lE *wiso- ; cf. 01 vi�am 'poison' 
(originally liquid'). Cf. also Gr. 16<; and Lat. virus, 
both 'poison' 

These selected examples convey a fairly well founded idea of the 
possibilities and the limitations of Thracian etymology. Far from 
being sure, especially when the source material is onomastic and 
the meanings hence only presumed, these equations are by far too 
plausible and present such an undeniable possibility of Indo-Euro
pean etymological interpretation that they cllnnot be rejected as 
unworthy of consideration, but for all their lack of full probabilis
tic security, have to be taken most seriously into consideration, 
with all due reserve, of course, and with an open mind for possible 
corrections. In this field of Indo-European etymology it is 
impossible to reach the standard degree of certainty and defini
teness . 

Having thus at our disposal a set of Thracian etymologies which, 
for all their weaknesses, allow us to regard with confidence Thracian 
as an Indo-European language, it becomes necessary to examine, at 
least roughly, its phonemic correspondences and to integrate it, 
as well as possible, into the network of Indo-European comparative 
linguistics. Such an attempt has, of course, to overcome very 
serious difficulties of which the small number and poor quality of 
the etymological equations is only one. Another major difficulty is 
the indirect tradition of this linguistic material. 

Everything one can work with was transmitted through the 
medium of Greek or Latin ; it was written by people speaking these 
languages and belonging to the cultural sphere of European Anti
quity. This means that philological care in the handling of words 
that belonged to barbarian languages was something completely 
foreign to them. Our Thracian material does not derive directly from 
native speakers, not even in the sense in which our Greek and Latin 
material does but it is known only through a probably careless adap
tation to Greek linguistic usage and lingiJistic convenience. It 
should not be forgotten that every speaker of Greek thought highly 
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of his own inability to reproduce a Thracian word accurately and 
appreciated this as a sign of cultural refinement. The Greek and 
Latin spellings of Thracian names and glosses are therefore only 
approximations far below, the standards of ancient orthography. 
Many dilemmas of Thracian comparative phonology are caused by 
this state of affairs. 

The central problem of Thracian cons.onantism is whether for 
this language a consonant shift, comparable to that of Germanic, 
Armenian, and possibly Pelasgian, has to be assumed or not. In the 
last analysis this is a question of the interpretation of Greek and 
Latin spellings. It can be reduced to the alternative choice of the 
variant forms �7t&p't"axo<; or �7tap't"uxo<;, Bitus or Bithus: Agata
para or Breierophara as basic and more adequate renderings of the 
Thracian forms. In the same way one has to choose between 
BpLav't"Lx� and Priantae, KpaO"'t"U)v[a and rpaO"'t"U)v[a, �7tap&aoxo<; 
and �7t&p't"axo<;. It is clear that in such a matter the opinions of the 
scholars remain divided and divergent. The only safe conclusion 
is that Greek and Latin writers met with difficulties when rendering 
Thracian stops in their familiar alphabet. This has been explained 
in three ways : as a full-fledged consonant shift,240 as the ortho
graphic representation of an articulation of stops somehow different 
from the Greek one and similar to the articulation of stops in 
Albanian,241 as a late attempt at graphical grecization.242 

The Indo-European palatal stops seem to appear in Thracian as 
sibilants . In this respect Thracian is, as far as our present knowledge 
goes, most probably a satem language ; see above the etymologies 
of �p[�a, �aAfL6<;, �E"t"pa[a, ��Aa<;, a1�-, �u�a-, aL�a, to"�-, �aLxa, 
�aAa-, -�EV"tJ<;, �"tJP Lv (h xo�a-, P"tJO"-, and O"OU"tJ"t"OUA-. 
In this point the opinions of scholars converge. They are less un
animous about the Thracian development of Indo-European labio
velars. In some etymologies they appear as pure velars (cf. above 
yenov, YEPfL-, and xeAA"tJ). This is the development one should 
expect in a satem language. Most scholars accept such an interpret-

240 Cf. DECEV (1960 : 148-55) and GEORGIEV (1966a : 129). 
241 Cf. JOKL (1929 : 289-90). 
242 CLRussu (1 9G9a : 1 67). 
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ation of the etymological data.243 Others believe that the original 
labio-velars were, at least partly, preserved in Thracian. This view 
is based on the toponyms KouL[.Le3cx.�cx. 'AXUZVUcrLOv and the 
Dacian plant names xocx.M[.Lcx. and yOUOA�-rcx., translated as 7to-rcx.[.LO
yd-r6)v 'pondweed' and Adj6cr7tzp[.L0v 'gromwell' .  In the first 
plant name the word lE *akwii 'water' is recognized.244 The evi
dence in favour of a merger of pure velars and labiovelars appears to 
be stronger. 

Thracian preserves the distinction between the Indo-European 
liquidae r and I, and the nasals m and n remain also unchanged. 
The same applies to the spirant s. Examples can easily be found 
among the etymologies quoted above. The inadequacy of Greek 
writing does not allow us to be as positive about y and w. 

A most characteristic Thracian feature is the alternation of b 
and m. ef. : 

'A�u3wv : 'A[.Lu3wv 
'Av3pcx.�u<; : 'A3pcx.[.Lu<; 
B&pyo<; : M&pyo<; 
B&cr-rZLpcx. : M&cr-rZLpcx. 
Bzv3�<; : Mzv3�<; 
Bou�z6<; : Moucrcx.�o<; 
�6�"Y)po<; : Domerus 
�Zp�OA[cx. : �ZP[.LUA[cx. 
TL�LcrXO<; : TL[.L"Y)crL<; 

Other Thracian consonantal changes are the insertion of t be
tween s and r (cf. �-rpu[.Lwv : IE *sru- 'stream' ; cf. Gr. pu6[.L6<; 
'any regularly recurring motion' and pucx.� 'rushing stream' ; 
" lcr-rpo<; : lE *isaros 'strong, swift' ; cf. 01 i#ras 'swift' and Gr. kp6<; 
'strong, sacred'), further the assibilation of dentals before palatal 

243 cr. DECEV (1960: 1 59-61), GEORGIEV (1966a : 129), Russu (1969a : 1 68). 
244 This view is a part of the Pelastk theory as proposed by BUDIMIR (cf. 

above p. 63-). Based on the examples quoted here, it is put forward by JOKL 
(1929 : 293). 

245 Cf. DECEV (1 960 : 1 67-8) and POGHIRC (1963). 

J 

I 
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phonemes (cf. Bzv3�<; : BZV�ZL<; ; �ZL�IX<; : ZZL�cx.<; ; Dines : 
Zines; Diu-zenes : Zie-pyrus; Z�zA6LOUp3o<; : Z�zAcroup3o<; ; 
�Lepvcx. : Zepv"Y)<;) and the change of velars in the same position 
into affricatae (cf. Klv-ro<; : Tzinto ; Mucipara : Mou-r�[7tIXPcx.). 

The Thracian vocalism presents even more difficulties since the 
graphic rendering is still less stable, and many forms are suspect of 
adaptation to Greek models. The central problem is that of IE o. 
It cannot be established with certainty whether it merged with a or 
remained distinct from it. There is much hesitation in the rendering 
of Thracian names (cf. IIop6ALcrcro<; : Paralisenses; Costoboci : 
Castabocae; M�-roxo<; : M�-rcx.xo<; ; Potaissa : Patavissa). Many et
ymologies seem to confirm that lE short 0 appears in Thracian as a 
(cf. above �IXA[.L6<;, [.Lcx.vMx"Y), crX&A[.L"Y), �cx.A3-, -7tcx.pIX). Some 
scholars take this to be the effect of regular sound change and ex
plain all contrary examples otherwise : either as adaptations to 
Greek sound patterns or as being of some other (Phrygian e.g.) 
and not ofThracian origin, or as a foreign rendering of Thracian u 
which like all vowels seems to have been articulated very openly.246 

There is also the explanation that Thracian itself was differentia
ted in this respect, some dialects preserving 0, others merging it 
with a.247 The view has also been put forward that Thracian pre
served the opposition between a and 0, all mergers being late dialec
tal developments without importance for the comparative charac
terization of the language.248 

Son antic liquidae and nasals seem to have developed an auxiliary 
vowel which in Greek writing appears as u or 0 ; cf. above the et
ymologies of �6ALV6o<; and �puVX6<;).249 

Although some of the results obtained by the comparative phono
logy of Thracian are fairly sound and can be reasonably trusted, 
there is no doubt that this kind of studies is based on some bpti
mistic overconfidence in the power of the etymological method. The 
authors write as if it was possible to establish firm equations where 

246 Cf. DECEV (1 960 : 1 75-6), GEORGIEV (1960 : 1 04-6 ; 1 966a : 129). 
247 Cf. JOKL (1929 : 284-5). 
248 Cf. Russu (1969a : 1 64-5). 
249 Cf. DECEV (1960: 1 84-5) and GEORGIEV (1966a : 129). 
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- as in reality - a fairly probable guess is already a remarkable 
success. In this field, we admittedly know something, but it is not 
probable that we shall ever know much more. In any case, this is 
not the part of Thracian studies that seems to hold the greatest 
promise. 

The etymological investigations of the Thracian linguistic mater
ial thus show that Thracian was an Indo-European satem language 
with a history of sound change very similar to and almost indistin
guishable from Georgiev's Pelasgian. One cannot help wondering 
whether the most trustworthy Pelasgian etymologies are not just 
indications of very ancient Thracian loans in the Greek vocabulary. 

The preserved fragments of the Thracian vocabulary show a 
marked tendency toward correspondences with Slavic and Baltic 
forms.25o These are correspondences of whole words, not only of 
roots, and thus testify to a remarkable closeness of Thracian to the 
Indo-European languages north of it. 

Of considerable importance are recent attempts to approach the 
Thracian material from the point of view of onomastics. In this 
way, its study becomes much more fruitful for the history of culture ; 
the starting points of etymological combinations become more 
precise, the range of possible equations being thus more restricted. 
In this field a good start has been made.251 

Another expanding field of Thracian studies in our days is centred 
around the areal distribution of linguistic elements. The question of 
the western border of Thracian towards Illyrian has always been 
felt to be a major one. It was treated in a comprehensive mono
graph whose results are as complete and conclusive as can be 
obtained with the scanty information given by the scarce source 
materia1.252 The border-line remains uncertain after all that has been 
said and it seems that it was not quite stable in antiquity but changed 
to a certain extent from epoch to epoch. 

A new point of view was brought into the discussion by V. 

250 Cf. VLAHOV (1969) and DURIDANOV (1969a). 
251 Cf. BE�EVLIEV (1963 ; 1 970a, 1 970b), CANKOVA-PETKOVA (1963), G.ALA

BOV (1 963), SIMEONOV (1963), ZAIMOV (1963), VLAHOV (1965, 196Ea, 1 966b) 
252 Cf. Russu (1941-43): 

1 
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Georgiev. He started from the observation that along with the 
toponyms which went through a complete consonant shift there are 
in the Thracian area others which in their sound pattern show no 
trace of such a development. Cf., e.g., 'EpLYcilv (the name of a river 
in Thrace and of one in Macedonia ; the latter is today called Crna 
reka 'black river' - the name can thus be derived from lE *eregW-
'dark' ; cf. Gr. gpE�oe; 'darkness', Arm. erek 'evening') ; AUYLVOe; 
(the name of a river in northern Thrace, a tributary of the Danube) 
can be derived from lE *leug-/lug- (cf. Lith. liugas 'swamp', lUgai 
'pool, swamp') ; and SIXA(Luo'Y)crcr6e; (the name of a river and of a 
town on the sea-coast of south-eastern Thrace) can be derived from 
IE *salm-udes- 'salty water' (cf. Gr. &A(L'Y) 'sea �ater, brine' and 
\Sooe; 'water'). From these data, Georgiev concludes that in the� 
eastern part of the Balkanic mainland two Indo-European lin
guistic strata, one with a complete consonant shift, the other without 
it, have left their traces in ancient toponymy.253 

If we observe the areal distribution of the two patterns of sound 
change in Thracian toponymy, it appears that north ofthe Danube 
there is no instance of consonant shift. This can be illustrated with 
the names of tributaries of the Danube. From the south come the 
rivers Utus (from IE *udes- 'water') and "A 8pue; (from lE *etrus 
'quick' ; cf. Lith. litrs 'quick'), both with consonant shift, while 
from the north comes V7!dea (from IE *wed- 'water') with the Indo
European stop unchanged.254 

The most frequent types of Thracian place names show an areal 
distribution which corresponds either with the zone of consonant 
shift or with the other one without it. The border between the north
ern area and the southern one here is not the Danube but the Hae
mus, the Balkan range. There are types of names of settlements 
which occur only, or in the overwhelming majority of alJ instances, 
north of the He,!mus. Such are the toponyms in -dava (-deva). Cf., 
e.g. : Acidava, 'ApYEOIXUOV, Burridava, L10X(OIXUIX, ZIXPY(OIXUIX, 
ZLp(OIXUIX, Zoucr(OIXUIX, KIXPcr(OIXUIX, KA'Y]7t(OIXUIX, KO(L(OIXUIX, MlXpx6-
OIXUIX, nLpO�Op[OIXUIX, and other such names of settlements in 

253 Cf. GEORGIEV (1957b : 69-70; 1 966a : 138-9). 
254 Cf. GEORGIEV (1957b : 73 ; 1966a : 148). 
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Dacia, 47 in all, 9 instances (' Ac:M�'YJ, KIl(7t[(�O(UC(, �ouxl3C(uC(, 
e.a.) between the Danube and the Haemus (in the Lower Moesia 
of the Romans) : 8 instances (A1C(M�C(, Z�(Jvou3c:�C(, Kou�f1.e3C(�C(, 
e.a.) in the westernmost part of the Thracian area (in the Upper 
Moesia of the Romans) ; finally (in Thrace proper) only one instance 
(Pulpudeva). There is in addition one isolated occurrence outside the 
Thracian area in Dalmatia (0c:pf1.l3C(uC(). 

A corresponding areal distribution can be established for the 
names in -upa (1 instance in Lower Moesia (' A�lO'TCc(), 1 in Dacia 
(Scenopa» and for those in -sara (2 instances in Dacia (Germisara, 
Deusara), 2 in Lower Moesia (IIC(3�(J(xpC(, Sarpisara), 1 in Thrace 
proper (Av'n(JifpC(» . 

Other types of toponyms occur only, or in their overwhelming 
majority, south of the Haemus in Thrace proper. Most frequent are 
the toponyms in -para with 37 instances in all. Their area is restricted 
to Thrace proper (cf., e.g., Agatapara, Bessapara, B'YJpl7tC(pC(, 
Bpc:v1"o7tC(PC(, �1"Pc(1"07tC(pC(, e.a.) and Upper Moesia (cf., eg., 
�C(p3if7tC(pC(, IIp�(Jxou7tc:pC(, �xC(p[7tCt.pC(, XC:(J30u7tC(pC(, e.a.). The 
names in -diza (1 1 in all) occur in Thrace proper only (cf. e.g., 
Bedizos; K�(J1"l3��o�, Tarpodizos, and Tup63��C(). The names in 
-bria occur also only in Thrace proper (13 in all ; cf., e.g., BOA�if�
'P�C(, Kwf1.�pc:�c(, MC:(J'YJf1.�plC(, �'YJAuf1.�plC(, e.a.). Of the names in 
Burd- (7 in all), 6 occur in Thrace proper (cf., e.g., Burdapa, Bur
dipta, Burticom) and only one occurs in Dacia (Burticum) . All names 
in Berga (Bepy'YJ, Bc:pye7tOA��, Bepy�(Jov, Bc:pyoUA'YJ) occur in 
Thrace proper. 255 

This complementary areal distribution of toponomastic types 
cannot be easily explained as the result of pure chance. The et
ymologies on the basis of which the consonant shift is established 
may be questionable and the difference between one stop-shifting 
language and another one in which such a shift did not occur may 
therefore be �uspected of being only a mirage .256 But the distribution 
of top onomastic types is something much more positive and cannot 

255 Cf. GEORGIEV (1958c : 90-1 07��1960a: 85-6; 1966a: 1 39-40). 
256 REICHENKRON (1 966 : 201-26) professes the view that Dacian had a full 

consonant shift. 
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be disregarded lightly. Georgiev has thus a firm basis for his 
conclusion that in the linguistic complex called by the ancient 
writers Thracian at least two lndo-European languages have to be· 
distinguished : one Thracian to the south of the Haemus and the 
other Daco-Mysian to the north of it. Dacian is the historic name 
of the tribes to the north of the Danube and Mysians lived between 
this river and mount Haemus to the south. The traces of Daco-' 
Mysian sound patterns and onomastic types south of the Haemus 
in Thrace proper and in Roman Upper M.oesia to the ·west of it 
can best be explained as the result of a Daco-Mysian invasion of 
the southern country. When the Greeks came to know Thrace 
better, Daco-Mysian ethnic and linguistic elements were there 
mixed with the older Thracian. Therefore the whole complex of 
peoples and languages from the Aegean and the Straits till the 
Carpathians could appear to them as being one.257 

The areal distribution of Thracian personal names has not as yet 
been investigated in detail, but it has been shown that in anthropo
nymy also some elements have a characteristic Daco-Mysian distri
bution while others are re!>tricted to Thrace proper. Thus �op�ev
e'YJ� and �c:u e'YJ� seem to be stricto sensu Thracian, while Decebalus 
and Scorilo are Daco-Mysian.258 

The sound pattern of paco-Mysian differs, according to Geor
giev, in some essential points from the Thracian one. This is indi
cated by etymologies such as : 3�e(JC:f1.C( 'mullein, Verbascum 
sinuatum' (the Dacian name of a plant called in German 'Himmel
brand') : lE *diyes eusmn 'burning of the heaven' (cf. Lat. dies 'day" 
and Gr. c:\)w 'burn') ; , A�lo7tC( (a town on the mouth of the Danube,. 
today Cernavoda 'black water') : lE *nksei 'dark' and upa 'water" 
(cf. Avest. axsaena- 'dark' and Lith. itpe 'river, creek') ; BC:1"C:(J7tLO�, 
OU1"C((J7tLO� (Dacian personal names) : lE *ekwo- 'horse' ; �axo�. 
(name of the Dacian people) : lE *dhauko- 'strangler' (cf. Phrygiaru 
Mo� 'wolf', OCS daviti 'to strangle');  At��(J��, Azisis (a Dacianl 

257 Cf. GEORGIEV (1957b : 73-4; 1958c: 107-14;  1960a : 85-9 ; 1966a : 1 39-
40). 

258 Cf. GEORGIEV ( l 960a : 86-9) . .  For Dacian names, cf. Russu (1941-48) 
and KERENYI (1970). 
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toponym) : lE *aig- 'goat' (cf. Gr. (X.i:� 'goat') ; Kp£cro.; (name of a 
river, today Cri�ul Negru) :  lE *k[so- 'black' (cf. Bulg. eer 
'black') .  To these Dacian etymologies we may add some Mysian 
ones from Asia Minor; the most important of them are : fLucr6c; 
'beech' : lE *bhugos 'beech' (cf. Slavic bbZb 'elder') ; patrizi (on the 
only Mysian inscription259): dat.pl. of lE *pater (cf. 01 pitrsu, 
Gr. 7ta1"p&cr�). 

These etymologies, if they are correct, show that Daco-Mysian, 
too, was a satem language, that it had no consonant shift that r 
(and J) was changed to ri (and U), while '!: (and l1}) appear a; a. Th� 
diphthongs with w lose their sonantal component. Thus Daco
Mysian can be identified as an Indo-European language clearly 
distinct from Thracian.260 

Interesting as they are, these fragments of a Daco-Mysian com
parative phonology are less well founded than the similar attempts 
for Thracian. The trustworthy etymologies are less in number and 
the established sound correspondences remain only inspiring gues
ses. For all its obvious short-comings, Georgiev's sketch of Daco
Mysian comparative phonology cannot be discarded as irrelevant. 
Some of the etymologies look really sound, but they are so few that 
the whole construction must be handled with much reserve (cf. Cox
CAMERON 1 942). 

The language of the Phrygians of Asia Minor also belongs in 
some way to the Thracian complex, for in antiquity they were 
known to have been immigrants from the Thracian Balkan. Their 
language is known from inscriptions. It is undoubtedly Indo-Euro
pean and seems to be relatively closely related to Greek. Its sound 
pattern, hotly debated in some points including the controversy of 
centum versus satem, is clearly distinct from Thracian and from 
Daco-Mysian, as far as we can judge. As far as our linguistic 
sources go, Phrygian is a language of Asia Minor. We shall avoid 

259 Cf. Cox - CAMERON (1 942). While this book was in print, I was informed 
in conversation by Professor G. NEUMANN that this inscription has been 
shown to be Phrygian. Consequently, it cannot be used for Mysian ely" 
mology. . 

260 Cf. GEORGIEv (1957b: 80-4 ; 1960a: 89-95;  1 964b ; 1966a : 140-5). 
261 Cf. Herodotus 7.73 and Stephanus Byzantinus s. v. 
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therefore to  go  here into details about its sound correspondences 
and its relation to Armenian (the Armenians are said to have been 
Phrygian colonists)261. The original Phrygian area on the Balkans 
seems to have been the valley of the Erigon in Paeonia. Even the 
opinion that the Paeonians were of Phrygian stock was put for
ward.262 

In connection with the Thracian complex, the opinion of 
D. Decevhasto be mentioned. This scholar, a most competent specia
list in the field ofThracian, who died in 1 958 and did not thus come 
to know Georgiev's distinction between Thracian and Daco-My
sian, professed the view that Thracian was a mixed language which 
had emerged from the crossing of an Etruscan or Etruscoid popu
lation with Indo-European Iranians.263 This teaching has been 
universally rejected. It is connected with Kretschmer's assumption 
of an "Protindogermanisch" stratum on the Balkan264 which can-

\ . 
not be said to have been a success. Furthermore, a concept of 
mixture is not apt to elucidate the genetic affiliations of a lan
guage.265 

The Thracian and Dacian substratum has also left some traces 
in the vocabulary of the m.odern languages of the area. Research on 
Dacian substratum words in Rumanian, in spite of the many 
controversies it has raised, has brought forth such important rela
tions of correspondences that it has to be taken seriously.26 6  
Substratum words have also been established in Bulgarian267, and 
some Thracian influence on Bulgarian anthroponymy has been 
made probable.268 

262 Cf. GEORGIEV (1957b: 77-8 3 ;  1 960a : 104-8, 1 24-9 ; 1966a : 149-54, 
1 67-71, 196-7). About Phrygian, cf. JOKL (1927-28), RUGE (1941), FRIEDRICH 
(1941), OBERHUMMER (1897), WERNER (1969). For a comparative description of 
Phrygian and its relation to Armenian, cf. HAAS (1939, 1957, 1 960a, 1 960b 
1 961b), DECEV (1960: 186-90). 

263 cr. DECEV (1960: 1 98-201). 
264 Cf. above 2.3.4 . 

• 265 Cf. KATICIU (1970 : 1 1 8-36). 
266 Cf. VRACIU (1963, 1964), REICHENKRON (1966), Russu (1969a: 211-55), 

POGHIRC (1967), Russu (1970). 
287 Cf. GEORGIEV (1958c: 3 5-46). 
268 Cf. DURIDANOV (1960). 
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The Dacian substratum words in Rumanian often have very 
interesting correspondences in Albanian, a fact which becomes 
significant when one tries to solve the problem of the origins of 
Albanian. A survey of·this complex question we shall reserve for 
the last chapter (cf. below p.  184). 

Rumanian words explained as Dacian are among others : 

Jiir'imii 'piece' : Alb. therrime 'crumb' 
a lehiii 'to chatter' : Alb. ljeh 'to bark' 
mal 'mountain' :  Alb. mal 'mountain' 
mare 'big' : Alb. math 'big' 
st'inii 'sheep farm' : Alb. shteze 'animal' 

The opinions of scholars who in Rumanian etymology operate 
with Dacian substratum words diverge so much that it is not easy 
to find Rumanian words on the Dacian origin of which general 

• consensus has been reached. 
Bulgarian words whose origin has been explained as Thracian are, 

among others, the following ones : 

karpa 'rock' : Alb. karpe 'rock' 
roJeja, rufja 'lightning' : Alb. rrufe 'thunder, lightning', 

'Thracian lance' 
katerja se 'I climb' : Rum. a se calara, Alb. kercej 'to 

jump' 

Here are, furthermore, some Bulgarian personal names without 
clear etymologies in Slavic and Orthodox-Christian onomastics 
and with interesting Thracian and Albanian correspondences : 

Bulg. 

Beso 
Buzo 
Dado 
Dardan 
Dido 
Dilo 
Duro 

Thrac. 

Dada 

Dida 

Alb. 

Besa 
BUfi30 
Dada 
Dardha 
Dido, Didha 
Dilo, Dile 
Dura 

Bulg. 

Kuto 
Suko 
Zajko 
Zura 
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Thrac. 

Zatxa 

Alb. 

Kuta 
Suka 
Zajka 
Zura 

153 

Whatever one may think of these correspondences, there are too 
many of them (Duridanov has collected 45), and the connection 
with Albanian is too regular for a general rejection of these testi
monies. 

Only little can be said about Thracian and Dacian substratum 

. influences in the modern languages of their area. Yet, it can be 
stated quite safely that the existence of such influences has been 
made very probable and that in some cases it can even be said to 
have been established. 

-



5 .  THE ILL YRIAN COMPLEX 

5.1  HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND 

In Strab.o's sketch ofthe country south of the Danube, the Illyrians 
are the north-western barbarians who settle between ��a!_ river and 
the shore of the Adriatic.269 Appian states this more explicitly. 
He says that the Greeks number among the Illyrians all those who 
live above the Epirots to the Danube, this being the length of the 
country, and from the Macedonians and the Thracian mountaineers 
to the Pannonians, the Ionian sea, and the foothills of the Alps, this 
being its breadth.270 This Greek usage of the term Illyrian is, though 
manifestly late, nevertheless highly important since Appian intro
duces it as being opposed to and therefore independent of the 
Roman administrative organization. It refers thus to a Greek ter
minology which is not derived from the institution of the "Illyrian 
provinces" and can be regarded as prior to it. 

This broad use of the term Illyrian in Greek literature is defi
nitely not the oldest one. There are ancient instances of its more 
restricted application. In the Macedonian history of the fifth and 
sixth century B.C., Illyrian had a quite definite political meaning 

269 Cf. above p. 14-5. 
270 Cf. Appian, Illyrica 1 :  "EAkrrvse; 'ljYOVVWt TOVe; vnee re Mausbov[av 

ual eeq.u'Y}v o.na Xaovwv uat esaneWTWV enl norap,()V "!aTeOV' ual TOVT' eaTl 
Tije; xweae; TO pijuoe;' weoe; be eu Mausbovwv re ual· eel!-uwv TWV oestwv, enl 
Ifaiovae; ual TOV ' !ovwv ual Ta neonoba TWV " AAnswv' ual lJan TO pev weoe; 
'ljpsewv nevre, TO be pijuoe; Tetduovw. 
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and denoted a kingdom on the north-western borders of Upper 
Macedonia. Describing the campaign led in 423 RC. by Perdiccas, 
king of Macedonia, and Brasidas, the Lacedaemonian commander, 
against Arrabaeus, king of Lyncus in Upper Macedonia, Thucy
dides mentions Illyrians who ended the contest by siding with the 
Lyncestae.271 In this account the Illyrian name is clearly no loose 
ethnical designation, but a precise political term which for Thucy
dides and his readers needed no further qualification. The troops 
described as Illyrian belonged apparently to the Illyrian kingdom 
which repeatedly appears in the sources as an active and hostile 
neighbour of Macedonia.272 This Illyrian kingdom had in the 
reign of its known sovereigns (Sirrhas, Bardylis, Grabos, Pleuratos, 
Kleitos, Glaukias, Bardylis 11, Monunios, and Mytilios) an event
ful history in the course of which it was united with the kingdom 
of the Taulantians in the country around Dyrrachium, thus geting 
an access to the Adriatic shore.273 

This was the first step in the following expansion of the Illyrian 
power, and its further direction was toward the middle Adriatic. 
On the island of Pharos (the Hvar of today) a coin or-king Mytilios 
was found274 and the hero founder of Issa (the Vis of today) is also 
called an Illyrian.275 The center of the Illyrian kingdom shifted 
successively to the coast, and it thus became a major naval power. 

271 Cf. Thucydides 4. 1 24.4-125. 1 :  PSTa be TOVTO Teonawv anjaavree; 
bvo pev f} Tesie; 'ljpeeae; eneaxov, TOVe; , J).AVeWVe; pevovree; Ot hvxov rep Ifsebiu
Ul!- pta(}ov peAAovree; ijgStV, lJnstTa IfseIJiuuae; e{3ovASTo neotiVat enl Tde; TOV 
, Aeea{3aiov uwpae; ual pi) ua(}ija(}at, Beaaibae; IJe Tfie; re MevIJ'Y}e; nsewew
psvoe;, pi) TWV ' A(}'Y}vaiwv neoreeov emnAsvadVTWV n d(}n, ual &pa TWV ' J).
AVetwv ov naeOVTWV, OV neo(}vpoe; fiv, o.AAa o.vaxwesiv piiAAOV. ual ev Tovrep 
lJtarpseopevwv aVTwv ijyyeA(}'Y} on ual Ot ' !AAVeW[ PST' Aeea{3aiov, neolJovree; 
If se(jfuuav, ysyev'Y}VTat. 

m Cf. Diodorus 14.92.3 ;  1 5. 19.2 ; 1 6.2.2, 8-9 ; 1 6.4.3 - 1 6.5 ; 1 6.8.1 ; PIu
tarchus, De educatione puerorum 14 b ;  PoIyaenus 4.10. 1 ;  Libanius 8 p. 
606, 1 8 ;  Suidas s.v. Kdeavoe; ;  lustinus 7.5 . 1 ,  7.6.7. 

273 Cf. Demosthenes, I OIynthiacus 23 : ' AAAa pi)v TOV ys If aiova ual TOV 
, J).AVetOV ual o.nAwe; TOVTOte; &navrae; 'ljysia(}at xei) aVTOvOpoVe; ijlJtov QV ual 
eASV(}eeOVe; f} bOVAOVe; s [Vat. 

274 Cf. 'BRUNSMID (1 898 : 54). 
275 cr. Theopompus in Strabo 7.5 .9;  Scholia to Apollonius Rhodius 4.308 ; 

Scholia to Pindarus, Olympia 3.120; Scholia to Lycophron, Alexandra 63 1 .  
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In this capacity it came into hostile relations with the Greek com
munities on the Ionian and the Adriatic shores. They were not 
able to free themselves of the IIlyrian pressure until they asked for 
Roman intervention which, after many vicissitudes, ended in 168 
B.C. with a complete submission ofthe Illyrian state. 

The known Illyrian sovereigns of this "maritime" period were 
Pleuratos, Agron, Pinnes, Skerdilaidas, Pleuratos n, and Genthios, 
the last Illyrian king. The territories acquired by the Romans in 
in these wars became the nucleus of the Illyrian provinces. The 
Illyricum regnum was thus transformed into the provincia Illyrica 
and extended afterwards far beyond its original borders.276 

The Illyrian name was not confined to the designation of a poli
tical entity. As early as the fifth century B.C. it was already applied 
to a large ethnic group whose territory extended deep into the 
Balkanic mainland. Herodotus says that the Angros river (the 
western Morava and the Ibar of today) has its springs among the 
Illyrians.277 To the interior of the Balkans belong also the Veneti, 
a people described by Herodotus as Illyrian .278 

This ethnic designation was 'successively extended to an ever 
broader circle of peoples who for one reason or another were 
regarded to be cognate with those originally designated as Illyrians. 
On the Adriatic coast we can to a certain extent follow the exten
sion of the Illyrian name from the south to the north. Eratosthenes 
in his geographic work, describing the eastern Adriatic shore, 
says that after the Illyrians there came the Nestaeans.279 These 
Nestaeans were a tribe that lived on the mouth of the Nestos river 

276 For the history of political Illyria and about its basic unity and conti
nuity in all periods of history, cf. the masterly studies PAPAZOGLU (1965, 1 967). 
About the social and political structure of the Illyrian state, cf. PAPAZOGLU 
(1967). 

277 Cf. Herodotus 4.49 : li� , J).},veuJJjJ oE eewv neo; fJoeiT}V (1VS/kOV "Ayyeo; 
nOTa/ko; liafJaAAst li; nsorov TO TetfJaAAtUOV uai li; nOTa/kov Beoyyov, 6 oe 
Beoyyo; li; TOV "laTeov, oiJTw awpodeov. 16vTa; /ksyaAovs 6 "laTeo; oiuSTat. 

278 Cf. Herodotus 1 . 196:  np uai ' IAAVetrjjv ' EVSTOVs nvvOavo).tat xeiiaOat. 
Cf. KRAHE (1939). 

279 Cf. Scholia in Apollonium Rhodium 4. 1 2 1 5 :  [. " . ] uai 'EeaToaOiV'YJs liv 
y' rswyearpov/kivwv rpT}a{' /ksnl ' lAAvetovs NWTatot, xaO' oDs vfjaos lPaeo;, 
llaetwv (1noluo;. 
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(the Cetina of today), on the mainland opposite the island of 
Pharos. For the geographer of the third century B.C. they were 
not Illyrians but their north-western neighbours. 

Pseudo-Scymnus in his Periegesis gives a similar delimitation of 
the Illyrian territory. He says that after the Liburnians to the south
east there are the Bulini and the Hylli and only after them begins 
the Illyris.280 The Hylli and the Bulini were ancient peoples that 
settled in the country at the promontory of Diomedes between the 
estuaries of the Titius river (the Krka of today) and the Nestos. 
For this geographer, too, they were no Illyrians.  He lived in the 
beginning of the first century B.C. and in this he, no doubt, followed 
an older source. 

The author of the Periplus of Pseudo-Scylax, in the text given 
by the manuscripts, describes the Illyrians as south-eastern neigh
bours of the Liburnians.281 This is very far to the north for an 
author of the fourth century RC. But it has been made probable 
that this passage is a more recent addition while in the original 
version of Pseudo-Scylax only the Encheleans were introduced as 
Illyrians and other tribes still farther to the south.282 

For Strabo the lIlyrian coast begins with Istria and extends to 
the Acroceraunian promontory.283 A similar delimination is found 
in PI in ius ; for him the Illyrian country begins on the river Arsia 
(the Rasa of today) in eastern Istria.284 There is no doubt that these 

280 Cf. Pseudo-Scymnus 403-41 5 :  [ . . . J AvfJvevwv :><adxsTat.  TOVTOU; 
avvanTOv 0' liaTi BOVAtVWV liB-vos, if;fjs oe [ . . . ] rpaat [ . . . J "YAAov; :><aTOtUStv 
[ . . .  ] 'H 0' 'IAAveis f.l,snl WVTa naeautvovaa yfj. The same delimitation is 
given by Skylax. Cf. Scholia in Apollonium Rhodinum 4. 1 2.1 5 :  TOVs NWTatovs 
EuvAa� rpT}aiv liOvos ' IAAVetUOV. 

281 Cf. Pseudo-Scylax 22 : MSTa 08 AtfJvevovs da/v ' IA},vetol naea Oa},anav 
f.l,iXet 'Xawvtar; Tfjr; UaTa Kieuveav .rIV ' AAUtvoOV vfjaov. 

282 Cf. SUIC (1955 : 1 3 6-49, 170-9). 
283 Cf. Strabo 7.5. 3 :  lirpaW;v r5' liv Tf'i nSetoOctq. Tfjr; , haAtas "]aTeOVr; elvat 

neOJ7:ovs Tfjr; , IAAVetUfjr; naeaAtas avvsXStr; rfi ' haAtq. uai TO tr; Kaevotr; . [ . . .  J 
- 6.3.10:  [ . .  : ]  ,0 rpseof.l,ivqJ oiaaTiIf.l,an Tfjr; 'IAAvelufjr; naeaAtas anD TWV 
Kseavvtwv oewv lint TOV TOV ' Ar5eotov f.l,VXOV, [ . . .  ] .  

284 Cf. Plinius, Naturalis historia 3. 1 39 :  Arsiae gens Liburnorum iungitur 
usque ad flumen Titium. pars eius /uere Mentores, Himani, Encheleae, Bulini 
et quos Callimachus Peucetios appellat, nunc totum uno nomine Illyricum vocatur 
generatim. 
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relatively recent geographic writers were influenced by the structure 
of the Roman administration. The IIIyrian coast begins for them 
in Istria because this was the border between Italy and the province 
IIlyricum. 

The ancient writers themselves were aware of these discrepancies 
and of the variety of uses for the ethnic term Illyrian. Therefore they 
felt the need on some occasions to speak of the IIlyrians in the 
strict sense of the word (Illyrii proprie dicti). According to Pompo
nius Mela these stricto sensu IIIyrians lived on the Adriatic shore 
north of the Taulantians and the Encheleians, the most anciently 
known IIIyrian tribes.285 

Plinius is more explicit. To him these properly called IIIyrians 
are one of the civitates, autonomous political units of the Roman 
provincial administration that in older times had existed on the 
coast between Epidaurum (the Cavtat of today) and Lissus (the 
Lesh of today) on the lower Drilon river (the Drim of today) .286 

On the eastern coast of the Adriatic the older geographers knew 
the " Icr-rpoL on the homonymous peninsula, after them the 
AL�UpVO[ to the river Ko('rlXp�&'"C"'t)<;, known also as Titius, and 

285 cr. Pomponius Mela 2. 3 :  Partheni et Dassaretae prima tenent : sequentia 
Tau/antii, Enche/eae, Phaeaces. Deinde sunt quos proprie lllyrios vocant: tum 
Pyraei et Liburni et lstria. 

286 Cf. Plinius, Naturalis historia 3. 144 :  ab Epidauro sunt oppida civium 
Romanorum Rhizinium, Acruium, Butuanum, O/cinium; quod antea Colchinium 
dictum est, a Colchis conditum, amnis Drino superque eum oppidum civium 
Romanorum Scodra ab mari XVlll, praetera mu/to rum Graeciae oppidorum 
deficiens memoria nec non et civitatium validarum : eo namque tractu fuere 
Labeatae, Senedi, Rudini, Sasaei, Grabaei; proprieque dicti lllyri et Tau/anti et 
Pyraei retinent nomen. in ora Nymphaeum promunturium. Lissum oppidum ci
vium Romanorum ab Epidauro C passuum. 

The term civitas here is a technical one and denotes the locally autonomous 
units of the Roman provincial administration. Civitates peregrinae are meant, 
i.e., political bodies without any form of Roman citizenship. At the beginning 
of the description of the south-easternmost part o'f the province Dalmatia we 
read (Natural is historia 3 . 142) : Narona colonia tertii conventus a Sa/ona LXXXV 
passuum, adposita cognominis sui fluvio a mari XX passuum. M. Varro 
LXXXVlll,J civitates eo ventitasse auctor est. Here a juridical conventus is 
meant. In this context it becomes quite clear that the lllyrii proprie dicti were 
known to Plinius as one of these civitates. Cf. KATICH� (1964b), PAPAZOGLU 
(1965 : 1 77-9), KATICIC (1 966b). 
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near them the MenopE<;. South-east of the Titius settled, accor
ding to the older sources, the tribes of the " YAAoL and the BouAL
VO[, further south on the mouth of the Nestos river the NEcr-rIX�OL, 
and behind them, on the mouth of the Naron (the Neretva of today) 
the tribe of the MIXVLOL 

Further down, on the Rhizonian gulf (the Boka Kotorska of 
today), lived the 'EYXEAeIXL, still further to the sOllth, in the region 
of Dyrrachium, the TIXUMv'"C"LOL and the IIlXp e�voL. Further inland, 
near the lake of Lychnidus, settled the �lXcrcrIXP'fi'"C"IXL. 

This is the ethnic situation as it was fixed in the- tradition of 
Greek geographical learning. What the Romans found w.hen con
quering the eastern shore of the Adriatic sea was quite different. 
Their experience is preserved for us in the works of Strabo and 
Plinius, both comparatively very rich in information. The changes 
that came about between the time of the Greek merchants and 
explorers and that of the Roman conquerors and administrators 
can best be explained as the result of important population shifts 
which by most scholars are connected with the Celtic invasion of 
the Balkans which took place in 279 and as a consequence of which 
the Scordisci, a mighty Celtic tribe, remained to settle permanently 
in the country where the Sava river enters the Danube.28i 

In the nor;h-west, the situation had not changed much. The 
peninsula �iiistria was still inhabited by the tribe from which it 
had its name. From the Arsia river on the eastern part of the pe
ninsula to the Titius river was the territory of the Liburnians.  
Their centre was in the east, in the low and rich count;y betwe� 

the river Tedanjus (the Zrmanja of today) and the Titius. To the 
north-west, the steep shore under the mighty range of the Velebit, 
although belonging to the Liburnians, was remembered as the 
coast of the Iapods, a strong tribe which lived behind the Velebit 
on the highland of Lika and in the valley of the Una river. These 
Japods were said to have been a people of Illyrians mixed with 
Celts.288 

287 Cf. PAPAZOGLU (1969 : 209-) and ZGANJER (1952). 
288 Cf. Strabo 7.5.4:  s;ijr;; 0' ea"r:iv 0 'lanoOtuor;; naednAOVr;; XtAtwv araoiwv 

- Plinius, Naturalis historia 3.140 :  /lumen Te/avium quo finitur la podia. -
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Between the Titius and the Nestos the coast-land was occupied 
by new masters, the powerful tribe of the Delmatae, after whom 
the whole province was named. There is no trace in later sources 
of the peoples that inhabited this section of the coast in older times. 
The Delmatae appear for the first time in history in the second 
century B.c. when the Greek colonists of Issa asked for Roman 
help against Delmatian pressure on the Greek settlements of the 
mainland.289 

On the coast, the Delmatae were, no doubt, recent conquerors. 
The centre of their territory was in the interior, in the carst-fields 
of the Dinarian Alps, especially in the field of Delminium (the 
Duvno of today), in the fields of Livno and Glamoc, and on both 
hill-sides of the Dinara range as well as in the valley of the Cetina 
river and further towards the Adriatic coast. 

These Delmatae were newcomers to the sea shore, a strong 
people · which caused many troubles to the Romans and during 
the period of their administration shaped the ethnic and linguistic 
face of the central part of the province of Dalmatia. Salonae, the 
metropolis of the province, was on their 

·
territory. 

We do not know whether the Delmatae appeared on the coast 
from their homes in the interior, or immigrated from some habitat 
deeper in the mainland in the course of some more important 
population shift, by way of a real migration. In the historical 
sources there is no mention of such a migration . The archaeological 
and onomastic data show that the Delmatae settled on their his
torical territory pretty compactly. So it is probable that the range 
of the Dinarian Alps was their habitat since remote antiquity, 

Strabo 4.6. 10:  uai Ot 'Id:rwOsr; oE ijo'!) TOVW br;if.lt:aov ' JAAv(!wir; uai KeAW ir; 
gIJvor;. 7.5.2: f.leX(!t TOW 'Ianoowv, KeAUUOV Te af.la uai 'JAAV(!tUOV liIJvovr; 
- These divergent affiliations are interestingly described in terms of material 
culture : the armament of the Iapods was Celtic, their tattoos like those of the 
Illyrians and the Thracians; cf. 7.5 .4:  0 0' onAtaf.l0r; KeAUUOr;, uaTdauUTOt 0' 
0f.l0iwr; Toir; aAAOtr; , IAAv(!wir; uai eJ(!q.!;i. - Cf. MAYER (1940), KURZ (1967). 

289 Cf. Polybius 32.9.1-2 : OU TWV 'Iaaiwv nAeoVdutr; nen(!eafJevu6Twv elr; 
Tijv 'PWf.l,!)v uai OtaampovvTwV OU Ll eAf.lareir; TijV xJJ(!av aOtuovat uai Tdr; 
ft6Aetr; Tdr; f.leT' aVTwv renaYf.levar;· a{Jrat 0' elaiv 'Eneuov uai T(!ayv(!wv. 
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and that only in the third century B.c. they extended it to the 
sea.290 

East of the mouth of the Nestos, around the mountain range of 
Biokovo, on the coast opposite the island of Pharos, and in the 
interior was the territory of another strong tribe, the Ardiaei or 
Vardaei. They are known to have been at war with the Celts and 
the Illyrian Autariatae, far in the interior. In the Roman wars 
with the Illyrian kingdom they were regarded as an important fac
tor. They were dangerous even to Italy. Roman rul� was very 

. hard on them. They were deported from the coastal region and 
lost their former vigour, their numbers were reduced, and they 
ceased to be important, even only in the limited context of the 
Roman province.291 

On the lower Naron lived the Daorsi, on the upper, the Narensii, 
and further south the Pleraei, Docleates, and Labeatae. Somewhere 
there was also the civitas of the Jllyrii proprie dicti, probably around 
Scodra where the last resistance of the Illyrian king Genthius had 
been crushed. Further south were the rests of the Taulantii and 
the Parthini, tribes which were among the first to be pacified by 
Rome. 

In the interior, the Illyrian Autariatae were famous as a strong 
tribe. For some time they were the masters of the Central Balkans. 
Then they disappeared from the historical scene and in the times 
of the Roman conquests were only a memory.292 

The northern low-lands between the rivers Sava and Drava as 
well as the valleys of the rivers that flow from the Dinarian Alps to 
the Sava, such as Vrbas, Bosna, and Drina, were inhabited by an 

290 About the tribe of the Delmatae, cf. the exhaustive monograph of 
ZANINOVIC (1966-67). 

291 Cf. PAPAZOGLU (1963) and LucJ(� (1 966). Papazoglu rejects the informa
tion given by Strabo that the coast of the mainland opposite the island of Pharos 
was inhabited by the Ardiaei because it is contradictory to other records accor
ding to which this tribe seems to have lived more to the south. LUCIC tries to 
reconcile the evidence by assuming migrations. Strabo's location is precise 
and definite, it is repeated in his work and in accordance with the description 
of the coast as given by Plinius. Therefore it cannot be rejected, and we must 
assume that it corresponds with the real situation after the Roman conquest. 

292 Cf. PAPAZOGLU (1969 :  69-100). 
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ethnic group that the sources call Pannonians. Their tribes were the 
Colapiani in the valley of the Colapis, the Sisciani at its confluence 
with the Sava. Further down that river settled the Oseriates and 
north of them the Iasi. On the confluence of the Drava with the 
Danube lived the Andizetes and south of them, on the Sava, the 
Breuci. Easternmost stayed the Cornacates and the Amantini, 
after them the Celtic Scordisci. Pannonian tribes south of the Sava 
were the Mezaei in the valley of the Vrbas, the Ditiones on its 
springs and on those of the Una, the Daesitiates in the valleys of 
the Bosna, and the Pirustae at the head-waters of the Drina. 
These southern tribes in Roman times belonged to the province 
of Dalmatia and not to that of Pannonia. Neverthdess they are 
explicitly numbered among the Pannonians and thus belonged to 
the same ethnic group as the tribes in the northern low-lands.293 

The Celtic Scordisci settled on the confluence of the Sava with 
the Danube where Singidunum, the ancient name of Belgrade, 
testifies to the presence of speakers of a Celtic language. They 
played an important part -in the political history of the central 
Balkans and lost their vigour in interminable wars. When the 
Romans approached the scene, .the Scordisci were no longer able 
to resist them effectively.294 

Celts were also the Latobici in the upper valley of the Sava, 
the Varciani around Andantonia (today Zagreb), and the Taurisci 
in the eastern Alps, as well as the Boii, Eravisci, and Hercuniates 
in what is to<1ay western Hungary. They were a part of the large 
Celtic group that had extended over the Alps through Northern Italy. 

A special problem are the traces of Illyrians in Italy. One of the 
principal topics in this connection is that of the Veneti. They lived 
in the extreme north-east of Italy, between the Histri and Cisalpine 

293 Cf. Strabo 7.5. 3 :  UJv1] 15' i(n:l rwv IIavvovlwv Becvuot ual ' Avl5tC'ljuot 
ual L1 trlwvcc; ual IIcteovawt ual MaCaiot ual L1atatuawt, div Barwv fJycftWV, 

- ual ((AAa aa1]ftorcea fttUea, a l5tarcivct fteXet L1 aAftarlac; aXc150v 15e u ual 
'Ael5talwv lovu neoc; vorov. - After having described the mild climate of the 
Adriatic coast, Strabo speaks of the harsh weather on the Dinarian highlands 
and adds that these are held by Pannonians; cf. 7.5.10: oeonel5ta 15' iarl wuw 
a uadxovlJtv Ot IIavvovtOt. [ . . . ]. 

294 Cf. PAPAZOGLU (1969 : 209-98) ; cf. also GAVELA (1951). 
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Gaul. Because of Herodotus who mentions the 'IAAUp�WV 'EVE'rof 

( 1 . 196) they were generally believed to be Illyrians too. But it could 
be shown that Herodotus distinguishes the Illyrian Veneti from 
the Adriatic ones.295 There is no historical connection; as far as our 
sources go, between the Italian Veneti and the Illyrians, and no 
conclusions can be deduced from such a supposed affiliation.296 

Historically much better supported is the presence of Iapods in 
Umbria. In the Tabulae 19uvinae there is a prescription that before 
the sacrifice begins all foreigners should be removed, among them 
also Iapods (Iapuzkum nume).297 

There can be no doubt that Illyri�ns immigrated to Southem 
Italy. Daunus, the eponym of the Daunians in ApuIia, is said to 
have been an Illyrian of noble birth who left his country and settled 
in Italy.298 The Sallentini were a mixture of Cretans and Illyri
ans299 ;  the Paeligni were immigrants from Illyricum led by their 
king Volsimus Lucullus.300 

It is to be noted that two Illyrian tribes are mentioned in the 
eastern Alps : the Breuni and the Genauni.301 It is not quite clear 
what exactly is meant by these designations. 

The information given by 'ancient writers can to a certain extent 
be completed by the results of prehistoric archaeology. In the 
Neolithic Age several types of cultures co-existed in the north
west of the Balkans. The central Balkanic types of Starcevo in the
south and Vinca in the north extended further to the west and 
reached the eastern part of what today is Slavonia and Bosnia. 
Another important Neolithic cultural type is .that of Butmir in 

. central Bosnia. On the Adriatic coast some sites on the island of 

295 Cf. Herodotus 5.9 : ayxov ' Evcrwv rwv iv rfi ' A15eiu . 
296 Cf. KRAHE (1939). 
297 Archaeological connections between Spina and the Iapodian territory 

have recently been discovered. Cf. BIZIC-DRECHSLER (1961). 
298 Cf. Paulus Diaconus p.  48. 
299 Cf. Pestus 484. 
300 Cf. Paulus Diaconus p.  278. About Illyrians in South Italy, cf. HELBIG 

(1 876) and PARLANGELI (1960). About the Messapians, HERBIG (1927). 
301 Cf. Strabo 4.6.8 :  Ot 158 OVtv15oALUol ual Nwetuol .rIV iuroc; naewecwv 

uadxovat ro n..1.8ov ftcTl1 Becvvwv ual Tcvavvwv, fj151] rovrwv ' IAAVetwv. 
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Hvar have been excavated, and a peculiar form of Neolithic culture 
has been discovered there. Another type has been found in Istria 
and in a part of what today is Slovenia. All the sites belong to 
agricultural communities whose idols testify to the cult of a mother
goddess and the worship of female fertility. 

About 2000 B.C. all these Neolithic cultures came to a catastro
phic end in the cataclysm of a big migration from the east. This was 
an extensive population shift which originated in the Euro-Asian 
steppes and penetrated the whole of South-Eastern Europe. In its 
last phase, this migration reached the North-Western Balkans and 
destroyed the Neolithic culture of that area. In its course a series 
of new elements of material culture were brought to the region. 
The most important ones are : pottery ornamented by strings 
(Schnurkeramik), long flint knives, and battle. axes. The grave 
mounds that appear in the interior then link the new-comers with 
the kurgan-graves of the Euro-Asian steppe. 

On this Joundation a new Bronze Age culture was formed whose 
early phases are well illustrated by tJ:1e cultural types of Vucedol 
and Kostolac, and by some sites on which a culture of the south 
German Baden type has been excavated. (The mature Bronze Age 
basically developed without foreign influences.) There are no traces 
of migrations. The grave-mounds of Glasinac in eastern Bosnia 
show a peaceful continuity in the material forms of the Bronze Age 
culture in the North-Western Balkans. Influences that came from 
Pannonia were the result of cultural contacts and not of population 
shifts. 

Only at the end of the Bronze Age, new migrations on a large 
scale began. They originated from the Pannonian low-lands and 
the Danubian plains, and were directed towards the Aegean and 
Anatolia. It is the population shift known as the Aegean migration 
and in Hellas as the Dorian invasion. Other waves from the north
western Balkans reached Italy. The pressure of the Pannonian 
onslaught made some population groups move over the Adriatic. 

On the foundations laid in these massive movements the culture 
of the Early Iron Age (Hallstatt) began its development. The north
western Balkan is rich in iron ore ; the Iron Age there became an age 
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of prosperity and economic and cultural growth. Extensive trading 
began. A wealthy aristocracy appeared and with it a major concen
tration of political power. More primitive communities became 
organized into tribes which in some instances were quite powerful. 

The sites with finds of the Late Iron Age (La-Tene) remain spo
radic and are unmistakably connected with the Celtic expansion 
about 279 B.C. 

The cataclysm at the end of the Stone Age probably marks the 
violent immigration of peoples speaking Indo-European languages. 
It is the same movement that had brought the Greeks to Hellas 
and the Thracians to Thrace. 

The migrations at the end of tht: Bronze Age shaped the ethnic 
and linguistic situation as we grasp it in the historical sources . 
The full development of these ethnic entities occurs in the Iron 
Age. It was then that the tribes were formed about which one reads 
in the works of the ancient authors.302 

Only against this historical and geographical background can 
the linguistic aspect of the Illyrian complex be correctly viewed and 
the results of scholarly endeavours to explore it properly evalua
ted.303 

5.2 THE LANGUAGE 

AmQng the languages of ancient Europe, those spoken in the north
western Balkans and connected in some way or other with the 
name of the Illyrians early became the object of serious scholarly 
interest and work. This interest was stimulated not so much by 
the blank formed on the linguistic map of Europe by the north
east of the Balkans, as by the work on the interpretation of the 
Messapian inscriptions from Apulia and by the etymological 

302 Cf. BENAC (1961,  1964a, 1964b), COVK; (1 964), MARIC (1964), GARASA
NIN (1957, 1959, 1 964), GABROVEC (1964). 

303 About Illyria and the Illyrians in the broader sense, cf. ZIPPEL (1 877), 
SCHUTT (1910), FLUSS (1931), ALFOLDY (1 965), KRONASSER (1965), STIPCEVIC 
(1966), Illirel (1969). A full bibliography on the subject is given by STIPCEVIC 
(1967). 

. 
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analysis of the Albanian vocabulary. In the early stage of IlIyrian 
studies these were the main incentives. 

Since the early days of humanism a considerable number of 
inscriptions in an otherwise unknown native language has been 
found in Apulia. This language, called M essapian, was very soon 
supposed to be that of immigrants from. the IlIyrian coast (cf. 
.above p. 1 63), and its names and other lexical elements were inter
preted on that basis.304 

Etymological investigation of Albanian, once it became clear 
that this was an independent Indo-European language and autoch
thonous on the Balkan since antiquity, was bound to concentrate 
on the ancient antecedents of the contemporary Albanian voca
bulary. The search for these antecedents naturally led to the ono
mastics of the Albanian area in ancient times, and of the whole 
·of the IlIyrian provinces. IlIyrian onomastics thus became an 
,obligatory ingredient to Albanian etymology.305 

Some fundamental inquiries into the origins and affiliations of 
Italic anthroponymy led to the inclusion o{ a part of the IlIyrian 
-corpus into these studies. Names from the IlIyrian provinces were 
shown to be relevant for the understanding of the personal names 
in ancient Italy.306 

In this field, too, Kretschmer was the first to give a synthetic 
survey.30? Assuming, to start with, that Albanian is the modern 
form of the IlIyrian language, he came to the conclusion that 
Illyrian was l:!- satem-Ianguage which had changed IE 0 to a. In the 
Messapian inscriptions some elements of correspondence could be 
found. This was for Kretschmer a further proof for the IlIyrian 
origin of both Messapian and Albanian. The language of the Vene
tic inscriptions is also Indo-European, but shows preserved 0, 

seems to be centum, and has changed bh into f instead of b like 

304 The contributions of MOMMSEN, STIER, EBEL, SCHMIDT, DEECKE, RI
BEZZO, and TORP are described and evaluated in KRAHE (1955 : 1 2-4) and Russu 
( 1969b : 63-72). 

305 The main contributions in this field were those of HAHN (1 854), TOMA
SCHEK and BUGGE ; cf. Russu (1969b: 64, 68). 

306 PAULI (1891), SCHULZE (1904), Russu (1969b : 67, 70). 
307 Cf. KRETSCHMER (1896:  244-82). 
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Albanian and Messapian. The phonemic characteristics of Venetic 
can be established also in the onomastic material from the north
west of the IlIyrian provinces. On the basis ofthese data Kretschmer 
posited the existence of two clearly distinct IlIyrian languages : one 
northern including Venetic, the other southern and including Mes
sapian. Albanian was, according to his teaching, a descendent of 
the latter. These two languages were, all according to Kretschmer, 
very different as to the sound laws by which they were derived from 
Indo-European, but nevertheless formed an IlIyrian whole. They 
were connected rather by morphology and vocabulary than by 
sound development. Kretschmer was not able to establish a border
line between his two IlIyrian languages. Both Epirotic and Paeonian 
were included into his southern IlIyrian complex. 

"IlIyrian" became thus a field of study in its own right which other 
scholars then began to cultivate systematically.30s The first synthesis 
with extensive linguistic, mainly onomastic, documentation was 
given by Jokl, the leading authority of the day on Albanian lin
guistics.309 Some scholars tried to shed light on IlIyrian by including 
it into broader complexes.3lo This was also the position of Jokl 
who considered IlIyrian as one of several closely related languages 
of the ancient Balkans. Today we see clearly that there is no evi
dence for such an assumption and that, for all we know, there is no 
reason to postulate an especially close relationship between IlIyrian 
and Thracian.311 

A fresh start was made by H. Krahe. He began a systematic 
study of the source materials, gave his full attention to the names 
from the ancient IlIyrian countries, and tried to establish a trust
worthy corpus of IlIyrian forms. His basic assumption was that 
one language without major differences was spoken in IlIyricum 
and that onomastic elements which appear in the area between 
the border of Epirus, the Adriatic coast, the Sava, and the Danube 

308 Cf. Russu (1969b : 69-72) about the contributions ofHIRT and SCHRADER. 
309 Cf. JOKL (1926). 
310 Cf. DSTIR (1923, 1 925), BUDIMIR (1925-30, 1 929, 1 937b, 1 937c, 1 952b). 
311 Cf. POPOVlC (1960- 78) and GEORGIEV (1963b). 
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can safely be regarded as Illyrian . The first result of Krahe's work 
were two collections of Illyrian geographic and personal names.312 

This was the basis of further work. Research now concentrated 
on onomastic material from Illyricum. The most important work 
was done by Krahe himself and by A. Mayer, professor of com
parative linguistics at the University of Zagreb, who, living in 
Yugoslavia, had the benefit of ready access to the localities and of 
an intimate knowledge of their more recent toponymy. The ulti
mate goal of their endeavours was to discover the phonemic cor
respondences between Illyrian and the other Indo-European lan
guages and to thus integrate it into comparative philology. The 
results are presented in syntheses which give a firm basis for further 
research in the field. Especially valuable is the book of Mayer 
which in its first tome contains a lexicon of Illyri�n lexical items 
with valuable philological, historical, and topographical informa
tion, a true little Realenzyklopiidie of Illyrian antiquities ;313 the 
second tome presents an etymological dictionary of Illyrian lexical 
items and a comparative grammar based on it.314 , 

Mayer's synthesis is almost exclusively built upon material from 
Illyricum. Krahe, on. the other hand, relies heavily on the Messa
pian inscriptions. His synthesis was never completed because of a 
fundamental change of his views in the last years of his life.315 
In the first tome the sources are collected, and the inscriptions, 
glosses, and names are presented ; historical and topographical 
information and other realia are wanting, but the etymological 
analysis with an exhaustive bibliography is complet� .316 The second 
volume is no continuation of the first ; in it two monographs funda
mental for the interpretation of the Messapian inscriptions are 
published.317 

The most recent manual of Illyrian is that of Russu. It is compo-
sed along the same lines as the preceding two. Very useful is its 

316 Cf. KRAHE (1955-64 2). 
312 Cf. KRAKE (1925, 1 929). 
313 Cf. MAYER (1957). 
314 Cf. MAYER (1959). 
315 Cf. KRAHE (1964b). 
317 Cf. KRAHE (l964a). 
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complete bibliography and the systematic presentation of the 
history of research in the field.318 The lack of clear criteria for de
termining the probability of the etymologies proposed is the main 
weakness of the approach followed by these scholars and nowhere is 
it felt as strongly as in the work of Russu. 

We shall try now to illustrate with a few examples the results to 
which the etymological study of what was believed to be Illyrian 
has led as well as the uncertainties that remained. The case of the 
"Illyrian" inscription is particularly instructive in that respect. 

In the village of Kalaja Dalma((es near Shkoder in northern 
Albania a ring had been excavated in a grave. On the ring was an 
inscription that ran in three lines ANA OHeH ICER.3I9 This was 
taken to be an autochthonous Illyrian inscription, the only one 
found in Illyricum. Thanks to Messapian analogies and etymologi
cal equations it was not even difficult to give it a most plausible 
interpretation. 

On the Messapian inscriptions ana is a word that often precedes 
the names offemale deities (cf. ana aprodita, ana a8ana). Taken that 
Messapian is an Illyrian idiom displaced to Apulia, this can be a 
precious lead for the interpretation of the inscription on the ring. 
The second word oe8e is thus marked as the name of a goddess 
and the whole inscription appears to be votive. In this context the 
last word is easily identified with IE *iseros 'sacred' (cf. Gr. [c:p6c; 
'manifesting divine power, holy, sacred'). To make it complete, in 
a Messapian inscription the verbal form isareti, presumably 'consec
rates', could be identified.320 

Before going further it is important to stress that this interpre
tation is not a poor, but a brilliant one. It conforms with difficult 
requirements, and the etymological equations on which it is based 
are almost evident. No doubt, this is the etymological method at its 
best. The proposed interpretation has only one fundamental weak
ness, namely that of being demonstrably wrong. The Bulgarian 
archaeologist L. Ognenova has shown that the ring itself and the 

318 Cf. Russu ( 1969b). 
319 Cf. KRAHE ( 1 955-64 1 :  12). 
120 Cf. KRAHE (1928). 
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archaeological setting in which it has been found were Byzantine 
and that the inscription, if read from bottom to top, runs in medie
val Greek X(Up�)E �o� 8'YJ (instead of �O�8E�) " Avvq. 'Lord, help 
Anna', a text paralleled on other Byzantine rings.321 

The example of this "Illyrian" inscription shows quite clearly 
how a great master of the art was utterly misled by his one··sided 
reliance on etymological equations. The penalty for his disregard 
of the archaeological setting was heavy. The mere possibility of an 
etymological interpretation, however plausible, gives no security 
against coincidence by chance, just as it happened in the case of 
the inscription from Kalaja Dalma<;es when read in the wrong 
direction : from top to bottom. 

. 

.. In most recent times another inscription has been found in 
Illyricum, and this one certainly does not belong to the domain of 
Greek or Latin epigraphy. B. Covic excavated near Bugojno in 
Bosnia a piece of pottery with an ornament that could also be seen 
as an inscription in some less well-known script.322 R. Salabalic 
proposed to read it as a mixture of Etruscan and Umbrian letters. 
In the wording itself, if read in that way, Etruscan lexical elements 
can be recognized ; according to archaeological criteria, the in
scription is from the sixth or the fifth century B.C.323 

The interpretation of the inscription on the ring from Kalaja 
Dalma\(es is a welcome initial warning. With it in mind, it will be 
easier to keep the due reserve while looking at some examples of the 
etymological approach to forms of supposed Illyrian origin . 

Glosses designated explicitly as Illyrian are extremely few. One 
is given by Hesychius : LlEUcX.alX� : ot GcX.'t"[up]o� U7t' 'IAAup�{;)v . 
If we accept the current emendation of the manifestly corrupted 
text, an equation with 01 dhunoti 'he shakes' and Gr. 8ue,) 'rage, 
seethe' presents itself. The Paeonian name of Dionysos LlUIXAO� 

probably belongs to the same word family. It seems thus that 
Illyrian corresponds with d to lE dh. 

321 Cf. OGNENOVA (1958, 1 959). 
322 Cf. COVIC (1964b). 
323 Cf. SALABALIC (1 967). 
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In the scholion to  Odyssey 5.281 we read : ot 3e:  AeyoUG�v 

'IAAupwuc; pLVOV Aeym 't"�v &:x.Mv. Illyrian p�v6c; 'mist' has a very 
interesting correspondence in Albanian re (older ren) 'cloud'. 

We know further the word denoting a beverage popular in 
central Illyricum. In Ammianus Marcellinus 26.8.2 we read : est 
autem sabaia ex ordeo velJrumento in liquorem conversis paupertinus 
in Jllyrico potus. And Hieronymus in his commentary to Isaias 
7, 19 writes quod genus est potionis ex Jrugibus aquaque corifectum 
ei vulgo in Dalmatiae Pannoniaeque provinciis gentili barbaroque 
sermone appellatur sabaium. Here too an equation with an Indo
European root is possible : *sab- 'juice' (cf. 01 sabar 'milk, juice, 
nectar', OE seep 'juice, soup') . 

These are the only direct Illyrian glosses. Others are Messapian 
and thus have only a limited value. An interesting one is : �pev3ov 

3e: XIXAOUG� 't"�v �AWPOV MEGGcX.mo� (Etymologicum Magnum S.v . •  

BPEV't"�GWV) and �pev't"Lov MEGGIX7tlo�c; � XECjlIXA� 't"�c; EMCjlou (ibidem) ; 
Messapian �pev30C; 'deer' and �pev't"wv 'head of a deer' have an 
interesting correspondence in Albanian brl 'horns of a deer' . 

Some glosses that. have been used for the study of Illyrian are in 
fact either Epirotic, such as M�IX' 8cX.AIXGGIX. 'H7tE�p{;)'t"IX� (Hesy
chius) or LlEmcX.'t"upoc;· 8EOC; 7tlXpO: (:2:}t'ufLCjllXlmc; (Hesychius), or of 
a non-Greek phonemic pattern which is supposedly Illyrian ; cf. 
(jpcX.' &3EACjlol, U7tO 'HAe:l�v (Hesychius), which is interpreted as a 
short form of lE *bhriiter (cf. 01 bhriitii, Lat. Jrater, Goth. bropar 
and OCS bratrb, all 'brother'). This un-Greek word in northwestern 
Eleian has been explained as an Illyrian loan. 
I Whatever the value of these glosses and of the etymological 
equations they invite, it is clear that on their basis no comprehensive 
study of Illyrian historical phonology is possible. The only possi
bility, if any, to arrive at such a goal is to include into etymological 
research the names that are directly or indirectly attested in the 
ancient Illyricum. This material is comparatively rich but the mean
ings of the forms even in the most favorable cases remain conjec
tural and normally one has to resort to more or less arbitrary gues
ses. The probabilistic foundations of any etymological combination 
are under such circumstances much weaker, the probability of 
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chance similarities much higher. Working with onomastic material 
one is permanently in the situation illustrated by the interpretation 
of the inscription on the ring from Kalaja Dalma<;es. 

In some favourable cases the form is so long and the corre
spondences of its phonemes with those of other Indo-European 
languages so complete that the probability of pure chance is really 
reduced, if not excluded. This is the case with the name Vescleves 
that repeatedly appears on inscriptions from Liburnia. It invites 
to an equation with lE *wesu-Klel; ... es 'whose fame is good' (cf. or 
Vasusravas). 

Yet, even in such almost evident cases it is necessary to maintain 
a reserve. On an inscription from the Adriatic island of Brattia 
one reads the name Veselia Felicetas. On the basis of the assumption 
that the second name translates the first, Veselia has been equated 
with OCS veselb 'gay'. This etymology is certainly a good one, 
and the length of the chain of phonemic correspondences reduces 
the probability of their being due to chance. Illyrian Veselia has 
therefore been included even in etymological dictionaries. All the 
same, extraetymological data, realia again, show that this equation 
is wrong. This can be demonstrated by the study of the areal distri
bution of onomastic elements : Veselia must be interpreted as a 
vulgar form of the Latin nomen gentile Visellia which in Dalmatia 
belongs to immigrants from Italy.324 

In the light of this experience one is less satisfied with the gener
ally well-received interpretation of P. Domatius P.f. Tergitio 
negotiator on an inscription from Scarbantia in Pannonia. The 
cognomen Tergitio is usually explained as the Illyrian word for 
negotiator 'merchant' and etymologically connected with Alb. 
trege 'market', and OCS trbgb 'market' .  With the help of this 
personal n'ame one can then also explain the toponym Tergeste 
(today Trieste) which seems to mean 'market place' . Against this 
etymology nothing can be said except that that of Veselia was not 
worse. 

324 Cf. KALLERIS (1954: 1 88), and KATICIC (1961b). 
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In other cases, toponyms seem to be matched by translations in 
more recent denominations of the same locality. Thus Birziminium 
is the name of a town later known as Podgorica 'which is under a 
hillock' . The medieval citadel of Podgorica is located on a hillock 
over the confluence of the Ribnica with the Moraca. It can there
fore be assumed that Birziminium means 'hillock' and then the 
name can be derived from lE *bhrgh- 'high' (cf. or brhant- 'high', 
Avest. baraz- 'high', Germ. Berg 'mountain', OCS bregb 'mountain, 
bank'). This etymology presupposes the sound development of a 
satem-Ianguage for Illyrian . 

A station to the north of Epidaurum was called Asamum. Topo
graphically, it corresponds with a locality in medieval sources 
called Lapida (1272), today Croatian Lapad. If the medieval Latin 
name is a translation of the older one, it becomes very probable 
that the ancient name should be equated with 01 asman 'stone', 
Lith. asmuo 'cutting-edge', and ON hamarr 'cliff, hammer'. 

But one has to be very cautious when assuming such indirect 
translations. An etymological explanation of Delminium, the name 
of the ancient capital of the Delmatae, has been proposed by con
necting it with the Albanian words dele/delme 'sheep'. As an indi
cation in that direction, the fact has been repeatedly stressed that 
Strabo calls Delminium cl m:alov fLYJA6�OTOV 'a pasturage for 
sheep'. But if one looks at it more closely, Strabo does not say that 
the plain of Delminium was a pasturage of sheep, but that it yvas 
made one by Nasica.325 And fLYJA6�OTOV 7tmdv 'make a pasturage 
of sheep' is a common expression in Greek literature with the meal'l
ing of 'devastate'. Strabo says thus only that Nasica had reduced 
the population of the town and devastated the plain. This is not in 
the least a confirmation of the etymological explanation with the 
Albanian words.326 

Many of the proposed equations are nothing but mere possibili
ties. Such are : 

325 Cf. Strabo 7.5. 5 :  LJD.,utov oe ,usyakq nOAi, rj, enwvv,uov TO 1H3vo" ,uiUeaV 
0' eno{rwe Namua, uat TO nso{ov ,u1)AOfJoTOv Oia dlv nA80vs�{av TWV av(}ewnwv . 

326 Cf. KATICIC (1 965b); 
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mons Bulsinus : IE *bh{k-jbhJg- ; cf. Gr. cp&AX"t)� 'rib, part of a 
ship', OHGerm. balko 'beam' 

Anderva, Llep�lXvo[ : lE *derv- ; cf. OCS ddvo 'tree' 
'Av8[�"t)-re�, Ll[�"t)po� : IE *digh- ; cf. OPers. didii 'fortress', Gr. 

-rdxo� 'wall' 
insula in Savo Metubarbis, amnicarum maxima : lE *metu-borb- ; 

cf. : Gr. [Le-r&, Goth. mip, both 'with' ; Alb. mjet 'till' and Gr. 
�6p�opo� 'mire, filth' ; OCS bara, Alb. bemik, both 'marsh' ; 
(the IIlyrian name would then mean 'between the marshes') 

Nedinum : lE *ned- ; cf. 01 nadas 'roarer' 
Naro : IE *nor- ; cf. Lith. niiras 'diving duck', Russ. nora 'hole', 

SCr. po-nor 'abyss' 
Oseriates : lE *agher- ; cf. Russ. ozero 'lake', Gr. 'AXepcuv 

(the name of a lake) 
lacus Pelso : lE *pels- ; cf. Czech pleso 'deep place on a river, 

lake' 
2:xev6�lXp8o� : IE *skeno-bhardhos; cf. OHG sClnan 'shine' and 

Engl. beard 

On the whole, the IIlyrian etymologies that could be proposed do 
not reach the standard of the Thracian ones. Still, at least the 
generally held view that the north-western Balkans already in 
ancient times belonged to the Indo-European linguistic area seems 
to be confirmed and justified. There are many ' plausible lndo
European etymologies and it is hardly probable that all are wrong, 
but it has thus far proved impossible to derive from this etymolo
gical material a dependable comparative grammar. 

The central problem here is that of the Indo-Europe1111 gutturals. 
It has remained controversial whether IIlyrian was a .centum- or a 
�-language. In the IIlyrian material there are centum and satem 
etymologies and it is not easy to decide which ones are to be ac
cepted as decisive. A fundamental centum etymology is that of 
Vescleves. Other examples are : Agruvium, "Aypcuv, Argyruntum, 
Argyas, Peucetii, Rega, Regontius, Cornuinus; Gentius and Genusus 
also suggest centum etymologies. On the other hand there are 
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satem etymologies such as Asamum, l3irziminium, 'Av8[�"t)-re�, 
Ll[�"t)po�, Bulsinus, and Oseriates. Many other satem etymologies 
have been proposed, but their value is very doubtful. The names 
Dasimius and Dasumius can be derived from IE *dekf!l 'ten' (cf. 
Lat. decem) ; Verzo, Versus from IE *werg- 'work' (cf. Gr. Fepyov 
'work') ; mons Massarum from IE *mog- 'big' (cf. Lat. magnus 'big'). 

There is nothing to give a substaritial and trustworthy lead. Many 
of the centum etymologies are from the north-west (Vescleves, 
Argyruntum, Peucetii, Rega, Regontius, Cornuinus) and can thus 
be regarded as elements belonging to the Venetic linguistic co m
plex.327 Venetic was, as we know from the inscriptions, a centum 
language. The onomastic elements with plausible centum etymolo
gies may thus belong to it. 

In Messapian the situation is. not clear. There are etymologies 
of both kinds : barzidihi can be connected with IE * bhergh- 'high', 
and vaikanetaos with IE *woiko- 'house' (cf. Gr. Fo�xo� 'house'). 
Mess. argorian 'silver' may easily be a Greek loan (&pyupwv). 
Thus one cannot decide whether to regard Messapian as a centum 
or as a satem language.328 

The centumfsatem question remains thus undecided and contro
versial for the main area of the ancient IIlyricum. There are scholars 
who favour the centum solution (Hirt, Krahe, Whatmough, 
Baric) and others who believe that IIlyrian was a satem-Ianguage 
(Ribezzo, Jokl, Mayer, Russu). Opinion stands here against opi
nion.329 Some scholars believe that the traces of satem etymologies 
in the toponymy of the ancient north-western Balkans must be 
explained as the rests of a Thracian substratum in that area.330 

327 A complete edition of the Venetic inscriptions with an exhaustive manual 
of this language has been published in PELLEGRINI - PROSDOCIMI (1967). About 
Venetic anthroponymy, cf. UNTERMANN (1961). 

328 A complete edition of the Messapian inscriptions with an exhaustive 
commentary has been published in PARLANGELI (1960a) ; for a chronology of the 
script and the inscriptions, cf. SIMONE (1 964) ; for Messapian anthroponymy, 
cf. UNTERMANN (1 964) ; for Messapian toponymy, cf. KRAHE (1929-37, 1 939-
43). 

329 In addition to the manuals quoted on p. 168, cf. BARIC (1954 : 9-12). 
330 Cf. PATSCH (1907). 
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In the west, there is only one toponym to be derived with certainty 
from Thracian : this is 0eP[L[�lixua in Dalmatia ; but even this may 
be a corruption in the text of Ptolemy.331 If not, this toponym be
longs to a relatively recent group of Daco-Mysian settlers.332 In 
general, there is no reason to conclude from the possibilities of 
satem etymologies that Thracians lived in the north-western 
Balkans. 

Some interesting derivational devices have been established in 
the Illyrian area. They appear clearly in the formation of ethnica 
from toponyms. Characteristic are the suffixes in -t- and -st-. Cf. : 

Apsoros : Apsortes Burnum : Burnistae 
Albona Alutae fader : fadestini 
Curicum : Curictae Nerate : Narestini 
Delminium : Delmatae Onaeum Onastini 
Flanona : Flanates Splonum : Splonistae 
Nedlnum : Neditae 
Rider Riditae 
Tariona : Tariotae 

There can be no doubt that these are pieces of native morphology 
preserved in the Latinized forms of the toponyms and the ethnica. 

Illyrian was thus thought of as an undivided language spoken 
in the whole of Illyricum with possible Venetic influences in the 
north-west. But for all the systematic etymological research, this 
language has remained a shadowy �ti!y among the members of the 
Indo-European family. Although Ill'yrian data have begun to make 
their appearance in etymological dictionaries, the real content of 
the label Illyrian still is imprecise to the extreme. 

With so many fundamental prolilems of its comparative grammar 
still unsolved and controversial, Illyrian was introduced as a label 
supposedly contributing to the elucidation' of European linguistic 
prehistory. Whatever onomastic elements in central and western 

331 Cf. MAYER (1967: 337). 
332 Cf. GEORGIEV (1958c: 93). 
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Europe did not belong to one of the known Indo-European lan
guage groups, were regarded as a survival of an Illyrian substratum 
if only some analogy with the onomastics of Illyricum could be 
established. The Illyrian area began thus to grow dramatically as 
greater time-depth was reached. Beginning with the southern shore 
of the Baltic, the supposed prehistoric Illyrian area extended over 
Germany, France, the Danubian countries, and the whole of the 
Balkans to Anatolia, the Iberian peninsula, and the British isles.333 

This hypothetical extension of the Illyrian area was in itself a 
sort of reductio ad absurdum. The reaction against such panillyrism 
was immediate and strong.334 It became apparent that the estab
lished analogies, mostly in the names of rivers and creeks, could 
not possibly characterhe one single Indo-European language. The 
data of an Illyrian substratum in almost the whole of Europe were ' 
thus reinterpreted as the vestiges of an undivided Old European 
hydronymy to whose area Illyricum also belonged.335 According to 
the last development of this theory, the Old-European hydronymy 
is just simply Indo-European. Outside of Europe, Indo-European 
hydronymy has been 10st.336 

In the course of the Old European researches it has also become 
obvious that the whole of Illyricum cannot be regarded as one 
linguistic area. Analogies in hydronymy with the Baltic can for 
il,1stance, be established only for the northern Adriatic. Where 
linguistic unity was unquestioningly assumed, a certain degree of 
linguistic variety has to be reckoned with.33? Thus etymological 
research in the Illyrian area did not even lead to the solution of the 
most fundamental questions.33s This does not mean, of course, 
that useful contributions cannot be made in this field.339 

'-

333 Cf. POKORNY (1 938), BORGEAUD (1943), also KRAHE (1937a, 1 940), 
SCHWYZER (1939 : 65-7). 

334 Cf. PISANI (1937). 
335 Cf. KRAHE (1954, 1963, 1 964). 
336 Cf. SCHMID (1968). 
337 Cf. KRAHE (1957, 1 959). 
338 Cf. KRONASSER (1962). 
339 Cf. POPovlc(1959),DuRIDANOV(1963),DEVOTO (1966),HARMATTA (1967), 

ZAIMOV (1969). - Interesting are also the endeavours of PAVLOVIC (1965, 1 968, 
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5.3 RECENT STUDIES IN "I LLYRIAN" ANTHROPONYMY 

In dealing with the autochthonous language material from the north
west of the ancient Balkans, the etymological method is not very 
promising. That much at least could be shown in the preceding 
section. The more important are the attempts to acquire some 
knowledge about the native population of the Illyrian provinces 
and about their language through a careful onomastic study of the 
recorded personal names. 

An important and promising start was made by D. Rendic
Miocevic, professor of archaeology at the University of Zagreb and 
specialist in epigraphy. In discovering new inscriptions and cor
recting the reading of old ones he provided a subs�antial contribu
tion to the source materials for the study of Illyrian anthropo
nymy.340 In a series of studies he tried to discover the social and 
cultural setting of the native personal names from the ancient Greek 
and Latin inscriptions, to disentangle the complex influence of 
autochthonous traditions and foreign influences and to show how 
social growth and integration into the ancient, especially into the 
Roman world, effected itself on the onomastic leve1.341 

The development of onomastic formulas is in this connection of 
paramount importance. New in sights were gained also into the 
process of Romanization in that part of the Empire. This is of basic 
importance since most of our documents of native onomastic and 
linguistic elements . are also documents of Romanization.342 Even 

1969) to reach conclusions about ancient linguistic relations in the north
west of the Balkans from characteristic modem correspondences in the 
vocabulary and the onomastics of the area. It is, however, difficult to know 
which ones of such correspondences continue some traits of the ancient subs
tratum and which do not. 

340 Cf. RENDIC-MIOCEVIC (1951b, 1953). An exhaustive catalogue of personal 
names for the province of Dalmatia has been published in ALFOLDY (1969); 
for Pannonia in Mocsy (1959) and BARKOCZI (1964). 

341 Cf. RENDIC-MIOCEVIC (1948, 1951a, 1952, 1 956, 1960-64, 1963). About 
the methodology cf. SA�EL (1964). 

342 Cf. RENDIC-MIOCEVIC (1966); cf. in that connection also SUIC (1966a, 
1966b), DEGMEDZIC (1966), PASALIC (1966), BAJEC (1929). 
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some parallels with, and influences on the anthroponymy of, early 
medieval Croatia could be established.343 

One observation made in the course of these researches had im
portant conseq�ences for our understanding of the linguistic situ
ation in the north-west of the ancient Balkans. It could be shown 
that the native anthroponymy of the Liburnian territory has its own 
characteristic iIlventory of names and a special type of semi-Ro- \ 
manized onomastic formula.344 Such names that recur characte
ristically in Liburnia are : .4,etoJ:., Aplus, Ceunus, Daimocus, Oeplus, 
Oia, Opiavus, Opia, Oplus; Oplica, Raecus, Suioca, Vadicus, Vescle
ves, Veturia, Viniocus, Volso, Voltissa. These names are concentra
ted 01). the Liburnian territory whereas el�ewhere in Illyricum 
there are but a few random records in places neighbouring on 
Liburnia. 

This discovery was the end of the concept of an undi�ided 
"Illyrian" anthroponymy. The Liburnian anthroponymy proved 
soon to be only one part ofa much larger onomastic complex which 
extend'ed also. to Histrian and Venetic anthroponymy and reached 
even the valleys of the eastern Alps.345 This onomastic system we 
shall call NORTH-ADRIATIC. 

A similar concentration of the areal distribution of onomastic 
elements could be established for the IIlyrian south-east. The author 
of this survey made the observation that some of the names con
nected with the south-east do not appear in the central regions 
where many native names are recorded. After the publication of 
the first paper on this subject the inscriptions of a necropolis 
near Dyrrachium became known, and the names were to a remark
able extent exactly those which one would expect as characteristic 
for the south-east.346 Such names that recur characteristically in the 
south-east are : Annaeus, Bardylis, Kalas, Cilles, C levatus, Epicadus, 

343 Cf. RENDIC-MIOCEVIC (1949). About the Slavization of the north-western 
Balkans, cf. Simpozijum (1968), especiaIly BARISIC (1 968), GRAFENAUER (1968), 
BROZOVIC (1968). 

344 Cf. RENDIc-MIOCEVIC (1955). 
345 Cf. UNTERMANN (1961). 
346 Cf. KATICIC (1962b, 1964a, 1964c). 
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Etleva, Etuta, Ettritus, Gentius, Glavus, Grabon, Monunius, Pinnes, 
Plassus, Pleuratus, Skerdila'idas, Temus, Teutana, 1(erzo, Zanatis. 
This onomastic system belongs to the territory ofthe ancient Illyrian 
state and can therefore properly be called ILLYRIAN. 

In the central region a third type of anthroponymy could be 
detected. Its area �n_cQmpasses the territory of the Delmatae, that of 
the Iapods, and, in a broader sense, the country of the Pannonian 

' . tribes to the south as well as to the north of the Sava. Characteristic 
names are : Anna, Andes, Aplis, Aplo, Apludus, Baezus, Baezo, 
Baracio, Barcinus, Baurea, Bennus, Beuzas, Buzetius, Biso, Bubant-, 
Carpius, Carvius, Cato, Cursulavia, Dasant-, Dasto, DUeius, DUo, 
·Germanus, Gresa, Lavius, Lavo, Paius, Paio, Panes, Panentius, 
Panico, Pant-, Panto, Pinent-, Pinsus, Pladomenus, Plahes, Planus, 
Platino, Prevo, Samuntius, Samuntio, Scaeva, Scenobarbus, Sceno
calus, Seius, Seio, Sinus, Stataria, Staticus, Stennas, Stennato, 
Suttis, Testimos, Testo, Tizius, Tritanus, Tritano, Tritaneria, Tuda
nia, Varro, Vendes, Vendo. 

Characteristic of this central region is also the formation of 
feminines in -ol-onis (cf. Aplis (m.) : Aplo (f.) ; Baezus (m.) : Baezo 
(f.) ; Dasant- (m.) : Dasto (f.) ;  Ditus (m.) : DUo (f.) ; Paius (m.) : 
Paio (f.) ; Vendes (m.) : Vendo (f.) ; etc.). TQ.js�a_n.!hroponymic type is 
well recorded and coherent. It can be neatly distinguished from 
both the Liburnian and the Illyrian type with their characteristic 
name inventories.347 

In the northern part of this central area, on the territory of the 
Pannonian tribes south of the Sava, ancient inscriptions are scarce. 
Only a few native names have been recorded, but as far as we can 
judge, they belong to the same onomastic type as those of the central 
region. It probably is not just due to chance that some of the very 
characteristic names of the Delmatae have not yet been found on 
the inscriptions of the northern region and that no feminine in -01 
-onis has been recorded there.348 

We know too little about this region to draw any final conclu
sions. But so far one can contend confidently that the anthroponymy 

3,17 cr. KATICIC (1963, 1964a, 1964c). 
348 Cf. KATICIC (1965a). 
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of the Pannonian tribes belongs to the same general type as that 
of the Delmatae and of the Iapods. This onomastic complex we 
may call DELMATO-PANNONIAN. 

The anthroponymy of the Pannonian tribes north of the Sava is 
somewhat better-known. The characteristic name here is Liccaius. 
It is recorde� also on the Pannonian territory south of the river. 
Other names like Dasent-, Dasius, Dasmenus, Scenobarvus, and 
Scenus show that this anthroponymy belongs to the same Delmato
Pannonian onomastic system.349 

A special problem is posed by the anthroponymy of the Darda
nian territory. Some of the native names recorded there belong to the 
Illyrian (Monunius, Etuta, Epicadus, Scerulaedus), some others 
belong to the Delmato-Pannonian system (Andia, Anna, Dasius, 
Plannius). In eastern Dardania the native names are predominantly 
Thracian. It seems that in the west ofDardania an originally Illyrian 
anthroponymy was superseded by a Delmato-Pannonian stra
tum.350 

In the north-western Balkans one must expect also some traces 
of Celtic anthroponymy. Paradoxically the native names of the 
Celtic Scordisci are distinctly Pannonian. Before the time of the 
preserved inscriptions this powerful Celtic tribe had been onomas
tically assimilated to the native Pannonian population . Some traces 
of Celtic anthroponymy belonging to the Scbrdisci can perhaps be 
discerned on inscriptions from the Drina. A Celtic element was,. 
quite naturally, sought also in the anthroponymy of the Iapods, 
but with less success. Names with Celtic affiliations on the Iapodic 
territory are few and it is impossible to discern whether they form 
part of the native onomastics or are imported from the neigh
bouring Celtic area.351 

Celtic anthroponymy covers almost without disruption the 
eastern Alps in the provinces of Noricum and Pannonia and also 
the Pannonian low-lands north of the Drava. This is the territory 
held by the tribes of the Taurisci with the Latobici and of the Boii 

349 Cf. KATICIC (1968c). 
350 Cf. KATICIC (1964c), PAPAZOGLU (1964; 1 969 : 1 68-89). 
351 Cf. ALFOLDY (1964, 1 969), KATICIC (1965a) ; cf. also ZGANJER (1952). 
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with the Eravisci and the Hercuniates: Only the Azali at the knee 
of the Danube in the extreme north-east of Pannonia have Panno
nian names again. The Celtic onomastic system is the same over 
almost the entire large area described above. Characteristic names 
are : Adnamatus, Assedomarus, Ato, Auscus, Bardo,.Bella, Boniatus, 
Calendinus, Catullus, Comatus, Couso, Deuso, Diastumarus, Dubna, 
Eppius, Iantumarus, Leucimarus, Loucita, M agemarus, M aro, M edus, 
Mogio, Nemeto, Nertomarus, Nonnus, Nundinus, Ressatus, Secco
nius, Suadra, Tatucus, TWo, Trogimarus, Tutor, Vepo, Vindo. 

This anthroponymy is closely related to that of other Celtic 
regions, such as Gaul, Britain, Northern Italy, and some parts of 
the Iberian peninsula. All the same, this eastern Celtic anthropo
nymy, we may call it NORIC, has to a certain extent a specific name 
inventory of its own. The more important then is the fact that on 
one site in Upper Pannonia, in Ig near Emona, there is a signifi
cantly low percentage of specifically Noric onomastic elements 
and a relatively high percentage of specifically non-Noric Celtic 
names, such as : Aiconus, Broccus, Ecco, Emo, Eppo, EXQuna, 
Moiota, Mosso, Ouo, Ovis, Secco, Talsus, Tetta. This seems to be 
a trace of another Celtic onomastic stratum older than the Noric 
one.352 

The native names recorded on the inscriptions from Ig are im
portant in still another respect. Many of them are not Celtic at all 
but belong to the North-Adriatic onomastic system. In the anthro
ponymy of Ig these names are about as frequent as the Celtic 
ones, and it is thus impossible to decide by purely quantitative 
criteria which of them originally belong to the onomastic system of 
Ig and which entered it under foreign influences. 

But there is one essential difference between the Celtic and the 
North-Adriatic names in the anthroponymy of ancient Ig. The 
latter are much more integrated into derivational families than the 
former. Many North-Adriatic names are derived from the same 
stems by different devices : Bucca, Buccicu, Buco, Buccio, Buccirega ; 
Enna, Ennia, Enno, Enico, Enignus, Eninna; Laso, Lasaiu, Lascontia; 

B5Z Cf. KATI�IC (1966a). 
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Voltanis, Voltarenis, Voltaron�, Voltaront-, Voltaronitia, Voltarotia, 
Voltia, Voltieius, Voltilius, Voltognas, Voltrex, Voltuparis. This 
means that the North-Adriatic names are better integrated into 
the onomastic system of ancient Ig and can therefore be regarded 
as its original .component.353 

Recent research in the field of anthroponomy has thus discovered 
a variety of onomastic systems that is quite in contrast with the 
views prevailing traditionally in Illyrian studies. The importance 
of these new in sights for the understanding of the ethnic and 
linguistic situation is evident. Onomastic systems are no languages 
and cannot therefore be automatically equated with them, but a 
certain correlation between both can be expected to exist, especially 
in primitiv� society where no superethnic cultural structures were 
formed. 

. 

With all due caution we can thus contend that in the north
west of the ancient Balkans there existed, more probably than not, 
also an ethnic and linguistic variety. 

One ethnic and, for all we know, also a linguistic entity were the 
LIBURNIANS. One is tempted to believe that their language was 
related to Venetic. The occurence off in the names of this region 
seems to support such a hypothesis .  The anthroponymy in itself 
does not grant us evidence enough for a definite contention in that 
respect. 354 

Another ethnic group we may call PANNONIAN, although on the . 
strength of anthoponymy it can be said to encompass not only the 
Pannonian tribes but also the Iapods and the Delmatae. This ethnic 
entity is clearly different from the Illyrians in tl;1e south-east and it 
is quite possible that its language was different from the Illyrian 
one. Whether Illyrian and Pannonian were in fact two languages or 
a single one, which may be called ILLYRIAN, we are at present 
unable to tell. Nevertheless we must reckon with the possibility 
of their being two. We cannot regard them as one Illyrian language 

353 Cf. KATI�IC (1968a). 
354 Cf. UNTERMANN (1970). 
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unless such .a hypothesis is substantiated with some evidence from 
new linguistic data.355 

The Scordisci, so it seems, lost their Gallic language quite early 
and began to speak Pannonian. In the upper valley of the Sava 
and in the Iow-lands between the Drava and the Danube, Gallic 
was spoken till late Antiquity. 

5.4 THE ORIGIN OF ALBANIAN 

Albanian is an Indo-European satem-language forming a group 
of its own, just as Greek and Armenian do. If Pedersen is right in 
postulating his law about the assibilation of labio-velars before 
palatal vowels in Albanian, it is not really a sate m-language but 
one which assibilates the palatal stops while keeping all three 
rows of the gutturals distinct.35G This issue is still qmtroversial 
although the specialists tend to accept Pedersen's law. 

All written documents of Albanian are recent, the oldest date 
from the fifteenth century A.D. The people itself appears in the 
historical sources only in the Middle Ages. So there is no direct 
tradition about the older stages of this Indo-European language. 
And yet we know that it is the continuation of a language spoken 
in the Balkans already in ancient times. This has been proved by 
the fact that there are Ancient Greek loan words in Albanian 
(cf. Alb. mokene 'mill-stone' from Gr. [LQ(XQ(v& 'machine' ; Alb. 
pjepen 'melon' from Gr. 7t�7tUJv 'melon' ; Alb. shpelle 'cave' from 
Gr. (j7t�AQ(�bV 'cave' ; blete 'bee' from Gr. [L�A�TTQ( 'bee' ; and 
other words).357 

In the historical sources there is no mention of an Albanian 
migration. It is therefore natural to assume that Albanian was 

355 Cf. KATICIC (1968b) ; cf. also ALFOLDY (1 964, 1 969). A direct testimony 
to the Pannonian linguistic unit is given by Hieronymus, Comm. in Iasiam 
7.9 : vulgo in Dalmatiae Pannoniaeque provinciis gentili barbaroque sermone 
appelatur sabaium. This is not the lingua Pannonica of Tacitus, Germania 43. 
Cf. M6csy (1969). 

356 Cf. p. 63 ; cf. also PEDERSEN (1900). 
357 Cf. THUMB (1909), BARIC (1959 : 32), <;:ABEJ (1 964 : 83-7). 
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since ancient times spoken in more or less the same area in which 
it is now. This area coincides roughly with the modern state of 
Albania and extends over the border into Yugoslav and Greek 
territory. There are Albanian-speaking groups in Greek Epirus, 
in the western part of the Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, and 
in the east of Montenegro. In Kosovo, an autonomous province 
of the Yugoslav Republic of Serbia, the population is predominant
ly Albanian . This area, occupied today by speakers of Albanian, 
lies almost completely within ancient IIlyrian territory. In the 
east it extends to close to the ancient border between IIlyria and 
Thrace; in the south it occupies part of the Paeonian, Macedonian, 
and Epirotic territory (whatever the linguistic affiliation of these 
peoples in antiquity might have been). 

This being so, it is normal and natural to regard Albanian as a 
modern descendant of the IIlyrian language. The fact that in 
ancient IIlyricum we must reckon now with a linguistic variety 
has no consequences in this matter since the Albanian area coincides 
only with the territory that was Illyrian in the strict sense. 

All the same the natural assumption of an IlIyrian descent of 
Albanian has been challenged and some scholars think it more 
likely that Albanian continues Thracian. The issue has been hotly 
debated and is still controversial. 

Those scholars who believe IIIyrian to be a centum-Ianguage had, 
of course, to deny the IlIyrian descent of Albanian ; a Thracian 
affiliation for them was the easiest solution.35B But there is no 
sufficient reason for such a conclusion because it is far from sure 
that Illyrian, especially the language of the people with the llIyrian 
onomastic system, actually was a centum language. But even if it 
was, this could not decide the present controversy since there are 
reasons to believe that in Albanian the assibilation of the palatal 
stops was very late, in part not before the Middle Ages .�59 

Other linguistic arguments for a Thracian affiliation of Albanian 
are more important. The principal one is that of toponyms. Some 

358 ef. PAUL! (1891 : 200), HIRT (1898 : 1 81-; 1 905-07 : 140-, 1 50-, 604-). 
359 Cf. CIMOCHOWSKI (1 958 : 43) and <;ABEJ (1964: 75). 
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scholars contend that the ancient toponyms of Albania did not un
dergo the Albanian sound changes while others in the central 
Balkans did. Instead, the toponyms of Albania rather show traces 
of Romance and Slavic mediation. Ancient Scodra could not 
become Alb. Shkoder since initial sk- changed to h- in Albanian. 
Also Dyrrachium could become Alb. Durres only through the 
mediation of Slav. DbraCb since Latin -ky- yields Albanian -q- and 
Slav. -c-, whereas this latter has gone through the Albanian devel
opment ts >- ts >- s. The Albanian hydronym Cem from ancient 
Cinua presupposes the Slavic palatalization. 

On the other hand Nis from No((c)()6c;, Stip from "A()'n�oc;, 
Sar from Scardus, and Ohrid from Lychnidus presuppose the 
sound development characteristic for Albanian. From there some 
scholars conclude that the original Albanian area was more to the 
east, in the interior of the Balkans, and not in the maritime regions 
of present-day Albania. The almost complete lack of · a native , 
Albanian terminology for sea-faring and fishing seems to confirm 
this : Alb. gjemi 'ship' is of Turkish, [under 'boat' is of Latin, 
varke 'barque' is of Modern Greek, lopate 'oar' is of Slavic, 
peshk 'fish' and natoj 'swim' are of Latin origin .360 

The answer to this is that in judging whether a sound change is 
originally Albanian or not, ,chronological differences must be 
taken into consideration. The change of initial sk- to h- is very old 
in Albanian, perhaps even pre-Balkanic, and it is no wonder if 
some ancient Balkanic toponyms do not conform to it. Some topo
nyms came to Albanian through Romance or Slavic mediation or 
even through both. But on the main Albanian names such as 
Lesh, Drisht, Kunavja, Drin, Buene, Mat, and Ishm can be derived 
from their ancient forms Lissus, Drivastum, Candavia, Drinus, 
Barbanna, Mathis, and Isamnus only by Albanian sound changes, 
and by no others. One has only to suppose an initial accentuation 
in Illyrian : Dyrrachium, isamnus, Drivastum (cf. Messapian Brun
disium >- Brindisi).361 

360 Cf. WEIG�ND (1927), POPOVl(� (195 8 ;  1960: 79). 
361 Cf. <;ABEJ (1958 : 59). 
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The maritime and piscatorial terminology is not so completey 
foreign as the linguists were prone to think under the impact of the 
first impression.362 It must be taken into consideration that the 
cities on the coast were probably romanized first, and that the 
Modern Albanian language is probably the descendant of dialects 
originally spoken in the hills.363 

It has been said furthermore that, linguistically, Albanian cor
responds more to Thracian than to Illyrian.364 Such a contention 
cannot be well founded because we know too little about both 
Thracian and Illyrian. And for the few preserved Illyrian glosses 
it is remarkably easy to find Albanian correspondences. 

The existence of many correspondences between Rumanian an 
Albanian has also been thought of as an argument for the Thracian 
origin of the latter.365 But this again cannot decide the question 
since neither the original area of Rumanian nor the nature of the 
contacts that were the cause of the correspondences between these 
languages are known. The question thus remains open. 

These correspondences seem to confirm the belief that Albanian 
is a descendant of Daco-Mysian. This hypothesis is based on the 
identical comparative phonologies of the two languages.366 But the 
comparative phonology of Daco-Mysian is so conjectural that no 
far-reaching conclusions should be drawn from it. 

It is quite possible that there was a transfer of language from the 
mountains of the interior to the Albanian coast, which probably 
had been romanized to a great extent. But there is no reason to 
assume any large-scale migration, and even for Dardariia and Paeo
nia, if the cradle of Albanian is to be sought there, we cannot be 
sure that they were Thracian in late antiquity.367 

Nothing in the nature of a proof has been presented so far for 
the Thracian origin of Albanian, only a cumulation of indications 

362 Cf. <;ABEJ (1 964: 76). 
363 Cf. CIMOCHOWSKI (1958 : 38). 
364 Cf. BARIC (1954: 1-48), POPOVIC (1960: 81-2), DECEV (1960 : 190-8). 
365 Cf. BARIC (1954 : 27-34). 
366 Cf. GEORGIEV (1957b : 73-4). 
367 Cf. JOKL (1924) and PISANI (1964). 
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which, without deciding the question, prevent us from rejecting 
the Thracian hypothesis outright. The only thing one can do is to 
keep an open mind while remembering that in this controversy 
the burden of proof is with those who deny the Illyrian descent of 
Albanian .368 

86S Cf. <;ABEJ (1970). 
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